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Che Rorning Star.
Ah WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1878.
Faith

and
—

Reason.
—

y

Reason unstrings the harp to see *
. Wherein the music dwells;
Faith
pours a Hallelujah song,
_And heavenly rapture swells:
That lave our narrow strand,
Faith launches o'er the mighty deep,

To seék a better land.

The future and the past.

In the Fulton

:

The gladness of the day.
Faith leads the way, and Reason learns
To follow in her train;
Till, step by step, the goal is reached,
And death is glorious gain,

rrr

Correspondence.

——
New York, Jan. 8, 1873.
THE WEEK OF PRAYER.
The Week of Prayer opened here in a
singular manner, providentially. The storm
of Sunday was one of the most memorable.
The rain fell heavily and froze as it fell, all

day, upon the universal slough of slush in
which the city was bemired. Everything
out of doors was thickly encased with ice.
The trees were silver plated all over, resembling trees of pfire silver from root to
topmost twig, and if there had been a sun
to shine on them, would have been

a

spec-

tacle of brilliancy long to be remembered,
So great, however, was the weight of their
armor, with the force of the storm, that

vy of them were stripped

of bough and

their bare poles, and sometimes

the tops’ of these were
wrecks like the stumps
completely disabled in
graph wires that cover

broken off, leaving
of masts on a ship
a gale.” The telethe whole city with

their usually unnoticed network,

now stood

out in the form of heavy silver ¢ bullion
fringe.” From every wire hung an even
row of icicles, close together, of pearly
uniform length (about four inches) and exactly resembling the massive fringe just
named. These fringes grew continually
in depth and weight, and gradually brought
down the wires in every direction, to the
ground. The police and fire telegraphs
were entirely disabled, and while the storm
continued nothing could be done to repair
them.
j
:
© Under such a pitiless storm, through such
deeply flooded streets and over slippery
ice-coated sidewalks, the churches of New
York and many other cities were called to
assemble to inaugurate, or to hear inaugurated by the most eamest efforts of their
preachers, the much-anticipated services of
this particular Weskiot Prayer. As a result, the simple fact was that they did not
assemble. They. staid at home.
Sextons,

musicians and ministers did their parts per

contract of course. But who else is under
contract or under pay to come out to ehurch

in such. weather as this?

street

prayer

meeting, in

If it had been a

week day, down-town would have been as
crammed
with tearing crowds as ever.
The fact is that the praying people of New

York are too fow to be missed down-town,
even if they stay at home on stormy weekdays as scrupulously as they do on stotmy

At the church of one of our first

preachers (I will not name him), I found

myself in the apostolical number of twelve
who comprised the entire congregation.
The: sermon was dispensed “with ; the

preacher probably not feeling equal to the

influence of the wealthy
and of the other members

Phelps, Dodge

The money

and

Stokes families,
of the

firm

of

& Co.,
of which the crimi-

nal’s uncle is one, have been freely used in
his behalf, and many fear that they will yet
be successful, either in obtaining a new

trial or in swaying (Governor Dix. It has
become so purely a thing of the past, to
see murder punished here, that wé are naturally incredulous of the possibility until

we see it realized. But the feeling of the
community i8 grewing dangerous, and
should not
value law
of the now
tection from

be trifled with by those who
and order: A disappointment
hoped for installment of promurder would be more dan-

with

gerous than if Stokek had not been con-

which its noisiest, but not its best friends
encumber it, ‘is seen, if I may judge, the
very best index we have of the state of religious feeling at any particulartime. And
this index has rarely if ever marked higher

effect.in the jury room, and will have in
the coming trials.
Without it, the two

spite of all

the

vain glorification

than at the present hour.

Not

that the

leading city clergymen are now willing to
come down and conduct or discourse to the
crowded noon-day assembligs. The spirit
and the power of the meetings is never in

victed. The stern excitement rising in the
public mind, of course bad its legitimate

jurymen, whose soft inclination to clear the
guilty was superior to their love of justice
and their sense of the claims of the innocent,

would

never

have

yielded,

and the

result would have been another disagreement or a compromise on manslaughter.
these professional effects.
That which Public will executes the laws or the want
strikes me is the voice of the usually dull of i% lets them down in the dust. Th®
and stammering lay brother melting to un- present force of public will on this subject
wonted tenderness and fluency in prayer or’ is intensified by finding its power, and the
exhortation, and the pressure of eager com- movement will. not go backward but onpetition

for

the

floor,

which

shows

‘that

where perhaps a dozen volunteer exevcises
have been actually got in, there were fifty,
better ones perhaps, suppressed by want of
opportunity. These signs, and the incommunicable consciousness of a deeper influence,
indicate

which each soul testifies to itself,
a great and rare power in the spir-

of Christians

at

this

time,

ward, until the

last

argument

of the

vis-

ionaries, from the difficulty of conviction,
will be quite-obsolete.
Vib,
———

European

Correspondence.

BrusseLs, Dec. 6, 1872.
M. Thiers addressed the Assembly, at the

haps too ofténand too flippantly asserted,
the real and exdgitnry presence of Divine power.
AnMher significant indication is a remarkable influx of requests from
or in behalf of local churches in all parts
of the country, to pray for their revival.

Common humanity dictates

On the latter

ground,

studiously

it.

avoiding

any indication of favor to total abstinence,
which can never more be a feature of the
paper under its new management, the 7ribune strongly urged the banishment of the
wines and liquors /from our New Year's
tables. The Times had the stupidity, not
to say the brutality,to abuse the Tribune for
this modest concession to the spirit of the
Golden Rule, and to exhibit itself in advocacy of what its writer probably reverences as the good old British principle of gratifying one's appetites with a manly or at
least masculine disregard of consequences
to any weak brother. I presume Rev. Drs.
Crosby and Duryea also were constrained
by high convictions of duty, to protest
against: the proscription of that *¢ good
creature of God” alcohol, by setting it
forth upon their hospitable boards.
I hap-

casion, although his voice was, at moments,

15, 1878.

intended as a: compromise
between
the
Ministers, which compromise, however, will

not

suffice

to prevent

modifications, which

certain

will,

Ministeffal

doubtless,

take

place before the termination of the present
session. = Géneral von Roon, the’ war-minopinion

that the

offer of

the members of the Upper House to vote
the law, respecting the administration of the
circles, provided no new members were
added, should have been accepted by the
Government, while the Minister of the interior, Count Enlenburg, thought no measures

too

extreme to secure

the

reform

in

so weak as to be heard with difficulty by
those at a distance from him. “It is said

the end of his discourse, ‘that you wish
to interdict the tribune to- me, to prevent
me from being ruffled. My absence would
not prevent crises {rom taking place. If you
wish fora clerk who shall always be of

having already modified the project, first
presented. If so, it would be but changing
the battle-field from the Upper House to the
House of Deputies, as it is certain the latter

your

opinion,

choose

one.

They

are not

wanting.
If you no longer have confidence
in me, send me back to my repose. The
question is not that of Ministerial responsibility, but to know whether you have confidence

in

me

or

not.

If

you -pronounce

yourselves against me, I shall leave the
power saying: I swear that I have served
my country for two years with a devotion
without bounds.”
As soon as the applause which greeted
these words

had

subsided,

M.

Ernoul,

a

member of the Right, upon whose eloquence
many hopes were founded, arose to reply to
the President's discourse. Afler some pre
liminary remarks, in which he declared that

he should open his whole soul to the Assembly, he attacked

the question of Ministerial

responsibility. ¢ The Commission,” said
M. Ernoul, ‘ demands Parliamentary rights.
We wish to have the power, we, the majority, to say to a minister, ‘you do not possess our confidence.” This we can not now
say,

because,

before

each

Minister,is the

breast of the President of the Republic.

Government will yield to their wishes, after

will admit ,no

struggle.

new modifications without a

:

a

The strikes of the workmen in England
continue unabated. Hardly was that of the
Policemen terminated before the workmen
employed in the gas establishments of London determined to plunge the city into total
darkness. Those who are acquainted with
London during the month of December will
understand the important role - which artificial light plays in public affairs. Consequently the most energetic measures were
immediately taken to supply the want of
gas, by means of whatever could be made
to give light. The public buildings, theaters, manufactories and the streets lighted
in this impromptu and incongruous manner,

gave to London the appearance of a vast
fair, in which every variety of lamp and
candle-stick, of aneient 6r modern invention, was on exhibition.
However, thanks

to the untiring efforts of the authorities of
the city, no extraordinary disasters have
been reported as resulting from this sudden
darkness... New workmen have been en:
gaged, and the directors of the gas establishments have pledged themselves not to
re-engage any of the ¢ strikers.” This strike
is the less to be explained, that these workmen were among the best paid of any in the
United Kingdom.
C. M.

Far be it from me and from us, to suspect
the
President of meditating coups d'Etal.
pen to know that one of these divines, at
least, has such a duty-croichet as that. It But a eampaign is being made in the counreminds one of the good men who used so try against this Assembly. The prcmoters
piously and conscientiously to burn witches. of it receive letters of encouragement. I
>
+++
Ouly that the parallel halts in this, that the do not say that these letters emanate from |
Rambles.
latter erred in darkness, while these men the Government, but I do say that they very
nearly touch it.”
M. Ernoul, encouraged
go astray at noonday.
In going west from Philadelphia, the
Nevertheless, a good deal has been ac- by the tremendous applause which burst
complished.
~The noble example of the from the benches of the Right, at these great sight to be seen is the Alleghanies,
President, Vice President, Vice President words, became excited, and evidently for- Leaving at midnight, you pass the most inelect, and many others of high official and getting the question under discussion, sud- teresting part of the scenery the next foremoral position in our land, carries with it denly electrified his hearers by calling Na- noon. Or, you may start at noon, stop all
an influence. and a social sanction which poleon III. a second-hand Cassar. This in- night at Altoona, and go on the next mornhas strengthened many to follow the better discretion came very near causing a rupture ing on the train that left Philadelphia at
promptings of their hearts in this matter, between the Bonapartists and the other fac- twelve the night before. Leaving at midThe social understanding in this eity, tions of the Right, for, as appropriate as the night is not very- pleasant, and I rarely
spoken of before the holidays, had suffi- term Cesar may be, when applied to the sleep well in the cars; so I preferred to stop
cient extent and force to make an impor- hero of Sedan, no one can deny the utter over at Altoona. During the afternoon we
tant inroad upon the custom, so far as it. unfitness of the expression when modified had a pleasant ride through the beautiful
was dependent merely upon fashion.” The by ¢* second-hand.” Thus, as soon as the towns and villages of central Pennsylvania.
guzzlers, to whom no occasion seems fes- unfortunate orator had descended from the
tive, or even cheerful, without

intoxicating

drink, will of course keep up the fashion
of treating on New Year's day as well as
the other 864. As this classis a vast majority of our native, and the whole of our

foreign-born population,

not much visible

result can be expected in any one day, and
the debased victims of the social glass were
abundantly to be seen towards and
thfough-out the evening of the First, displaying
their bodily and mental wreck, from house

to house,

and

often

intruding,

through

imbecility, into families that neither had
nor deserved the discredit of their acquaintance,
*

tribune,

he was assailed by the

leading

Bonapartists, who assured him he ‘should
retract the ignominious epithet applied to
their god, or they would not vote with the
Right. So what could M: Ernoul do but

capitulate, which he did, by explaining that
| he could easily arrange the matter by having

that part of his speéch omitted, when it ap-

peared in the Officiel. The Bonapartists,
appeased by this promise, added their 15 or
20 voices to those of the Royalists and Legitimists, but, as already seen, without suc-

ss.

However, a part of the voices, given

Republic for his people,

gt

and but for his -

probably have es-along the banks of the Susquehanna and untimely death would
tablished it. He leaves mo heirs to the
Ministerial* responsibility exists.” At this, through wild and beautiful scenery. Arriv- throne,
excepting an imbecile half-sister,
M. ¥ictor Lefranc, the Minister of the in- ed at Altoona,we took lodgings close to the and the Islanders are in danger of runSoon after ning into rebellion and anarchy in the atterior, arose and said:
‘‘Gentlemen, I ac- depot and retired at once,
the train came along, and put- tempt to deal with the” various factions
cept the proposition which has just been breakfast,
made you. Here I am: apply your Minis- ting on another locomotive commenced the that arise. It is certainly to be desired
that wise counsels may prevail, and that
terial responsibility. I assume everything assent of the Alleghanies. You soon reach the Sandwich Islands may not lose the beneupon my head.” After much discussion and the Great Bend, which presents the finest fits of all the progress that has been made
tumult, M. Raoul Duval presented the fol- specimen of engineering on the réad. Here there in the last dozen years.
lowing motion: ‘The National Assembly are two mountains with a ‘deep valley beDEATH OF NAPOLEON THIRD,
considering that several Municipal Councils tween. Shall the rails be laid across this
Louis Napoleon, ex-Emperor, died at
have violated the law by transmitting di- deep, broad chasm, or down one side and Chiselhurst, Eng. , last Thursda
morning.
days, and a»
rectly to the President of the Republic ad- up the other ? The latter was the plan He had been ill for several
performed,
had been
dresses of a political character, and that the chosen, and now the cars with all the surgical operation
but
his
strong
constitution
was
thought
tobreaks
on,
glide
along
the
mountain
side
Minister of the interior has not repressed
be able
to carry him safely through. His
these infractions of the law, recalls the Min- and down into the valley where the road death was sudden and ‘une
d. So
ister of the interior to the observance of the makes a very short turn and the cars,drawn far from danger was he considéred that
law,” &c., &e. This motion being adopted by two or more locomotives, proceed along hig Personal friends, who hastened to hinx
‘by a majority of six voices, M. Victor Le- the side and up the opposite mountain, at his first sickness, had returned to their
homes, and his son had returnedto his
franc gave his dismission, which has been The road just here resembles the letter U, studies at Woolich.
The Empress remainwith
the
two
sides
spread
out
a
little,
and
accepted by the :Government, thus demoned by him, and is prostrated with
grief.
strating that the much talked of Ministerial Jaid along the sides of the mountains, not His death doesn’t create a very profound
responsibility does, in reality, exist, under at an angle of forty-five degrees,yet making sensation, excepting among a few Frenchthe present Government.
a steep grade for a railroad. I happened to men, and the affairs of France will not be
likely to be materially affected by it.
| The number of new members to be ad- have a seat on the right hand side of the
——,
ter
mitted to the Upper House in Berlin, is to car, and looking out of the window could
Washington
Correspondence.
be limited to 25, consisting of Generals,
see the train double up as it came round the
——
Pe
high public functionaries and landed pro- curve. Looking out of the window as we
WASHINGTON,
D. C., Jan, 8, 1872.
prietors. The reduction of the number is. went down one side and up the other, I had

question. The extreme Right hopes to obtain some concessions on - certain points of
the project, but it is not probable that the

with tenderness,” exclaimed M. Thiers, at

Number

Nearly all this distance the road winde

wound up by saying: *‘ Now, gentlemen,
you have an opportunity of seeing if the

ister, was of the

;

of the séance of the 29th, and never
and suggest a humble hope of what is per-’ opening
has he been more eloquent than on this oc-

than that of total abstinence or of Christian

Reason, the handmaid who may share

Sundays.

deal more of the wisdom of simplicity and
modesty, suggestions might be made more
effective and less complicated.

| principle.

In white and pure array ;

branch, to

With -a good

or the seed of a fatal appetite. The suggestion stands very well on lower ground

Faith is the bride that stands enrobed

oN

be expected, on

frain from thrusting, often in effect forcing
on their guests, temptations to intoxication

One is the foot that slowly treads
Where darkling mists enshroud ;
The other is the wing that cleaves
Each heaven-obscuring cloud.
Reason, the eye which sees bat that
On which its glance is cast;
Faith is the thought that blends in one

York

influence,
as

NEW YEAR'S IMPROVING.
A great effort has been made this season
by Christian pulpits and presses, to per| suade receivers of New Year's calls to re-

While Reason strives to count the drops

New

might

the current of devotion.

itual exercises

I

*

that the more elaborate public efforts were
not to have the main place in what should
be done. I notice in all the alive proceedings of these occasions, the high flown
programmes of the Committee of the Evangelical Alliance (whoever he is) have very
little

N. H., JANUARY

A devout wind accustomed: to nal’s plea of self-defense.

occasion.

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER

FOR

DOVER,

XLVIIIL.

'

A PLEASANT

SURPRISE,

Among a half dozen ministerial looking
men, I observed a person that reminded me
of some one, though I could scarcely tell
who.

He sat facing me a few seats in front,

and watching his movements and features
as he talked with his companions I became
every minute more and more interested in

him, till at last I came

;

A

forward and asked him if his name

was

Anderson. He said yes, but he did not
recognize me till I told him my name,

A

called fashionable society; but it is not of sucly
matters as these that your readers desire to be

informed, and I dismiss this topic without fur—
ther comment.
Allow me, however, to make
mention of one notable fact. There were many
open houses here on New Year's day
in what
are called the higher circles, from w ich intoxie
cating drinks-were banished,for o
atienst,,
much to the credit of those who had the courage’
to ignore this pernicious custom.
Would that
these people had the principle and the determi- .
nation to ignore this ruinous practice every day
in the year.
The deficienc
bill was passed by the House
on Mondays with the Senate amendment apointing
Gen. Babcock, the Commissioner of
ublic Buildings, to see that the $1,500,000 ap~
propriated for improvements around the government buildings and reservation is properly
expended.
.
Monday was a field day in the House, the
topic under discussion being the Credit Mobilier
investigation
now in progress in Committee.
The debate took a very wide range, and much
of the talk was irrelevant and even nonsensical,
but Congressmen, you know, must have their
say, so that their constituents may see that the
honorable member is not inattentive to duty.

One good result is reached.

ber of the Banking

and

Currency

Committee, .

roposes by a bill to inflate the currency some
$25,000.00; these new National Bank notes to
be apportioned to states having less than their
quota. Mr. Porter, of Va., proposes that the
term of a member of Congress. be four
years,
instead of two.
His proposition was referred
to the Committee on the Judiciary, where it will:
sleep for the present.
Constitutional amend-

W—

WITH OPEN DOORS.
The Credit Mobilier

Hereafter the Com-

mittee will sit with open doors; and from this
time forth the interest in this investigation will
decline.
What the people can know just as well
as not, they don’t care to know,
In the Senate, on Monday, fifteen new bills
were introduced, and in the House, about one
hundred.
It is now evident, that Congress has
more work laid out than it can by any possibility
accomplish this session.
Mr.
Munroe, a mem-

r

—

RENEWED.

The holidays have passed away, and affairs iw
Congress and in the departments are assuming
their routine characteristics.
The Fioapeet is,
that there will be a lively time till March 4th.
Political and social circles will soon be profoundly stirred, and the gayeties of the season are already cropping out in every direction in what is

“Events of the Week.
investigation, which |

There has been a good deal of discussion in
we suppose is so named tp conceal its
and outside, by the newspapers here
meaning from common people, is now be- Congress
and elsewhere in the sountrs, upon the proposition
to
erect
a separate building at the Capital,
ing conducted with open doors. The folin which it is’ proposed to do the work of Plate
ly of the attempi to keep the matter pri- Printing
and furnishing the bonds, ete., ete.
AHvate was well shown before the holiday the work sheuld be done here in Washington,
and not, as now, part here, and part in New
adjournment. It seems to be the purpose York,
and the rest in Philadelphia.
Both
of the investigation, to find out whether methods of doing this work have earnest advo~
cates,
:
certain Congressmen, and they the best
Two important considerations have entered’

men in Washington,

sold

their

votes

and

into this debate.
It-has been stoutly contended /
by those who favor the plan which proposes to
give to private companies the entire work of issuing government bonds,greenbacks, stamps, &e.,
that it will cost the government less to do all of
its plate printing on private contract thun it now
costs to do it here under the supervision of the
confuse, rather than to elucidate, for -gen- Secretary of t he Treasury and the subordinates he
appoint.
Again, it is said, the work can be
tlemen’ are so contradictory that we lose may
done better as well us cheaper, outside.
As to.
confidence in both their memory and their cheapness, there is abundant proof that there is.
a large margin on the score of economy in favor statements. If, after they had voted to of
doing all this work under the full control of
open the doors, they had told the com- the government officials. And that it can be
done
as well and even Detter here, as well as
mittee to walk out and have done. with - its cheaper,
does not now admit of a doubt.
Under nonsense, it might have been as well.
the recommendation of the Secretary an appro- .
priation of $250,000 will be asked for, in order
THE SENTENCE OF STOKES,
that a building may be erected in Wa-hington,
in
which there may “bé ample facilities and acEdward S. Stokes, for the murder qf
commodation for doing all this work here.
James Fisk, jr., was sentenced last week
The salt producers across vour border over in
Monday to be hanged Feb. 28. The dis- Canada, thinking that they should have freer ace.
for their saline products in the American
agreement of the jury at the first trial, cess
market, and complaining that our present tariff
when the evidence for the defense was interferes somewhat with their trade in these
considerably weaker, had led many to sup- United States, have organized and sent here a&
strong Jobb to seek a * modification of the prespose that no verdict would be reached in ent
imposed duties upcn salt.
The Syraeusian
the last trial. But the majesty of the law salt mahufacturers, have also a lobby on band,
has for once vindicated itself in New York. and are ready for these interlopers, and will
It is yet uncertain that he will be hung, meet them face to face. It may be that the tariff salt ought to be modified, that that indise
for many exceptions were taken to the on
pensable article may be sold for consumption
rulings of the Judge, the condemned has even at a cheaper rate than it holds in the mark et
rich and rather influential relatives, and to-day. But that our Americon Congress is to be
they will use every means in their power influenced by this Canadian lobby is hardly to
to get, by the forceof these exceptions, a be tolerated.

their integrity for a few shares of Union
Pacific R. R. stock, it being their part of
the bargain to legislate in favor of the
road. But the investigation = seems to

stay of proceedings.
any public sentiment
he is a murderer;

murderers

have

he

But there is hardly
in favor of Stokes;

is

been

so

partly

dealt

because

so leniently

with in New York; it is high time that the
law show its hand, and it may aswell be

done in, .Stokes’s case

to the conclusion | else’s.

that it was an old friend and classmate in
the Seminary, whom I had not seen since
we parted there thirteen years ago. I went

WORK

a fine view of the valley, and the mountain

opposite. As you cross the Green Mountains in the cars you are sensible of reaching a greater altitude every moment.
If
your way lies over the Alps and through.
Mount Cenis tunnel you leave the plains of
Italy covered with verdure, and gradually
winding along mountain sides,across bridged chasms or through tununeled mountain
tops, you soon find yourself in a cooler atmosphere. ' Instead of the green fields you
look out upon snow clad hills, At length
you dash into the seven mile tunnel and
spend twenty minutes under ground. Yet
neither in the Green. Mountains nor Alps
do you have such evidence of your ascent
as in going round the Great Bend, where
the eye commands a view of both branches
of the road leading up the two steep mountain sides. As we ascended the western
acclivity, immediately below lay the deep
chasm, and over the tops of tall trees we
looked down upon mountain tops covered
with autumn tinted forests,
We spent the night at Pittsburg, addressing the students of Alleghany Theological
Seminary in the evening. This is a thriving
manufacturing city, and the smoke of its
thousand chimneys makes a great cloud
that the sun’s rays can scarcely penetrate.
It more reminds one of London or some
other English city, than any other place 1
have seen in America.
Tota.

INPORTANT

as

in

anybody

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE

|

DEBT

STATEMENT,

The debt statement of the Treasury Depart~
ment, issued on the 2d inst., has taken some of
our people by surprise, but to those who know
the causes, the monthly statement is no surprise at all. They ean
point to the falling off of
the estimated revenue from several sources, and

also to pretty large

and

and éxpenditures which
monthly statement may

liberal

appropriations

have been met.
is
occasionally hereafter

show the balance on the wrong side. No friend
Secretary Fish has addressed a letter to of.
the country or of the administration should
Minister Sickles in Spain, referring to be surprised should such an exhibition be some--.
certain reforms which the Spanish author- time made during the ensuing fiscal year.

ities had promised to effect, such as the ab-

During

the last

fiscal

year, there were some

expenses, such,.for instance, as
olition of slavery in Cuba, and the better extraordinary
to the Government by the Right-Center,
$4,500,000 for bounties to soldiers, $7,000,000
treatment
of
that
Island.
The
Secretary
for Juipiovements
of rivers and harbors and
were withdrawn from it on the following
hopes that Spain will fulfill thege promises, the building of fortifications. * Large sums have:
day. The members of the Right, disap- when he sprang up, and seizing my hand
been
gxpetided
in
New
York, Boston, Philadelan
relieve
the
United
States
of
any
neTHE DEATH BENTENCE.
pointed by their defeat and exasperated by shook it warmly and with great delight. cessity to interfere in Cuba’s behalf.
hia and elsewhere upon government Dullditigys
I learned that he and his brother clergymen
he Public debt is paid by surplus -revenue
in
Correspondence has also passed between
It would perhaps be difficult to convey to the cries of vive la Republique ! and vive
of all kinds, and these expendiwere on their way to attend a meeting in | Great Britain and the United States rela- the Treasury
M.
Thiers!
which
greeted
their
ears
upon
|
tures, therefore,diminish the surplus with which
you the palpable sense of relief and unthe western part of the State. With many tive to the suppression of the East African the Secretary cancels the public debt. If it is
wonted security that pervades the city since the arrival of the train from Versailles at
desirable
to continue to pay off the public debt
slave
trade.
It
seems
that
we
have
a
their revenge. regrets that engagements would not permit | treaty with the ruler of Muscat, which in at the rate of $100,000,000 annually, as has been
the conviction of Stokes for the murder of Paris, ‘determined to
me
to
join
them,
we
separated
at
done during:
President Grant’s administration,
. 80) M.
Fisk. Except among the criminal and vio- Accordingly, the next| day
.
conjunction with that between | England there
d system of economy
must be a very
HARRISBURG.
fan
Muscat, ought’ to enforce the end of adopted by Congress. ' It
lent classes, and the fanatical opponents PraxvParis mounted the tribune and atalleged
by some that
absorb alleged he ft of the
t is to this end that the the army and na
Here we ‘stopped for tea, and changed the business.
of capital punishment, congratulation is tempted to prove that the Government was
correspondence is directed, and we hearti- Jublic treasure. There was charged to the war
universal.
Bitter enemies of Fisk, well the real author of all the addresses and let- cars, When we got aboard again there ly hope the attempt may succeed.
epartment last year $36,000,000. This, however, includes the amounts named above, as
rrepresented by the Z7ribune, which has ters of encouragement received from M. were many who could get no seats, and
expended
for bounties and for internal a A
~wTHE DEATH OF A°GOOD KING.
favored the assassin opeuly from the mo- Thiers from the Municipal Councils. He among them your unfortunate correspondepartments. The sum expended
for the war
In the death of Kamehameha, the Sand- ment Jroper is about $21,000,000. The aveluge
the Right upon its strict ob- ent. Standing, leaning against the arm of
ment of his deed, and on the very morning congratulated
»
wich Islands lose a very good and useful cost of each man in our ** peace-establishm0
of his sentence impeached the verdict in an servance of legality, denunciated the Left a seéat or sitting on the floor, I passed the’ king.
4
He was a nobleman in every, re- is Lp per year.
tter
of
reducing
the
national
debt
will
for
the
opposite
reason.
In
short,
he
denext three or four hours, till. we reached spect, holding sentiments far in advance
article of surprising effrontery,are here and
whos to the imm
iate attention of Con
be brought
there found to allege a doubt of the to all clared that M. Thiers was leading the nation Altoona, one hundred and thirty miles dis- of his race, and which he was promulgat- gress, and they must meet the question.
ing as fast as possible, He aimed at a
other men patent falsehood, of the crimi- directly back to the Commune, and finally tuut,
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navigation

there are both currents

TT

and counter currents to be considered in
making up the reckoning, so in ‘Morals and
Religion there are both an’ innér and an

ERE ER ET

oufer aspeet to be taken into the account
in order to determine real progress. For

ago, the Star of Aug. 16, 1872, came to
hand.
A leader on “Multiplying Colleges”

RR
I

the dis-

parity
crease
and of
spread
still in

REINER

4a time, we had been contempldting

BL

was

in our-denomination between the inof learning and general education,
missionary zeal and- ardor for the
of the gospel generally.
While
this contemplative mood, two days

read

with avidity.

Being

intensely

American,
and, both from
tradition and
deep rooted conviction, Free Baptist in sentiment, this article awakened a warm re-

sponse in the heart. The following passage
@wvas read and re-read:
““We prize the higher education. We
see our need of jrdsa people. We urge
it upon our youfig men and
Women as a
thing of great of
ven
We must make
it a vital feature in our denominational

poli-

-ty and endeavor to enlist in its Behalf all our
churclies in every section of” the land.
We
rejoice in what has been done to promote

it. We take no little pride in our denominational record during the last twentyfive

years.

The

interest

institutions of learning
hag shown

that

has

started

at various

points,

generosity, enterprise and public

spirit, worthy of gratitude and honor. We
accord both to it. There is liftle danger
that we shall do too much ;. there is more

danger that we shall do too little,
and
there is some danger that we shall not al-avaysdo wisely.”

What live Free Baptist could read such a
noble record of noble deeds, in so worthy a
cause, and not have his heart warmed and
his pulse quickened thereby? But for our
previous musings, we must have become

good deal elated,

the more

so,

when

- called to mind, what was our station

gard to education forty
fwenty-five years ago.

years

providing means

| hoarding up the treasures

Tending?

a

we

in re-

ago,

yes,

for and

of knowledge as

of filthy lucre?- Is it at all clear, that unconsecrated learning will:
convert the
world to Christ, and usher in the millennium very much sooner than unconsecrated
gold and silver? We would not be an

alarmist.

good lookout, to take frequent
and

know

tendi
apon

well

whereunto

soundings,

our yessel

is

otherwise we may find . ourselves
the breakers ere we are aware, and

discover our mistake, when it is too late for

remedy.
;
on
To a distant though not wholly = uninterested observer, our system of education
seems wanting in a deep, earnest consecration to the cause of Christian benevolence.
What should be regarded only in

the

light

of means to an end is, it is feared, put in
the ‘place of the end itself, hence the lack
of a more satisfactory result. It is true,
we are, from time to time

cheered

by

the

account of glorious revivals in our schools,
but alas,

‘quired.

"i

Has the cause of truth and right.

eonsness, of pure

religion and of suffering)

humanity kept pace amongst

us,

with

our

progress in the sciences and general knowledge? Christianity, all must admit, is intensely aggressive, and naturally affiliates

" with light and knowledge.

Hence,

the

more it commands the intelligence of a people, filled with

its own

spirit

of

benevo-

lence, the more rapid must be its onward
march by means of their agency.
Without
two Colleges and a score’or two of Acade-

what

becomes

‘of the converts?

The depleted ranks of the.ministry and the
meager staff of laborers in both

the

home

and foreign fields echo back the inquiry,
Where are they? The erying wants of
these different

fields

are

continually

used

as the fulcrum and lever for raising the
needed support for ‘‘a sanctified education.”
But do the results answer to the investments?
If not, then on whose shoulders rests the
blame ? Has the spirit of piety which once
lead Christian mothers to dedicate their
unborn offspring, irrevocably- to the service of God, and fathers to train up their
children ix the nurture and admonition of
‘the Lord,

quite.

forsaken

our

churches ?

Verily, “Unto whomsoever much

is given

of him shall much be required.”
Santipore, Oct. 6, 1872.

J.P.

Homeward.
BY

REV.

J.

M.

W.

FARNHAM.

SINGAPORE. *
This island is twenty-five miles long by
fourteen broad. It is covered with little
round hills.
Where one has been cut

mies and Seminaries as feeders, all or near-

ly all the product of the past quarter century, might we not expect to see our ship
approaching the van of the vast fleet that is
to convey the glad tidings of salvation to a
Jost world?

As we

increase

in

numbers,

material wealth, and especially in intelligence and prestige, is it unreasonable for
the world to expect of us a corresponding
increase in a vigorous, manly propagan+dism ? Rather will not an impartial Judge
hold us strictly responsible for the due imDLU

aen

U

LIT a

ents

committed

(0

oul

trust 7 But how stands the case? When,
thirty-six years ago, North Parsonsfield
Seminary was the only school the Denomination could call its own,

missionary

zeal ‘and

there were

caudidates

both

for the

«foreign field. A missionary appeal was
: heard and heeded. It stirred the hearts of
‘the pious, and for years

men

and

women

«gontinued to offer themselves for service in
a heathen land. Nordid we hear in those
- days of a retrograde movement being necessary. But a change has ensued.
With
but very rare exceptions, when and where,
: for the last fifteen years, has a new candi%idate been heard from looking to the foreign
field as the scene of his

life

work ?

What

«can be the cause of this change? Are -the
- commands of Christ less imperative, the
labor of saving souls less inviting to edu+ cated than to uneducated minds?
This
+ we can believe only when we admit ignorance to be, ‘‘the mother of devotions’

Why, then, this scarcity of candidates for
foreign -serviee, when we have in our
churches scores and hundreds of young
men and women enjoying the advantages
-of an education to which few, if any, aspired forty years ago?

“

It-is

pretty

clear that

the drain for Missions on either the brain or
~the purse of the denomination has not been
“wery exhausting of ‘late years, but we are
+ fold that ‘‘our schools are already robbing
our pulpits,” and that, “The cream of.the
contributions goes for education.” If the out-turn of our schools correspond with the
out-lay,of course there can be no just cause
-of complaint, even if the tens and hundreds

of thousands now paid were ten times
greater than what they now are. But how
about results? Do we a3- a people "Jay a
Jarger proportion of ‘living sacrifice, holy

and acceptable unto God,” on his altar now
‘than we formerly did? True, we may be
able to send more orthodox F. Baptists to
the halls

of Legislation,

the

forum,

and

the bench, and to other learned professions.

We may live in better aud more costly furnished houses, drive faster horses, clothe ourselves and families with more expensive fabrics, but the question recurs, Is the cause of.
God and- suffering humanity, better served
‘by us with
?

all our learning than

it

was by

the fathers? Is there no fear of self-deception when every contribution for, or invest-

ment in schools, is set down and commendod as so much given to the cause

of pure

| strata of laterite, showing’ that they had
been thrown up by, some internal force.
There are fine roads crossing the island in
various directions, winding among these
hills or across the mangrove swamps: —
always through the jungle,except where the
hand of man has cleared it away and keeps
it clear. Nature is so prolific, that she
soon crowds the ground with her ‘works, if
man does not with his. One accustomed
to the temperate zones can hardly appreciate a description of the tangled, thick, tall
forests

of these

jungles.

There

are, first,

the tall trees standing close together, with
trunks from two to six feet in diameter.
Their smooth, straight stalks run up to an
immense hight, without a branch. The
tops are crowned with a tuft of thick, darkgreen leaves, so interlaced as to form a
deep shade, beneath which spring up a
great variety of other trees. Winding and
turning in every direction, are numerous
species of ferns and vines. Of the latter,
the rattan is most Pieasivent; Bien seen in
pieces three hundred feet Tong ; while some
of the parasites that entwine around these
forest trees; are as large as a man’s body.
Here I also saw the pitcher plant, which
:
:
ht
:
:
luxuriance as any where. It is a parasite,
perched upon the trees at various hights,
always containing about a quarter of a
pint of pure, wholesome water. The mon‘keys, which abound here, are said to rely
upon the pitcher plants for water.
There aregeveral species of the monkey
found on the island, of which many specimens were brought to the wharf and offered for sale, at a price varying from one to
two

dollars,

according

to

size, &c.

The

sailors took occasion to lay in a good stock
for presents or to speculate on. The captain’s

nephew,

a

fine

lad,

invested all the

money he had in a specimen, which did
not care to emigrate (rom his beautiful
island : home. He seized the first good opportunity, got loose and ran away. Monkey meat used to be a favorite dish with |
the Malays, but it is now deemed more
profitable to bring them alive to the vessels

and exchange them for Jack’s™silver.
They are often seen in the jungle, apparently in tribes. Sometimes they follow the
traveler, jumping from branch to branch in
the top of the tall trees, or thrusting out
their

little

faces

between the leaves, with

queer grimaces, raisipg their eyebrows and
puckering their mouths, In one part of
the island they visited a corn-field in great
numbers, always stationing three or four
sentinels on the fence at convenient points.

From whichever

side danger ‘approached,

they were sure to scamper off in the opposite direction. The very young ones. never
attempted to run for themselves, but, clinging fast to the bodies of the older ones,
were carried off on their backs.
Deer, wild hogs and tigers are also found
here.
The tigers are very numerous,
though previous to 1835, they had never
been seen. In that year a surveyor was
laying out a road through the jungle, about
four miles from town: When in the act of
taking a sight through his theodolite, a
crashing noise was heard in the bushes close
‘at hand, and a large tiger leaped right into
the midst of the party. Those standing
near it sprung aside, and the theodolite received the monster. The surveying party
fled to town, leaving the theodolite overturned and in fragments. It is believed
that, face to face, the tiger will not attack
a human being. The natives say, if you
tell the tiger he can get plenty of food in
the jungle, he will leave you. There is a
story of an old Malay who was one night
returning from town: through the jungle,

benevolence ? If this be really so, why do
we not, hear of equally large sums of mon«oy being ‘donated for the spréad of the with his little son, seven or eight years:old;]
gospel in foreign parts?
Is not this a slungto his back. When he had Teached,
work of bengvolence, in a somewhat high- a place where the road passed through the
~er . pense, than the endowing of a college ?
“While we raise no objection to the latter, is

“it not legitimate to ask, whether Christian
~amen and women may not become as essen-

‘thickest
"of the

*For much of my information concerning Singaporel am indebted to my fellow passer,
Mr. Cameron, the author of a very interesting
work on Her Majesty’s Indian Possessions.

AY

jungle, on

lifting

his eyes

he saw a tiger. crouching down right in
front of him, just ready to spring. He immediately commenced to argue with the
monster, keeping his eye upon him at the
same time, and moving slowly backward
till he reached a tree, which he told his son

But it is always safe to keep a to climb.

In making up our estimate, however, of through for the road, I saw bent and broken
__the real progress secured, we must not
forget to inquire what use has been made
of the intelligence we have gained, as well
as the amount of knowledge we have ac-

.
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tially selfish in
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The’ tiger had followed, step by

step,
as he retreated.
drew his knife, and,

The old man now
still talking to him,

‘to be a kindred science; astrology; dnd ‘that all the children ‘in
that sharing in the ‘general expectation of years ‘old and under
that time;-that a great prince was soon to. Fronx all'these things,
appear in Judea, and perha ps knowing the suppose that Jesus was
pfophecy of Balaam, Num. 24:17, and at the time of the visit
connecting it with this expectation, when
‘they saw a new star or meteor in the heavens, probably in the direction of Judea, they

concluded that'it was a-token

of the birth

Bethlehem _ of two
should /be slain.

we may reasonably
a} least: a year old
of the ‘wise men.

But as Joseph and Mary only left Nazareth
from necessity,—and
they
must have
known that as belongingto the family of
David, they were in danger frqm being in
the vicinity of Herod,—it is not likely that

‘taken the earliést opportunity

to sever the

connection between them and such tegchers.

>”

@
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As in
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If with a pompetent knowledge of the
lesson, and a fair amount of power to in-

terest, you can-not rule and. manage a class,
if every now and then you have to call upon,
the superintendent to remove a boy or girl,

or get him expelled, you may almost regard
it as conclusive proofs, of unfitness for thé
place. You had better get out of the way,
and leave your place to some one with

of the long-expected prince, and moved,
more grace, or more good
sense,
Bad
commenced an advance, the tiger beating a we may believe, by a divine impulse, they they remained so longas a year at Beth- temper is by itself a sufficient disqualificaretreat; this continued for about fifty yards, determined to go and render homage to lehem, away from their home at Nazareth. tion in any teacher who is expected to pro:
when the tiger turned and ran away. Un- him.
It is therefore every way probable that as duce moral results.
good temperfortunately few get so godd a chance to
As Jerusalem was the capital of Judea, soon as the peculiar circumstances that ¢ On the other hand, patient,
ed kindness will win love, break down prejface fhe tiger and argue their case with they would regard it as the proper place detained them at B¥thlehem would allow, udice, and ‘take possession
of human
him. The 3rigin of tigers.on the island is, to find a new-born King of that country ; they returned to Nazareth, as Luke tells hearts. The writer has several
times
a question that bas often puzzled natupal- and they went directly thither,and in reach- us they did; and that ii was to that city,
ists. * At last one was caught in a fishing ing the city they began to inquire, ‘Where and not to Bethlehem, that the star led the
net, while swimming across from the main is he that is born King of the Jews f” ad- wise men.
W.H,
land. © This has led to the supposition that ding as a -reason for their inquiry, ... We Ky
ne
they came from the peninsula.
have seen his star in the east, and are come |
Assailing Immersion.
Formerly, they were scarcely known, but to worship him.” This inquiry awakened
nd
Teed
they have now so increased as to be the deep feeling, Herod was troubled, and
In The Congregationalist of Dec. 12, is a
terror of the natives. Those best inforpied, all Jerusalem with him,—Herod, because story to the effect:that two boys, who had
reside,
believe that, on an average, one man each a rival was suggested;
and the people, wine
baptism by immersion, had a
day falls a victim to their ferocity. The because they feared the result of the new
PRAYING AND WATCHING,
Is it not a sad
play meeting at home and at the conclusion
mangled corpses recovered during the year, excitement of his jealousy. In these cirproposed to have baptism, and ‘considering thing that we should. think it wonderful for
are indisputable proof of at least forty cumstances,
Herod displayed his usual a cat a fit subject, took the animal to a tub, God to hear prayer? Much better faith
was that of a little boy in one of the schools
cases.
Eighty additional ones were re- cunning and deceit. He assembled the
which, as the writer says, ‘pwas the nearest
in Edinburgh, who had attended a prayerported to the police where the bodies could chief priests and the scribes, and demandJordan.”
Before the ceremony, the cat meeting, and at the last said to the teacher,
not be found. While this is buta little over ed of them where the Christ was to be
:
was addressed, and then with splash and who conducted it:
a third of the number, yet it must be con- born, and when they told him ‘‘in Bethlesplutter fully worthy of the model, it was #*Teacher, I wish my sister could. be got
sidered that the victims are mostly China- hem of Judea,” giving as their authority, soused in. One of the boys got scratched to read the Bible ; she never reads it."
“Why, Johnny, should your sister read
men, living usually not less than nine miles the prophecy of Micah, he saw the wise
on the arm as a memento of the occasion, the Bible?
from town, and they know by sad experi- men privately, and said to them, ‘‘go and.
“Because, if she once read it, I-am sure
and the animal being let go, retreated a
ence that a tiger, haying once seized his search diligently for the young child: and wetter if not a befter cat.—The story is it would do her, good, and she would be
prey, never leaves it till life is extinct, and when ye have found him, bring me ‘word
and saved.”
;
commended editorially by the remark that converted
“Do you think so, Johnny ?”
that all time and money spent in reporting again that I may worship him also.”
it is too good to withhold from the readers.
“Yes, I do,. sir; and wish, the next time
the case to the police is a useless waste. "Although Ilerod sent the wise men to On’this we observe :
there is a prayer meeting, you would ask
Besides,it is well-known that the Chinese are Bethlehem, we have no reason to suppose
1. All discussion relative to the Bible, the peoplé to pray for my sister, that she
averse to any dismemberment of the hu- that they went there: for when they left its doctrines, ordinances and requirements may begin to read the Binle.”
man body, and, rather than face such a the King, the star or meteor, which &they
“Well, well, it should be done, John.”
to do good,to be worthy of a just cause and
So the teacher gave out that a little boy
dreadful sight, there is no doubt that many had seen in the east, and’ which had been a true Christian character,must be fair,can,a poor Chinaman is carried off by tigers, the means of their coming to Jerusalem, did, free from sophistry, misrepresentation, was anxious that prayer should be offered
that his sister igh begin to read the
for whom no search is ever made, or if appeared again to them, not now as before,
ridicule and umgentlemanly, unchristian Bible. John was observed to get up and
found they are quietly interred near the high in the heavens, but lower, that it
go out, The teacher thought it very rude
thrusts.
o
spot. The most exposed are the half-hired might direct their way. They recognized
of the boy to disturb the people in a crowd2. In the above account a cat is made to ed room, and so, the next day, when the
and half-purchased coolies, working planta- it with joy, and gladly followedit till it stand as -a representative of} those who
came, he said :
tions far away in the jungle. It is for the led them to where the young child was. choose baptism by immersion, as the proper lad“John,
I thought it very rude of you to
interest of the planter that his place should
Then *‘splash and splutter,” *‘sous- gn up in the prayer meeting and go out.
And as Luke tells us that after the presen- mode.
ou ought not to have done so.”
have a good reputation for safety as well as tation in the temple at Jerusalem, Joseph ing in,” the injury by the scratch and the
*‘Oh, sir,” said the boy, “1 did not mean
good treatment ; for he has occasionally to and Mary returned to Nazareth, we have cat ‘“‘wetter if not better,” are low and
to
be rude ; but I thought I should just like
replace those carried off and those whose reason to believe that it was
to that city the
Ji not scoffing, thrusts
at what
term of service
has expired. If, therefore, star led the wise men., Entering the house multitudes sincerely believe is a proper, Bible for the first time.”
a laborer is carried off, the proprietor wouid where the family were, the wise men paid
Thus we ought to watch, with expectascriptural mode of baptism.
likely ignore or conceal it.
Suspecting reverence to Jesus, and made him costly
for answers to our prayers.
Do not
3. And this in a paper, the organ of the tion
something of the kind, official examination presents of gold, frankincense and myrhh; Congregationalists in New England, a De- say, ‘Lords tarn my darkness into light,”
was made, and although at first, it seemed ,and then being warned of God not to *‘re- nomination which believes, in some extent, and then go out with your candle as'though
you expected to find it dark. After asking
that scarcely a pepper plantation had lost a turn to Herod, they departed into their as many of the most learned iu every ag ¢ the Lord to appear for you, expect him to
single man, yet it was afterwards ascertain- own country another way.”
Joseph, being ‘have taught, that immersion is proper and do so; for according to vour faith, so be it
ed that concealment had been systematical- also warned of God in a dream, immediate- should be practiced by those who believe unto you.—C. H. Spurgeon.
ly pursued, and off the little graves around ly took Mary and Jesus into Egypt; and it. Ministers of the denomination practice
each homestead, nearly one half were fill- Herod, finding himself foiled, and calcu- it when required. More than this; in case
Mormon 8. Scaoors. Rev. H. C. Trumed with the remains of those killed by Jating on the information he had received some who have been sprinkled in ‘infancy,
bull, who has recently been on a visit tg
tigers.
from the®*wise men as to the tinie of the or in after years, become convinced that Utah, says,in the Christian Union:
The tiger has but one way of taking his first appearance of the star, ordered all immersion
is the mode, and wish thus
The Mormon
Sunday-school system is
prey. He invariably watches his victim the children in Bethlehem, of two years to be baptized, Congregational ministers
as complete as every other agency for Mortill the back is turned, then, crouching, to old, and under, to be destroyed. He hoped thus administer the rite. I was present at mon church-extension and indoctrination.
within seven or eight yards, he gives a that in this way he should secure the death the examination of a candidate for installa- Every ward in each city, and every settlefierce and well-directed bound forward, and
of him whom the wise men had come so tion, and the Moderator of the Council ment in the territory, is supposed to have
with one blow of his muscular paw, strikes far to worship as the King of the Jews, asked him what he would do in such a case. its Sunday-School, the superintendent, of
the man to the earth, dead! In an_instant but_whose identity he had failed to dis He hesitated some, but said he had done it. which is appointed by the president of the
district, or the bishop of the ward. The
the tiger seizes the body by the neck, and
A minister from Boston. who was to preach Sunday-school sessions are usually in the
cover.
tossing it across his back, bounds away into
In Salt Lake City they are at
In adopting this view of the course of on the occasion, said boldly, “1 have done- morning.
the jungle.
However horrible the death
If this is not invalidat- the same hour as the Tabernacle service.
and it, and will again.”
is removed,
difficulty
events all
In Ogden, they precede it, and the schools
may seem, there is some comfort in thinkMatthew and Luke are in entire harmony: ing Pedobaptism, what is? This is said, on closing, are marched in procession to the
ing that the poor fellow loses all consciousrof say that the wise men presuming that the unworthy motive of re- Tabernacle to have a part in the worship
dogé
ness, and very likely every spark of life for Matthew
but only that Herod taining members in such cases at all haz- there. . The Sunday-school opening exerBeier
to
wert
with the first fell stroke that knocks him
cises consist of singing, prayer, and occasent them there, and that then seeing the. ard, does not enter into the subject.
sionally of Bible reading.
he classes are
down.
In almost every body recovered,the
BIBLE
BAPTIST.
star, “they rejoiced with exceeding great
taught in the Mormon catechism, the Book
back of the skull was found fractured, or
joy, and that —it went before them till it
of Mormon, and the Bible. The closing
the neck broken.
exercises are singing, prayer, addresses,
came and stood over where the young child
Carrol, an old American backwoodsman,_
and sometimes a general catechizing of the
was; which was ina house, and not ina
who has had more success than any one
schgpl from the desk.
stable
as
at
Bethlehem.
else in hunting them, gives the following
As Bethlehem was only six miles from
facts concerning their habits :—*“The tigress
ReacH DowN TO THEM.
A needed lesJerusalem,
it is not likely that Herod
brings forth from two to five cubs, in the
Keep Your Temper.

S. S. Brpartinent.

loneliest

part

of the

thicket, taking every

precaution to hide them from the tiger
father who immediately devours every little

tiger he can find.

Seven-tenths are prob-

ably thus destroyed.”

When persons are killed by tigers, but
little can ever be known except what is revealed by the mangled corpse found in the
jungle.
And these are horrible sights.
Sometimes but little of the remains are
left; again, only an arm, a foot or the head
gone.
ne.
Sometimes there is no mark exfo ept a wound in the throat, from which the

waited

many

hours

before he

“began

inquire about the wise men; and

to.

at this

short distance, it would have been difficult
for Joseph and Mary to get out of his
reach, as he might readily have. traced
them when he discovered their recent
flight, and have overtaken them.

So also,

son in religious

>

—

“It must needs be

in Subbath-schools.

various in character;

that

offenses

come,”

The pupils are young ;
with a natural flow of

good spirits; and with their share of the
general bent toward ill rather than good,
which we all confess before our Divine
Father. Levity will sometimes break out

teaching

and

influence

well stated and illustrated by the
M. Taylor,

in the Sunday-school

“The other evening
that he

went

into

Rev.

is

W.

Times:

a gentleman told me

the room

where his son

was taking lessons in singing, and found
the tutor urging the boy to sound a certain
note. Every time the lad made the at-

it would have been difficult for the wise just where it ought not, and movements tempt, however, he fell short, and his teachmen to have eluded him, if they went no will be made that are not in the programme. er kept saying to him; ‘Higher! higher !
further than to Bethlehem, and thus they How to deal positively with these excrescen- But it was all to no purpose until, descendto the tone which the boy was sounding,
also would have been exposed to the ef- ces on class life can net be stated in an ar- ing
the musician accompanied him with his own
ticle,
nor
written
in
a
book.
A
certain
fectsof his wrath. Asit was, Joseph and
voice, and led him gradually up to that
nameless, indescribable faculty in a good
Mary having been long gone from Bethle- teicher provides for each separate emergen- which he desired him to sing; and then he
blood has been sucked; or the breast has hem, and the wise men not having gone cy. But we can assert with confidence that sounded it with ease.
“We must put ourselves in some respects
been torn open and the heart and lungs there at all, Herod could obtainno immediate the worst course possible is to lose your
upon a level with those whom we would
temper.
For
consider:
traces
of
any
of
them;
and
not
knowing
devoured.
In most cases the thighs have
1. The slips made by the pupils are elevate, if we would be successful in raising
bean eaten to the bone, even where the that the star had led the wise men to take sometimes excusable.
:
;
A
good man,
for them,
a different course to that he had pointed example, undertakes to lead the devotions.
*‘A brother in the ministry whom I knew
flesh above and below was left untouched.
out to them, he suspected some collusion Either he can not or will not make himself and loved in Scotland, told me that one
among the inhabitants of Bethlehem; and heard. His ‘‘exercise” is a meditation ut- evening, when a farmer's son had been
Visit of the Wise Men.
with his temperament, it was ‘natural for tered in the hearing of the favored few sent'to drive him home in a gig, a distance
around.
How
can the outsiders, - with of some six or seven miles, he got into conhim to resort to the means which he adoptWe have an account of ‘this visit in the edto secure the death of one whom he young blood in their veins, keep up a show versation with the lad. He talked about
of devoutness?
He screams or gesticulates, the farm, the horses, and the dog; then by
second chapter of the gospel according to feared might supplant him on his throne.
or particularizes awkwardly, or does some- some subtle link of association, the subject
Matthew.
It is generally supposed that
was changed to that of the school. My
It may be said, that as Egypt is to the thing else ridiculous. Now we expect the friend
soon discovered that arithmetic was
this visit was made at Bethlehem: but this
children to feel when we speak solemn
south-west from Palestine, and Galilee is in things, why should
we wonder if they smile the favorite study of the lad, so he asked
supposition places Matthew and Luke in
the north of Palestine, the family would when, wt do ridiculous things?
Gentile him what he was doing in that.
conflict with each other; for the latier in‘“*Oh?! replied the boy, ‘I am in Profit
have farther to {ravel from Nazareth than and Jew may say with Shylock, ‘If you
forms us, chap. 2: 39, that when Joseph and
and Loss.’
:
;
from Bethlehem, and would have to pass tickle us do we not laugh?"
Mary ‘‘had performed all things according
‘Can
you
do
all the examples in it?’
You
had
better
recognize
this
fact,
and
near the latter place. But this objection is
insteadof making cast-iron and worthless | - *“‘Yes; some of them were very hard,
to the law of the Lord, they returned into
valid, only on the assumption that they rules against nature, correct
the absurditiés but I have done them all. 1 did the last
Galilee, to their own city Nazareth,” and
traveled by land; whereas it is more prob- in yourselves that elicit mirth and contract to-day.’
the former states, chap. 2: 13, 14, that able that they would go by sea from one the [BsTles 2 the youthful cheeks,
*‘ think I could give you one under that
immediately after the departure of the
.
Any
display of angry
feelings
does rule that you could not do.’
of the ports of Galilee, or its vicinity.
If
I doub: it. Let me hear it.” ..
wise men, Joseph ‘“‘took the young ehild
mischief. y
arly
mn
gs
‘It is this: *‘What shall it profit a
‘1, To begin with, it often makes” yourand his mother by night, and departed into
they were in Galilee?” the reply is, Galman if he should gain the whole world and
Egypt,-and was there until the death of ilee was'a part of Héfod's Kingdom; aud self laughable. We laugh at incongruities, lose
his own soul”
Could you work that
and can anything be more incongruous than
Herod.” But if the wise men: came to
:
although they were for a time out of his a Christian teacher, discoursing on the sub- out?’
Bethlehem before the presentation in the
‘ ‘No,’ said the boy, as a ‘thoughtful exreach, yet he might have soon learned that- lime verities of revelation, and commendpression came over his countenance,
‘Notemple, then the hurried departure into
a child born in Bethlehem, at the time in-" ing the peace and patience aud joy of the body could do that one.’”
Christian life, suddenly thrown nto impoEgypt would leave no opportunity for that
dicated by the wise men, had been remov- tent and lrrepressib
‘His confidence and affection having been
le rage by a child’s freak,
presentation: and if they came after the
ed to Nazareth in Galilee; and he might which perhaps shows fatigue or thought- won, our friend preached to him a little
presentation, before Joseph and Mary had have sent after him there. But by the
sermon full of love and pathos, which issue
lessness rather than wickedness P
left Bethlehem, then the family went to
2. Any step you take while ‘‘in a temper” in his conversion to the Lord.”
removal to Egypt, Jesus was placed altoBe
Egypt and not to Galilee. But if we set
is almost certain to be wrong. Your pungether out of his reach.
@
ny
ishments will be-aptto be excessive, indisthe common opinion on one side, and exPrerArED., We all like to drink from a
Besides,as the star or meteor was really criminate, or ill adapted to the case.
To fountain which overflows. Gushing springs
amine the statements of Matthew and Luke,
shoot every tenth man in a mutinous regi- are sweet. The teacher should know more
we shall find there is no real difficulty. a supernatural directory to’ the wise men,
ment may be a military necessity, but pun- than she is required to teach; then teach‘We must bear in mind, however, that nei-? we may suppose that it appeared about the ishments so inflicted by teachers
ruling by ing is easy, and to be taught is easy. But
time
of
the
birth
of
Jesus.
We
are
not
ther Matthew nor Luke profess to narrate all
moral means, and for moral purposes, are when the teacher neglects all preparation
the events in the early history of Jesus told how long it was after they first saw worse than useless. To pick out some one until Sabbath comes, or goes before the
it before they arrived in Judea. But the who may have been open to detection just class without study, and tries to satisfy her
Christ.
,
!
The expression, ‘wise men from the statement that they ‘‘came from the cast,” because he was a novice in wrong, and glass by pumping at a well which has nothunish bim because somebody must e unin it, she disgusts herself with herself,
east,” indicates that they were from a inétead of the country being named, indi- shed, is extremely misthievous. It offends ing
and disgusts her pupils both with herself
cates
a
distant
land.
At
that
time,
a
long
country
east of Palestine, and at some
the matural sense of justicein all the pupils, and the truth. Overflow, and then it will
distancé there from; and as they were period was usually occupied in preparing makes the class your enemies,and friends of be easy for you and them.
id
magi, we have reason to suppose that they for and in accomplishing a journey; and | the victim, and seems to them to justify
The husks of emptiness rustle in every
dwelt in Mesopotamia, Chaldea, or Persia. Herod ‘‘diligently - inquired, of the wise future retaliation; and often crushes and
sorely wounds the least guilty of the party. wind ; the full corn in the ear holds up its
men,”
“what
time
the
star
appearéd:”
and
It is probable that they were students’ of
Pupils consciotis of such wrong have been golden fruit noiselessly to the Lorl of the
astronomy and of what was then thought acting on, the information receivad, ordered ever after reluctant attendants, and have barvest,—Whettier,

Hr

an

.

And I look back upon the sunny, sweet
face opposite, immortal in its youth,and I might not point his finger to®™most of us,
cannot ask which is the better fate? In- oy say: ‘“ThBu.art the man! Thou hast
stinctively I feel through all“my shudder- a pardon.in thine hands to save thy fellowbe more tragic than cresture, not from temporal, but from
ing soul that life may
eternal death. Thou hast a pardon suited
death.
It is true, it is terribly, hopelessly true, to all, sent to all, designated for all. Thou
hast enjoyed it thyself; but hast thou not
-| that
kept it back from thy brother, instead of
¢ Not all the preaching since Adam
/
sending it to the ends of the earth P”
Can make death other:than death,”

Selections,
My

Window.
JE

—

Once a worker for thé Master,

Seeking some poor wandering one,

Found a little eripple prisoned
garrep lone,
In a cobwebbed

The hearthstone is cold every night, and
the table newly vacant each morning, and
the silence freshly and forever vital with
loss, while we long with unspeakable longing and ceaseless pain, not for the conclusions of philosophy, not,—ah! Heaven be

Want and woe were rife about him,

face,

"Yet he sat with smiling

Seeing but the golden splendor
Filling all the outer spate.

Perched beside the dusty casement,
Proud as miser of his pelf,

kind I—not for the consolations of religion;

.% Only think,” he said,‘ a window !
A ‘whole window for myself.”

but for the very face which we shall never
see, for the Hogg, merry, forpy voice
which through all the long,
Tong, dreary,
waiting years shall not any more be heard.
For us who remain the loss is final and

Sad heart, pent within ny prison,

‘Where earth’s dusty cobwebs lie,

Thou, too, in thy drear surfoundings

Hast an outlook clear and high,

fatal;

ed.

‘What though, heedless of thy sorrow,

But for him

how

faresit?

for

him, even behind

‘What though grief und gloom enfold thee?

signifies aught? But if all our faith be
not vain, if not in this life only have we

affection.

hope

To the radiaucy above.

Comfort

ee

“«“Theré never wes such affliction as mine,”
said a poor sufferer, restlessly tossing in
- her be hy in one of the wards of a city'hospit-

al.

*‘I don’t think there ever

racking pain.”

“Once,”

was

was

:

faintly

uttered

The first speaker paused for a
and then, in a still more impatient
sumed her complaint, .
“Nobody knows what I pass
Nobody ever suffered more pain.”
“One,” was again whispered
same direction. -.

the

woment;
tone, rethrough.
from

in

Let us eat

Christ,

is it

and
so

drink,

sure

for what

that an evil

the Creator meant
life and love many

that we should
days, that we may see

good ; yet not to the dead come
emptiness,and the

silence and

grief of the clay-cold Body

another world,to new surroundings,to plans

and purposes; to interests and

enjoyments

as full, as keen, as absorbing as those

engrossed him here; to friendships not more
tender, perhaps, but perhaps more wise;
to companions
and guardians who shall not
supplant the old, but who shall satisfy his
yearnings and forefend the pangs of love-

the !liness and heart-hunger, and a home-sick| ness of the heavens. Out of life he goes,
soul !| but into life. The wickedly wanton bullet

could smite earth with a lasting sorrow, but

the

young eye grew dim, and the strong arm
failed, and the right hand lost its cunning;

very

temples,

flushed up

as if some

been offered—not to herself, but

wrong

to

had |

to anoth-

Cn

She spoke with

such earnestness that her

restless companion lay still for several
onds, and gazed intently on her face.

secThe

fair, but not

fragrant. We love to look at them, but do
not care to hold them. Others there are,
sweet, gladdening, but with less of outward

near

perfection, yet'we

us, always,

Christians

Why

work

would

is it that

with

sad,

have

them

so many

discouraged

hearts, because they do mot receive the
wages they ask?
Why must the patient
work of one be all taken apart, and put
together again by another, seemingly less

skillful, who will give the work

less sym-

metry, though it is done more firmly, and
more nearly
resembles God's pattern than
before ?
e Christian often asks, “Why?”
and, while wasp the answer,is tempted

it carried no disaster to the skies.

The

but, entering his new world,no power was

weakened, no keen possibility

was

dulled,

not a charm was lost, not a

ce marred.

to

was upon him ; and with his stripes we are lin my night watches.” That he uttered
healed,’”
{ many a pillow prayer is a thousand fold
The following day, as some ladies visit- | more than probable. *‘I have remembering the hospital passed by the cots, they { ed thy name, O Lord, in the night.” «I
handed to-each a few fresh flowers.
{ prevented the dawning
of the morning
The gentle voice was again heard :—*¢ ‘If {and cried.”
Those cries were prayers be(iod so clothe thé grass of the field, which | fore the dawn of day.
to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into the | Ifthese prayers of the pillow, however,
oven, shall he not much more clothe you, O | be begotten only of sheer evening sloth,
ye of little faith 7°”
!
| We may say of them
tHfat they are ‘‘bas. A few days passed slowly away, when, | tards, and not sons.”{ But if they are the
on a bright Sabbath morning, as the sun legitimate children of. weakness, excegewas rising, the nurse noticed the lips of the ive weariness, sickness, or other simil&f

no recompense but thanks. And the ready,
earnest heart that asks, ** May 1 do this for
thee, Lord ?” not * must I do

blessed reward, moment
Christian at Work.

it,”

by

has

its

moment.—

and leaning over

her, she

heard these words :—**Going home; ‘I have
fought a good - fight, I have finished my
course, I have kept the faith. Henceforth
there is laid up for me

a

crown

of

right-

circumstances, then they are of
house and lineage of heaven,

The
It was the
years old.

picture of a- man

with

twenty-two

The youthful face was fair, fresh,

nileless as a child's,

ast,

chance, fall asleep

Bette r Part.

all

the

yet strong and stead-

promise

of manhood.

Looking at the full, firth outlines, at the
pure and vivid coloring, at the expression
singularly frank, simple, and engaging;
one found . himself involuntarily saying:
*‘Strength and beauty are in thig sanctuary.”
It was the face of a young. man smitten

down in his opening
and cruél death.

no imprudence
overtook

Mim,

or

manhood to a sudden

No disease mastered him,
ignorance ‘of .his own

no sacred

cause

demanded

the sacrifice of his young years. But an
incredible and most guilty carelessness on
the part. of another sped the swift bullet,
and in a moment, in the twinkling of an
eye, before love could even look upon him,
he was torn away from sweet life. All the
pleasure and the pains lavished on his two
and twenty years,—mother's woe,and mother’s love, the culture of school and home, pa-

ternal pride and trust, social joys, memories

and hopes of fireside happiness,—all

last moments

of daily

consciousness

such thoughts.— Christian Weekly.

A Pardon
'

rl

than

Locked up.
GO

Hugh Stowell says:
‘In the Isle of Man, as I was one day
walking on the sea-shore, . 1 remember
contemplating with thrilling interest an
old, gray, ruined tower, covered with ivy.
There was a remarkable history connected
with the spot. In that tower was formerly hanged one of the best
governors
the island ever possessed.
He had been
accused of treachery to the king during the
time of the civil wars,+and received sentence of death. Intercession
was made
on his behalf, and a pardon

was

sent;

bus

that fell into the hands of his bitter enemy,
who kept it locked up, and the governor
one untimely grave.
Opposite hangs
another
picture. It is was hanged. His name is still’ honored
_ the face of'a man
ne hundred and two by the many; and you may often hear a
years old, The features are sharp; the eyes pathetic ballad sung to his memory, to the
sunken, and with a sort of wistiu, eager, music of the spinning-wheel.
We must
submissive sadness, as of eyes that have feel horror-struck at the fearful turpitude.
“looked in vain.” The whole face is plow- af that man who, having the “pardon for
--ed with furrows, the form is shrunken, his fellow-creature in his possession, could
thin, and bent. - It is a hundred and two keep it back, and let him die the death of
years old.:
|a traitor. Bu! let us restrain our indigned beneath

"4

crush-

in the act, do not fret

about it. For ve de opiate from the shop
of the apothecary is so harmless as such an
outbreathing of your holiest desires upward ? What is sweeter than to lose yourself in such a prayer? For prayer is simply a form of thought toward God, and
nothing can be more fitting
to the very

one

bitter

blow, all buried

4

in

“

receive the Star for one year, The Chris| tian at Work,—one of the most vital and
practical monthly religious sheets publishexquisite

Chromos,

each

about

12 inches

square, entitled ‘Good Morning,” and *‘Carlo in Mischief.”
At the regular prices,
what we thus offer for $3.60 would cost
about $12.00; or,
:
:
i
4. New subscribers, sending $3.00, wil
receive a’ copy of the Star for one year; and
a new and especially beautiful Chromo, 13

by 16 inches, entitled

ready for framing.
It opens to us the
very heart of what is pure, beautiful ahd
suggestive in domestic life, and its merits

an

ited period.

Hence the need of sending the

$1.10
- additional,

he

shall be

entitled

the Christian at Work for one

to

year,

and

3,—
| | the two._chromos speéified-in paragraph
Sending 50 cts. additional, he shall be entitled to the chromo mentioned in paragraph 4.—TAKE NOTICE. In'each case the
name of one new subscriber must be sent
along with the renewal. And this offer
extends only to Apr. 1,1873. The premiums mentioned in this paragraph are
offered te all these new subscribers as they
are fo others.
5
Should any persons, ordering the Chromos mentioned in connection with the Christian at Work.wish them mounted and ready
for framing, they

will

need to send 40 cts.

in addition to the sums specified above.
In making

payments

and

:

ordering

premiums, care should be taken

to

the

specify

and orders plainly, so that there need be no
misdirection,

or

losses

by

* Of course, no percentage

is allowed

nae

teels

Would

ye

hae the

at a'?"— Christian

often,

indeed,

said Brother
these

prayer-

meetings are so dull as to aimost justify
Brother Lake's reference to them. "How
may we improve them ?
. Put more thought into them.
. Come with more will to the service.
. Put more Bible into them.
Have more children present.
. Let the prayers be shorter.
Let the singing be more spirited.
. Don’t let them drag.
fists
. Let the air of the room be purer.
. Maks the room lighter.

10. Last and first and all-important, let

thene be

full

of faith

word.

The

in

God

%

Richest

and his

’

Premiums

Yet!

We have offered rich premiums before
now (0 our subscribers, and they have been
varied and valuable as well as attractive.
At the end of no little thought, inquiry and
planning, we have decided to offer a new
list, which we dre sure must be set down

a8 both generous and choice.
follows:

Look at what

SYRUP or TAR.

$2.50,

‘Fairy Stories ;” or,
subscribers,

LUNG

REMEDY

a reputation which places it in the

has

front rank

sending

$4.25, will

COLDS,

Liver or Stomach, Consiipation,

Rush of Blood to
Heartburn, Acrid
Stomach, Sinking
ach, Dimness of
Skin, Pain in the

in the Flesh. or sudden Flashes of Heat,—all of whic

indicate a derangement ot the Liver or Digestive Organs.

Magazine for one yeakr,and

a large, new and. very

graving,

just

executed,

beautiful

entitled,

steel En-

¢¢ The

sections

where

Malaria prevails, where Fever and Ague, Bilious Fever, &c., are the characteristic diseases, should be
Provided wth

them.

They are a sure

BLOOD,
EASES

CONSUMPTION,
OF THE

AND

THROAT

ALL

preventive of

ever and Ague, Intermittents, Biliousness and all

AND

LUNGS.

Send for circulars

with testimonials,

Sold by all Druggists.

4

For

UWicers,

and

Erupsive

Skin. Pustules, Pimples, Bletches, Boils,
Tetter, Scaldhead, and Ringworm, VEGETINE has never failed to effect a
permanent cure.
FOR PAINS IN THE BACK,
Kidney Complaints,
Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leucorrhea, arising from
internal ulceration, and uterine diseases and General
Debility, VEGE FINE acts directly upon the causes
of these complaints. It invigorates and strengthens
the whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates
the bowels.
2
For Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Habita&l Costiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Headache, Piles, Nervousness, and General prostration of the Nervous System, no medicine has ever
given such perfect satisfaction as the VEGETINE.

t purifies the blood; cleanses all the organs, and
possesses a controlling power over the nervous sysom.
The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.
In fact, VEGETINE
is the best remedy yo discovthe only

reliable

BLOOD PURIFIER yet placed
before the
ublic.
#
y Prepared by HH.IR. STEVENS, Boston, Mass.
Price $1.25.

Sold

by all Druggists.

GRAHAM, PERRY & (CO.

ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,

FISHERVILLE, N. H.

166 LASALLE Street,”

GREAT
OFFER.— HORACE
148 Broadway, New Yorkwill S)opose ot ONE

PIANOS,

MELODEONS and

Girls

ORGANS of six first-class

LIVINGSTONE,

Wanted immediately, 3®

8t50

the book the

To the Editor

Thrilli

moreus,

AGENTS! QUIDK sz
}

u

(there is a rush for it)on
greatest work.
.

OUR

or

you will

Sof tel

"DIO LEWIS’
fas

jlory

last an

Lungs;

7 iis use

8 SCHOOL ST., BOSTON, Mass,
!

in Ly

Faithfully

4t50*

Bi

1 have cured hun-

Yeurs,

Dr. T. F.

BURT, 206 Broadway, New York.

"A NEW QUESTION BOOK!’
The Latest and

Best for Young People!

PRECIOUS WORDS!

po

Beautiful

55

and

EE

»

15

Cents,

inventions

an

amusin,

Agents wanied,

¢

fT

JobBUSINESS
WorkCARDS,
«Bill
sii Heads.
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done in the best manner, at this Office.

KNO WLTON’'S

nd
the:

ow being intrdduced into our city. It gives all the:

advantenss amd luxuries of a bath whem and wherever it is needed without the expense of a bath room.
It may be put up in any room im the house; requires
but little water; is
Sanh, and when not im.
an ywhere; .
nse can be
but Little space. Its di
t methods of adjustmeny
render it Jory Sonyimient to the persoms using it:
whether for
the ordinary bath, medicated foot
shower bath, or for children and infwmts. Its workvery simple; a child can make all the differpy changes. We notice that several of our citizens
have-diready put their names down om the
tB-:
list. From a personal examination we are well
satiefied of the merits and superior comveniencesof this
Bathing Tub, and commend it as a valuable aid to
health, answering all the purp oses of a bath room:
and fixtures at comparatively light expense. None
who attach that importance to
ing which it properly demands will n
this opportunity
supplying
themselves with
so
t a luxury.
Mr.
D. M. RICE, the agent, will remain a short time in Dover to take the names of such of our citizens as
desire to purchase. He will take pleasure in showing his Bathing Tubs and explaining their operations
to all who feel desirous of examining
them. He has
with him many letters and testimonials from those
who ‘have already tried them. We have room for
only one, from Rev. E. H. Richardson, formerly pas- .
tor of the First Congregational church in this oity,
as follows:

HARTFORD,

MR. D. M. RICE—Dear

Conn., Oct. 10, 1872,

Sir : We have had ‘““Knowl-

ton’s Universal Bath” in constant use for about two
ears, and it is in good condition still. We consider
t not too much to say of it that it has proved to be
all that it was represented as being.
I am very respectful

8

E. H. RICH ARDSOK.

TO PASTORS

OF
AND

CHURCHES

TO

Superintendents

of

S. S.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published hy the Freewill Bapust Printing Establishment.
livery.

These Books are

now ready for sale and

Prize

de—

Series.

Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours,

$150)
150.

Master and Pupil,
May Bell,

1568
150.

Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie,
Light trom tha Cross,
Contradictions; or, High

156
150.
156
158

Life in Edgerton,

Day

Series.

5

Birthday Present,
New Year,
side Angel,
ny Day at Home,
Mrs.

a8.
Pr
Ja
Pe
(3

Child’s

Series.

The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,

5
i 8

Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,

JI5.
5.
ay

Bright

Day

Series.

~

Bright Daye,
Sunny Skies,

1
1

Pompeii and Herenlaneum,
Arohibald Hamilton,
Starlight

1
1

:
Series.

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
Missellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,

T

Bloomfield,

Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor?
Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,
Child Life,

1
?

1
1
?
1
1

v

Any of which will be sent
on receipt of the price.
replenish old

1

by mail, free of

Parties designingto get new
braries, or to

lothén

Cl

Sabbath

ones, can

postage»

School

send

us

Li
their

orders which will be immediately filled with onr own,
publications,or will be filled with the books of ether

1. Silver 1.58

mal anywhere.

in Libraries, at wholesale

4

i

with

3 Alphabets extra rd

Golding & Oe, 14 KilbyX, Boeton.

0

Agents! A Rare Chance!!
We will pay all agents $40 per week in cash, who
will engage with us at once. Everything fornia
Ae

Address,

LOT

OF

THE

Retiform Brussels!
This invoice is quite an improvement over the lot
we sold last
year, from the fact that they are full
yard wide instead of three-fourths wide—and can be
used either side up. Brilliant and permanent colors
and rich designs, and will be sold for 50 cts. per yard.
Sample

sent

by mail

on

different patterns 50 cta,
PRASLEY
47

receipt of 10 cts., or five
St., Boston,

:

Doerv, N. Hh

Life of Wm. Burr.
A now edition of the Life of Wm. Bm is mew
of press. The price has been reduced from $1.00
tbo.
ii penis, and
will be sent postage paid on recetpt of
at sum.
This little volume should be in every Freewill Baptist home, and would mot fail to have a good hulaence:
apon the readers of o
sabbath BSeheol Livrames.
A liberal disceunt te the
0 and to eanvaseern
Send your orders te the STAR OrFios, Dover, N, H,

TREATISE.
The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra). 4 oente for single ome, op
4 cents each for two or more eopies.
Or
ders are solieited
AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or, the Biblical aseount of Man's

tested by Scientific
quity,
Josepa
one vol., I2mo,
post, on receipt of

Creation

Theeries of his
Origin and Anti
P. THOMPSON,
D. D,, LL
ce, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
price, hd 4
+ R. BUPLINGAMB.

& BOND.

Washington

prices.

L. R. BURLINGAME,

~

COULTER & CO.,
%
Charlotte, Mich.

ANOTHER

ONNRISTIAN

Mass,

BANFTISMN.

This little book has been revised by the duthor, has
GARRATT'S ELECTRIC DISK.

Physicians and others find it perfectly

n

reliable
Superior for local
coldness or pain. Is simply
lame back, stomach, or hmb.

1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest book
ever sold by subscription. Agents, the Peoples
eager for such a book, and will urge you to bring
;
to them. Write for terms, &c.¢., free

CEORGE MACLEAN, Publisher,

Des of either sex, young or old, make more money s &
work for us in their spare moments or all the time than at anything:

else, Particulars free, AddressG. Stinson& Oo, Portland, Maloe.

Star.

dreds, and will give $1,000
for a case it will not beneft. Indeed, so strong is my faith, I will send a sample free to any sufferer ad
sing me. Please show
this letter to any one suffering from theee diseases.

452

DIGESTION;

or,
MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET
It is by odds the most taking and saleable book
the flela. 1. 1tis on a vitally important subject

1y17

Morning

Four Hundred Pieces this day Opening!

’

Address Worthington, Dustin & Os, Hartford, t.
:
6mi0

”

of The

ESTEEMED FRIEND: I have a positive Cure for
Consumption and all Disorders of the Throat and

One of the most skillful Carpet Manufacturers has
succeeded in producing a low priced, durable carpets

for Groat Firesof bord fe
+ Ohl
AG ENTS 8 WANTED
WAN
py, Bos
io
tos, N.
York, London, etc. Causes. Systems
rh
— Fire Proof Build
Bank Jaulls,Insusanse;
hy

to work in our

STERP FALLS, MAINE.

at62

MASS
want. Act QUICK, There will be a
RUBH for it. Address HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Phila. and Boston.
1y47

:

GEXRLES

Machine Shop making Coats. Wages, from $6 to §15
per week.
od board near the shop, $3 50. Experienced hands preferred. For further particulars
address
.
;
i
E. R. WINGATE & CO.,

and expenses paid.

STANLEY EXPEDITION.
JUBT

$H to $20 per day! Agents wanted! All classes
of working peo—

publishers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schooks

WATERS,
HUNDRED

in one volume, with the HISTORY and RESULTS

Only $3.50.

Wanted!

38 and 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.
t

5,000 AGENTS wanted AT ONCH for th
ONLY COMPLETE and RELIABLE LIFE,
WONDROUS DISCOVERIES, and THRILL~
ING ADVENTURES o.
,

pages.

their interest to do so, and will be honestly dealt with
Address at once for terms
D.L. GUERNSEY
Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD, N. H. 12m6

A Rainy Day at School.

D. LOTHROP & CO.,

makers, including Waters’s, at Bziremely bow Prices gor
cash, or will take part cash, and balance In small monthly
installments. New 7 octave first-class PIA NOS. xll modern improvements, for $275 cash. Now ready anew kind
of
PARLOR ORGAN,
the most beautiful style and perfeot
tone ever made,
1llustrated Catalogues malled. Sheet
Music, Instruction Rooks, and Sunday - schoel Musie
Beoks
v2

600

giv-ng

AGENTS and PRDDLERS willfinditto .

Rainy

CHICAGO

45tf

Publishers of Religious and Sunday School Books,
6mdl

A

and the Fire
.

Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them.
All orders promptly filled by

C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.

elsewhere.

eowtFeb2l

After the Chicago Fire.

“

¥

[00K Ena

from $100 to $ $206 per month. REMEM
THIS, and do not fail to send for our Circulars
ing full description of the business, before

“ Portable Rubber Bathing Tub,”

VEGETINE is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully selected barks, roots and herbs, and
80 strongly concentrated that it will effectually eradicate from the system every taint of Screfula,
Scrofuleus Humor, Tamers, Cancer, Cancerous Hummer, Erysipelas,
Sails Bheum,
Syphilitie Divenses, Canker, Faintness at
the Stomach, and all diseases that arise from impure blood. Sciatica, Infiam
‘hronic
heumatism, Neuralgia, Gout, and Sj
can only be effectually cured thro
the blood.

Poa

"

One ‘of the most convenient, common-sense
practical improvements brought to our notice is

Price

It is pleasantto take and warranted to cure.

than ours. It makes the ‘ Elastic Lock Stitch.”
Every second stitch can be cut, and still the
cloth can not he juiled apart witheut tearing it.
We pay Agents
from $75 to $250 per month, and
expenses, or a commission from which twice
that amount can be made. Address SECOMB .
CO,, Boston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh, Pa., Ch
IU., or
§t.Louis, Mo.

Universal Bath!

BY MARY
LATHAM
CLARK,
Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful

DIS-

SENSE FAMIL

This Machine will sti

a stronger, more beautifil, or more elastic seam

ailments arising from malarious causes. Price $1.00.
Prepared by A. LITTLEFIELD & CO., Boston,
Mass. Sold by all Dealers in Medicine, 13eow2iw

receive the Star for one year, Arthur’s very p it is by America’s most popular writer on health.
excellent Home

atulence,

the Head, Loss of Appetite, Nausea,
Stomach, Fullness or Weight in the
or Fluttering at the Pit of the StomVision, Yellownees of the Eyes and
Head, Side, Back or Chest,
Burnin

or visiting

the GENU

Js
and all Men WANTING.
THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS:
which will furnish a ¢ nance with

The best Tonic and Stomachic ever offered the
i
»
public.
t will Improve your Appetite, Facilitate Digestion,
Give
tone to the Nervous System, Vigor
to e
b of fhe body, thereby im
ere is no remedy so
whether
general or following acute
disease. The
Medical Faculty endorse it for Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Nervous Debility, and all diseases arising from a dis-

CROUP,

BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF

will

receive the Star for one year, and a copy
of any one of the fine, good-sized steel Engravings which they may select from the
following list: * The Christ-Child,” * The
Heavens declare- the Glory of God,” and
2. New

England

It cures COUGHS,

?

1. New subscribers, sending

~ BITTERS!

of curative agents, though it has been in the market
but little over two years. Ii is recommended by the
best physicians, and does all that 1s claimed for it.

Prayer-Meeting.
Too.

UININE TONIC

NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST
here, and to place on loan.
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

of .com-

]
y
4

ATWOOD’S

wie,

“Introduce

fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider"
in a most superioy manner. Price only $15..
Fully licensed
and warr:
for five
o
We will pay $1,000 for any machine that will sew ae

[3S

° Adams, Blackmer & Lyon, Pub, Co., Chicago

ed.

This favorite New

“Only a prayer-meeting,”

Steow49

in which the buildings were consumed
Insurance companies have failed.

gamed

Lake.

per year.

IMPROVED COMMON
ING MACHINE.

Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases

and

Pos TEL

foxes wid
Weekly.

+2

ent, called Curio

no credit given when premiums are orderWe need say nothing in the way

@ "male and female, to

Things, and Prof. Peahody will th a series enti.
tled the ‘Microscope Club. The Magazine will be
enlarged to 32 pages.
Send 10 cents. for sample copy. Single subseriptions $1.20 per year.
Clubs of 10 or more,
80 cen

REAL

mending these offers. The statement of
them suffices. That the remittances and
orders should come in promptly and abundantly, is what may be expected as a matter of course.
That our readers will
promptly take pains to show these. offers
fut long.”
:
to their friends, may be safely assumed.
“Ahem !" came from the clerk’s desk.
“That is,” continued the preacher, ‘‘aé’ But we shall seek to fill all orders with
cording to their measurement; but by despatch.
ours they were fifteen fut long.”
“Ahem !” louder than before.
“Butas you may think this is extravagant, we'll just suy they were ten fut.” °
‘Ahem ! ahem !” still more vigorous.
The parson leaned over the pulpit, and
shaking his finger at the clerk, said, ‘You
may cough there all night “long, mon, I'll

nae tak off a fut more.

There will be a new de

the

maild.

wes $76 to $250per month,

SCHOLAR.

ered tor the above diseases, and is

just what is wanted, and to write the names
mistakes,

THE

Ar Persons living in,

Any present subscriber, renewing his
own subscription for another year before
Apr. 1, and sending the name of one new
subscriber with the money, shall be entitled toany one of the smaller engravings
mentioned in the paragraph marked 1,—
Sending $1.75 additional, he shall be entitled to the Home Magazine for one year,
and a copy of the large engraving, as
specified in paragraph marked 2.—Sending

I Ar
Bauk-sociation, or Say.an Cuka 8 ngCo House Mechanics
or Commer.
«cial Agency in New York
#N. B.—Pamphlet on “Wall Street. and its Operations,” free on’application
1y19

for Boys and Girls, commenocin
in Jan
1873, and continuing through Tn ear, in
nary,
i
}
ks
:

ordered

We shall not probably be able to hold
out these inducements for more than a lim-

RANDAL H. FOOTE & 00.,
Bankers and Brokess, 70 Broadway, N. Y."
Member of Stock Exchange and Gold Board.

** Little Students,

or, Home Sunshine.” ~This*Chromo, which
has just been designed and executed at a

E—

, You can’t stand it! Why not? Others
have had a much harder time than you.
You have not been used well! Very likeA great miny have not been used
well ; but that is no reason,
they should
kill themselves. You do n’t
n to kill
ourself, but go where they will use you
Detter ! Is that the best way?
Now, is it
not better to think more of how you use
others, and less of how they
use you?
Think of it a while. Was rs always
‘used /well?
Were the apostles always
used well?
What then!
Did they rum
from the cause? Let me tell you what to
do. ** Take unto you the whole armor of
God, that ye may be able to withstand in

down in kindredship all the way
from
Bethel, where the over-jaded Jacob had

eousness, which the Lord the righteous
Many a timid boy at boarding-school,
Judge shall give me at that day.’ ”
with
Bem,
room-mates about him,
Her eyes closed, and the nurse knew has kept alive his prized communion with
that the band of death was grasping the his Father on high, and so, perhaps, saved
cords of life. A moment more, and all his soul by
means of his silent pillow
was over; the sonl had gone to dwell in prayers.
oys, try them! Girls, don’t
that city where ‘there is no more death, neglect them ! Invalids, with your eyes so
neither sorrow nor crying; neither shall often held long waking
in the night sea_ there be any more pain.'— Sword and son, distrust not the pillow prayers.
HunTrowel,
dreds are continually climbing
to heaven
by them, as ona
ladder,
you, per-

i,

3. New subscribers, sending $3.60, will

Trial.

the true
coming

his angelic vision on his pillow of stone.

furnish the whole for $4.25; or;

orders and the money promptly.

;

:

We will

grow upoitone by study. =

BO

sufferer moving,

$5.00 ;—making a total of $1000.

on loving errandsto the

poor, who can give

To Speculate Succesgfully..

of the Engraving,

heavy expense, will be sent mounted and

“Oh! death, where is thy sting? Oh!
grave, where is thy victory ?”
cheeks were mow wan and sunken, and
But what is it to live a hundred and two
parched lips were drawn back from the years? It is to dwell among
the tombs.
to stand.”
all,
the evil day, and havi
mouth as if in pain. Yet there dwelt an 1 It is to be the one living-out
-all-the-dead | Why,
bless you, trial is for your
good.
inary sweetness in the clear gray the one as good as dead among the living.
eyes, and a refinement on the placid brow, One after another they disappeared,—the Stop the paper! Better take two. That is
such a8 can only be imparted by a heart- friends of childhood and of Joush, parents ; the way to come out ahead of the ** what
acquaintance with Him who 1s ‘full of then the past had vanished; brothers, sis- do you call it” that is in you. Endurance
is a
part of the Christian life, you know.
grace and truth.”
ters, the friends.of middle years; then self
‘Oh, not myself! not me !” she repeated. sank out of sight. Last of all, children Sometimes it is the best kind of doing.
‘What a ‘ good
There was a short pause; and then the died also, and then life was gone. Between Read the benedictions.
following words, uttered in the same low the active, glowing world and this sad sur- time” we sometimes have in doing! And
tone, slowly and solemnly broke the mid- vivor is a great gulf fixed, and who can can we not endure? You can not see what
trials are for! Maybe to prove you.
night silence of the place :
tell the horror of great darkness that falls
*‘ ‘And when they had plated a crown of upon him? What wan years stretch before
thorns, they put it upon his head, and a him! What waste places lie around him!
What am I Doing?
reed in his right hand ; and they bowed the What dim phantoms mock him out of the
knee before him, saying, Hail, King of the “distant past! What twilight of the mind
BE Farrarur. Be thou faithful unto
Jews.
And they spit upon him, and took veils his future and deadens his aspiration !
death, and I will give thee a crown of life.
the reed, and smote him on the head. . .
A little child playing among the butterBE PrAYERrUL. Ask, and it shall be
Aud they crucified him, and parted his gar- cups
years ago! Was it he? given you.
ments, easting lots. . . . And sitting down Youth a hundred
and
maiden,—fair-haired,
ruddy,
BE
WaArcaFuL. Watch, therefore, for ye
they watched
him there... , . And
they
and eager,—where are the eyes that’ know not what hour your Lord doth come.
that passed by reviled him, wagging their shy
shunned
his
glance?
Whose
were
the
eyes
BE JoyruL.
Forlo, I am with you alheads. . . . And about the ninth hour
that gazed ? What was it that stirred him so ways,
even unto the end of the world.
Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, My deeply
in that long ago? What fever was
E HuMBLE. For by grace are ye saved,
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me
in his blood, now so slow and cold ? What through faith; and that not of yourselves,
The voice ceased, and for several minutes
made life then so rosy, that is now so col—it is the gift of God.
Sn
not a word was spoken. The night nurse
orless? Oh! vague torment of a clouded
BE EARNEST, Behold he
cometh with
rose from her seat by the fire, and mechani- soul!
Weary conflict between feeble mem- clouds, and every eye shall see him.
cally handed a cup of barley water,’ flavor- ories und
of the
present! Ina
And whosoever was nat found written
ed with lemon juice and sugar, to the lips vast realmthe of wraths
shadows is there any sub- in the book of life was cast into the lake of
of both sufferers.
:
stance?
Through
this
hell
of
passivities
“Thank you, nurse,” said the last speakIe.
Heaven of
er. ‘‘They gave him gall for his meat ; and | shines there any gleam of the
in his thirst they gave him vinegar to| activity ?>—Independent.
Reducing a Story.
drink.”
|
‘‘She is talking about Jesus Christ,” said |
Pillow Prayers.
the other woman, already beginning to toss | A
quaint Scotch minister was given
lr
Or
restlessly from side to side. * But,” added |
FER
wt to exaggeration in the pulpit.
she, “talking about his sufferings can't | He who knows nothing of pillow prayers His clerk reminded him of its ill effects
mend ours—at least, not mine.”
iz ignorant of one of the sweetest modes upon the congregation.
He replied that
“But it lightens hers,” said the nurse.
| of prayer practically on earth. The day he was not aware of it, and wished the
“I wonder how.”
.
| with its engrossments being gone, it isa clerk, the next time he did it, to give a
*‘ Hush,”
| most favorable time for the gathering in cough by the way of hint.
And the gentle voice again took up the | of our thoughts upon ourselves—our sins,
Soon after, he was describing Samson's
strain :
.
| our wants, fears, and hopes, and then the tying the foxes’ tails together.
He said,
_‘* *Surely he has borne our griefs,and car- | turning of them up towards
heaven. This “The foxes in those days were much largried our sorrows . . . He was wounded for | is what the Psalmist is .apparently refer- er than ours, and they had tails twenty
our transgressions, be was bruised for oar | ring to in his words,
‘‘When I remember
iniquities ; the chastisement of our peace | thee upon my bed, and meditate upon thee

Magazine, $2.50;

say, ** God has forgotten.” But God does
not forget. He fashioned the skiliful fin-

that

I take it you mean yourself, poor
But"—
“Oh, not myself! not me!” exclaimed

the other ; and her pale face

Some lives, like flowers, are

the

hot

_——

of the Star is $2.50; of

ed,—for one year, and two very choice and

gers that they might do loving,charity work,
as well as
fine paid-for labor. He made
desire” the busy feet strong, that they might run

for warmth and
breath and beauty. A
a these he left in leaving life,and passed on to

such

from

next bed.

If

thing hath happened even to him who was
summoned hence in his youth? Doubtless

in the Dark Hour.
—

there is hope.

beyond the grave is mo existence, then
neither affection availeth anything nor dis-

‘I'hou hast still this treasure-trove ;
Faith’s glad window, opening ever

3

death,

Ah!

Pass the busy crowds below?
Cool across thy lifted forehead

Sweetest winds of heaven blow.

+

to be endured, but not to be mitigat-

Fragrant Flowers.
)

The regular price

g

|

stiffness,
worn. for
Cures by

united
action of many small currents.)
Sold by Druggists, price $250; small
size, $7 50. Sent by mail on receipt of

,) 6
b)

price;
by Dr. A. C. Garratt, (from
Disk
Hamilton Place, Boston, Mass.
462
i

¢

been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every

Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts. ; in paper covers
15 cts.

Postage

extra;

on

the former, 4 cts., on the

§ config latter,
(

.

I
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»
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MORNING

STAR.

J ANUARY

15, 1873.
3

RE Warning Star.
S
‘re

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Asst Editot.
EY
(ef. qe ment
communicitions

deergriod

for

Dusiness, remittances of money, &c.,
dressed tothe Publisher.

habits,

publication

should

on

be ad-

Subscribers.—Pre emiums.
——

On ourr third page will

be found

a state-

iment in which several choice premiums are
offered for new subspfibers to the Star,

We

ask attention

to them.

They have

an {nterest for all our present subscribers.
N. B.
‘Our ministers and others who
are disposed to undertake special service
as agents to procuré subscribers, are in-

vited

to write

to come

back'in

takirg "heavier

away
. selfish

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters

New

life

The Frimmph of i

con-

mocking and re-

It is well to pray for. this richer, deeper,
better, truer life.\ But when it becomes
plain that this means breaking off worldly

15, 1873.

ES]

All

« likely

the

and éven.the prayer will be

proachful echoes.

Ore

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

+

the heart will still be empty,

tipwe: barren,

burdens,

aims, taking

casting

up neglected

duties, walking in purity before men, spurning illicit gains and debasing pleasures,—
it. is time te stop and ask whether the
prayer can be honestly offered again, or a
longing fittingly expressed for ‘the boon
that has been craved, till the heart is ready
to surrender its hesitation and the hands
are willing to reach out the price of the
blessing.
Such a surrender and dedication
may tax the soul's full strength, but the
service will prove a blessed ong, and the
gain that comes of it and after it will represent the true and eternal riches.

The

Sandwich Islands.

’

The death of Kamehameha, the King of
us at this office, and we’ the Sandwich Islands, turns public atten-

“will endeavor to make

such arrangements

with them as shall encourage them

to take

tion afresh to that interesting
globe,

recalls

part

many interestiug

of the

facts, and

several
very
significant
queshold of this work.
We hope to hear from raises.
tions. The reigning family becomes ex+a good vumber of them at once.
:
tinct by his death. Who will succeed. him,
and by what authority ? is the first query.
Paying the Price.
His death brings a crisis. Wiil the crisis
L ——
:
give
birth to a revolution ?. These islands
LY
“Chrjst's statement, ‘‘ My yoke is ‘easy have been especially pointed out as illusand my burden is light,” is gloriously true trations of the redeeming forces borne by
as well as. tenderly beautiful. It is true modern
missionary effort.
Will these
for.-all time and all souls. It is true in SO ristamieea people carry their religion
spite of all that is said in the Bible about
rough the agitations and strifes of a poself-denial, and bearing the cross, and striv- Yitieal overturn
without serious loss or
ing to enter the strait gate, and fighting defilement ? Will their new faith prompt
ihe good fight of faith, and enduring bard them to try republicanism, such as exists
ness, and

taking

the

kingdom

of heaven

by force, and being saved yet so as by fire.
tris true in spite of the ‘ hard. sayings” at
which many turn back, of the weariness in
the way, of the stumblings and falls of
many who do not wholly abandon effort,
“and of the complaints which are so freely
poured into the ears of both heaven and
earth when the proper things are gladness

and song. They
_ cheerfulness

who take the yoke

or, find it a blessed thing.
taken

in

and bear it as a badge of hou-

reluctantly,

It is when it is

carried

as a load,

a

pretext or a place is sought for throwing it
off, that it galls and chafes and worries and
threatens to crush. It is one thing to take
the yoke; it is quite another to endure it.

Tt is a help to bear life's inevitable load in
‘the one case;

i is

like

the

world

on

the

shoulders of Atlas in the other. There is
no good reason for doubting the doctrine
-of that text; it is chiefly necessary to understand it.
And, properly understood, it is fully consistent with the idea that a rounded and
mature Christian character, a broad and
deep Christian experience and a fruitful
Christian life are things that cost. Imitations of them can be had cheaply, just as
paste jewels can be bought almost fora
song. But a real diamond or ruby will
empty a full purse. And so the eminent

200,000—a diminution-of about one-half in

forty-two years. The first official census
was taken in 1832, when the population
numbered 130,315; in 1840, by the second
census, it was 108,000; in 1850, it was 84,000; in 1860, the native portion was 67,800;
and in 1866, it was 58,765.
The present

native population does not vary much

52,000.

By

from

reference to these figures, it

will be seen that this decrease was much
more rapid in the earlier history of the
islands, though the ratio of decrease has
gradually diminished.
It is now more than half a century since
the missionaries established the institutions
of the gospel on these islands, —idolatry
having been previously given up. Two
generations in the meantime have come and

‘hero

lishment of family relationships, the prev-

is the

product

of

hard

fights,

and

sacred serenity which abides in the face
and tone of some woman whose hands are
full of earthly care, we often forget or are
ignorant of the strains and conflicts and
discipline through which these high qualities have been gained and made effective.

We

crave the results; but we might turn

-away

pale with fear gnd dread if the proc-

ess by which they are to become ours

were

to be clearly set forth. James and John
asked for the chief seats in the new Master’s kingdom, but they knew not what they
asked.
bY

religious,

religions qualities must be bought on terms
corresponding to their worth. The real

self-mastery of ome sorely beset acquaintance, or the
er to kindle other souls
which some true worker sets forth, or the

]

their

gone.
The people have been regarded as
so far Christianized for twenty years past,
that the need of foreign missionaries has
heen looked upon as ended. And the estab-

every genuine saint only needs to look
“within to find an interpretation of Jacob's
wrestling all night with the angel at Peniel,
or to understand what Christ meant by the
cup which he found so bitter in Gethsemane.
When we see and long for the thorough

»

in the country from which

and very largely their secular, teachers
have come to them ? These are all matters
of interest to the Christian world.
But the steady decrease of population on
the islands is one of the most suggestive
things. When they ere first discovered
by Captain Cook, in 1778, the population
was estimated —at--400,000,—an estimate
probably too high.
In 1820, when the
American Missionaties first landed there,
it was estimated at considerably less than

Afterwards, they

learned

through

" what a baptism of toil and trial the soul
must pass to such distinctions as these.
It is so still. The conditions do not materially change. Christ is the same, yesterday, to-day and forever.
The higher
life must yet be won by climbing. Power
must be earned.
The moral conqueror
must

first take the soldier’s risks and hard-

ships. There is no short, sure and cheap
way to spiritual eminence.
It is a fitting time to bring this truth
“home. During the past week, many prayers
“have Leen offered for a better religious state
an the individual and in the churches.

It is

a proper thing to pray for. It is needed.
Nothing else is needed so much. It may
‘be sought in the assurance that God sympathizes with the object, and that it is his
will that this result be reached.
True
prayer on that live can never be .misdireet+d, and whatever God ean properly do in
‘the way of giving what is sought ,we may
Lv be:gure will be done.
But,—we say it.reverently,—even he can
not make this attainment of the better reTigious state otherwise than laborious and
«costly.
We pray perhaps for faith, for
‘love, for earnestness, for courage, for

spir-

tual skill, for the best sort of power over
others,
But to nurture faith we mist
search out and bring home the convincing
‘truth. To gain and keep love we must
~cast out hatreds, and put down resentments,
~4nd hold the heart steadily toward the up-

_per sunshine.

Earnestness must depend

- on our active alliance with a great truth or

~cause imtil it becomes a part of our very
selves.
Courage is born of resolute and
victorious endeavor. Only thoughtful and
“patient ‘effort brings skill anywhere. Till

- we

Save

of education,

and the reduction

of

on, in spite of the favorable climate; abundance of food, the absence of war, pestilence or other special calamities, and the

improved style of social and domestic life.
Very likely the vices and habits introduced
by early foreign visitors may have done
something to induce this disproportionate

mortality ; but since Christianity came

in

as a neutralizing force, the progress of the
depopulating work, it would seem, should
have been effectually arrested. But it has
not been arrested.
And what is true of the people on these
islands is also true of the native population
on most of the islands in the South Seas.

Is there

a want of vitality, of ph¥sical

stamina and power of endurance in this
part of the human race? By what means
then—did the large population come into
existence and flourish for a time ? Ilave
there been

some

subtle

but fatal

changes

taking place in the natural world, which
the human system has no power ‘to resist?
But the

progress

of

physiological

science

would seem to be such as to forbid the development
and
effective operation
of
agencies hostile to human vigor and life,
and yet such as can escape detection and
defy all tests and neutralizers, The problem
is certainly one that may properly engage
the attention of physicians and social economists.
The annexation

of these islands

to

the

United States would not bea very" surprising'result. By means of the steamers plying between San Francisco and the ports
of China and Japan, the social and commercial intercourse between Americans and
the Sandwich lslanders is every day widening and growing intimate... Those people
have become our neighbors, They sympathize with us us very strongly. Their best

experiences

and highest hopes have come

through American channels. If the alli
ance promised to be commercially and
politically
profitable to wus, annexation
would be a fact speedily. As it is, that
resalt may be still hindered, delayed, pre-

vented.

But the very nearness and needs

of this people should secure them our sympathy and aid. 1f they do not become an
integral part of the national family, there
are a score of reasons why we should treat
them in the very neighborly way suggested

by the second commandment

as

given

by

the Great Master.

a character for integrity and consist-

Tae Litre STAR. We once more call
attention to this new paper, specimen copies
of which will be found in the packages

this larger, intenser,

Myrtle. Orders should be sent promptly
by those wishing to obtain the carly numae
bers.

speak out of a living conviction and

<ency behind our words and deeds, we shall
seek in vain to be leaders of our fellows.
Bo that, if there be no willingness to enter

‘#into

alence

life to regular and systematized forms,
would seem calculated to drrest this steady
and threatening decrease. ‘But it has gone

costlier

effort,

covtaining the forthcoming number of the

in 0}

:

‘the Pacifie,—both of which Soho

the beginning quite similar to this.

were in

nent names were married to these epithets,
and it was charged that such men as Wil-

balls of fire sometimes seen to fly . hr ough
the atmosphere, and storms

that spread des-

It shouldbe a comparatively easy mat- son, Colfax, Dawes,” Blaine, &c:,; had vir- olation on sea and land, tomer with wasteast, ought
ter for these enterprising capitalists to reap tually been bought over to the support of ing epidemics upon man a
to whisper in the ears of the rulers of this
great
fortunes.
The
Bay
forms
one
of
the
take it that the verdict is not the result of a
certain Pacific railroad schemes by means world as effectual a warning
as were the
spasm, but an" expression of the healthier most convenient harbors for a large class of stocks that were put into their hands for plagues upon eypt in the face of Pharaoh
sentiment that has been developed by the of foreign trade. It could be made a great a mere nominal price, and whose dividends and his servants, that it is the year of the
of
last few years’ experience. The murderers toaling and watering, Qepot for numerous
were enormous, and really came out of the Lord’s- vengeance for the controversy
Zion, and
that a consumption is determined
way - possibly escape hanging, but he is steamship lines. The climate is favorable, United States treasury.
The men thus upon all the earth. Wherefore
I do beseech
the soil is very good, and various kinds of charged demanded an investigation and
sentenced, and that is Something.
the rulers of our land, for their own sakes
trade
could
be
profitably
established
We suppose it is generally admitted that
got it, It-is still going on, and the original as wellas ours, to permit us to solve our
.
Stokes shot Fisk out of revenge. He was there.
without oppressing us with
secrecy of the proceedings has be¢n dis- own ‘‘problem,”
But we doubt if it is merely for purposes’ pensed with.—It is enough fo say that, extra or special legisiation, tending to bind
doubtless impelled to it by the "desperate
straits into which Lis enemy had driven of trade that the Island. is leased. Unless while a few of the developed transactions us down under foreign and unfriendly task
‘masters.
him, but they were not so desperate as to the Company anticipate eventual propri- are both curious and questionable, nothing
etorship
of
the
whole
territory,
we
mistake
excuse a murder: He could not endure his
has been elicited which tends to impeach
rival. - Neither would he master his passion. their motives. Passing from the terms of the official or personal integrity of the men —— GETTING ON. The work of impanto the rights of possession will be who were most freely, passionately and ex- eling a jury to try W. M. Tweed, of Tam- So by the use of his pistol he vented one at na lease
an
easy
matter for these who have the travagantly charged with corruption. It many fame, was taken hold of resolutely
the same time that he removed the other.
However wickedimay have
been the necessary capital to command. And es- was a pitiable party cry, a part of the tac- ‘last week, and the vexatious delays in carcrime, we think the New York courts ought pecially will this be the case, if the lease tics of the campaign which aimed at a vie- rying Grand the trial, it may be hoped,
to share the responsibility with him. There prove to be the golden reality that they pict- tory at the polls at almost any moral cost. are now about ended. Since the conviction
was the Cole-Hiscock murder, and the Me- ure to themselves. A large part of the The long, tedious and expensive investiga- of Stokes, oné finds the faith in the New
Let us
Farland-Richardson murder, besides many native population would not hesitate to tion may gratify some curiosity, explain York courts on the steady increase.
hope
that
even
the
Boss
himself
may
find
others, in which the victims were deliber- transfer their proprietary rights,—that is, some things not before cle
prove the
men
on
the
bench,
in
the
Jury
box,
at
the
if
we
may
judge
from
the
tone
of
Dr.
ately
approached, and as
deliberately
innocence of cértain honored:
men whom
murdered.
Bit
when
the
cases Howe's letter. Let this transfer com- not even their most noisy and malignant bar, and in society generally, who will not
came to trial, by bthe merest quibblibg the mence, and in spite of all probable oppoaccusers really suspected of villainy; but be kept from the real work of justice either
sition
it
would
be
likely
to
succeed,
law was evaded.
It might reasonably be
beyond this its advan
s will probably be by his former prestige or his present huBut that would secure the existence of small. The accusey’ will hardly be induc- miliation. A victory for the right here iis a
doubted if either Cole.or McFarland had a
‘stronger provocation to murder than did an independent State, controlled by ‘Ameri- ed to blush; the
ic will forget the mor, trinmph for the whole country.
caus,
but
outside
of
the
United
States
govStokes. But they were acquitted. The
al wrong as soon as tle sensation is over;
DoustFuL. Goop ForrunNe.
The
hardly be, The and the next campaign will very likely be
sanie sentiment seemed to control the New ernment. This could
York
bar when Stokes shot his victim. novelty would be too great, the tempta- disgraced with, other personalities not less steamer Adriatic went to sea from New
Why could he not reasonably expect un ac- tions of various kinds too urgent, to be bitter and dirty than those which made the York a fortnight since with.both her screws
broken.
In spite of it, however, she had a
be | last so painful.
quittal? Who shall say he would have safely risked. Once there came to
b
established in the |
stpremacy
quick and pleasant run to- Liverpool in nine
committed the murder, if these other mur- American
derers had received their just deserts? Island, it would be a narrow chance but ——PEWS AND LARGE FiGUREs.
The an- days. It wasa piece of presumption for
This may be no excuse for the assassin, but the natives would be unafairly treated and
nual pew renting has just taken place at her managers to incur the peril, and not
it certainly puts a grave responsibility upon a system of oppression be the result. That | Plymouth ' church, Brooklyn... It was, as less so now that the voyage was made withwould involve, although it might not nethe Court.
usual, a sort of festive occasion, and Mr. out accident or detention. That it was so
But the result of this trial seems to indi- cessitate, interfer mee on the part of our Beecher and his society had some reason for made, is in danger of inducing presumption
But that can be safely | feeling jubilant at the close,—as the rentals, | and heedlessness in the” managers of these
cate that the late efforts at reform mean own Government.
something.
Here is a murderer’ sentenced left to take care-of itself.
| including premiums, for the year, foot’ up steamers generally, and so we may suffer
Dr. Howe is clearly of the opinion that about $64,000. Which ought to provide half a dozen terrible casualties as an offset
to be hanged.
That would be no strange
thing, if he had been a mere vagabond, this scheme points directly to annexation.
to this fortunate escape. It might have
pretty fairly for the year’s expenses, prowithout money or friends. New York has He thinks that what the people would not vided the affairs are economically adminis- been a blessing, in the long run and on the
been ready enough to hang such criminals. accept as an Administration enterprise, tered.—How man¥’ of the poorer megbers broad scale, if she had been hindered a
But Stokes was a villain of the dandy type. they will willingly take in a private way. of the church, and of those whose resources week and barely escaped wreck, for then
He was good looking. He dressed fancifully. But there are many conditions that must are small, will be able to-hear the preach- the public outcry and protest would have
He spent money freely. He had rich and be first met. The people would doubtless ing of the pastor during the year, is an secured added care for a time, It is never
rather influential relatives. And it is such insist that the Island come in free from litem not re ported.
But it is a most mark- anything less than a crime to tesgpt Proviof | ed testimony to the abiding popularity of dence and put life in peril needlessly.
murderers as this that have been accustom- debt; that the natives change some
And
their modes
ahd habits of life; that the Mr. Beecher, and to the resources of the
Led to go scot-free in New York.
a rebuke now will be worth more than
But that was when Tweed was chief; ceaseless sectional strife among the in- great body of worshipers wkich he has though it trod on the heels of a gredt disas.
when Tammany ruled, both in the City Hall habitants be stopped; and that there be gathered about him during his ministry of ter. We hope it may be heard and felt.
and at Albany; when Hoffman was Gov- good evidence that it would be the paying: | twenty-five years, It chows too that it is
| not mere: youth that is sought in the pulpit,
ernor by fraud, and Hall was Mayor by the enterprise that is claimed for it.
Uutil that condition of the Island is real- || but the vivacity, freshness and power which —— BELLIGERENT PUBLISHERS. The mansame means.
It was when the city officials
agers of the New York 77ibune have sued
were becoming fabulously rich at the ex- ized, we needn't reckon much on seeing | youth is generally supposed to represent, Mr. Bowen, Publisher of the ‘Independent
the
Stars’
and
Strip
float
over
it.
ar
;
)
The | and that, while these are kept, the pews |
pense of the laboring poor; and when the
| and the Brooklyn Union, for damages growwhole conduct of the City’s affairs was a by- probability that the question will be again | gre not likely to be empty nor filled with || ing out of a statement “appearing in the
word throughout the land. But the Com- brought before Congress in any substantial stupid hearers.
Livi n armed paper, setting forth that the
mittee of Seventy have made. their influence way seems to be quite remote. The old |
s losing its subscribers and runadvocates
of
the
measure
will
doubtless
be
|
| ——UNION AND THE WEEK
OF PRAYER. |
felt. Instead of Gov. Hoffman, they have
ing
down
toward financial weakness and
given us Gov. Dix; Havemeyer is in willing to wait and observe the results of | The very idea of having so many Chris
{ ruin.” Whereat Mr. Bowen turns round and
this
commercial
enterprise,
before
they
|
tians engaged at the same time, in seeking
place of Hall; Tom Fields and Connolly are
sues the Tribune for some offense partaking
fugitives ; Tweed is threatened with a term renew their efforts. Certainly the present | the same things, in the same way, and at
of the nature of libel. Which shows. that
at Sing Sing; and Stokes is convicted of generation has seen enough Congressional | | the hands of the same great Giver, during
‘great
men and great enterprises do not outwrangling
over
the
matter,
the Week of Prayer, is adapted to induce
murder.
grow
sensitiveness, nor keep clear of the
| the feeling of oneness in the worshipers.
We waonld certainly not rejoice that a
fighters pluck and strategy, nor always set
Current
Topics.
;
|
That
feeling
is
developed
and
made
active.
man must be hung. But there needed to,
| But it finds now and then fit and cheering forth the majestic and saintly side of human
be some protection of life in New York.
|
—Exir
Spore
Death
stalking
into
the
|
expression.
Every year union services nature.
And it could hardly be dune better than by
apartment
of
exiled
royalty
at
Chiselhurst
|
are
more
and
more
common, and the profit |
making an example of a notorious assassin.
AN. OLp Story RETOLD.
We are
In that City alone there were nearly a hun- and striking down Louis Napoleon, is an of them increases. Newport, R. I., has
|
indebted
to
our
European
correspondent
for
event
that
makes
a
mark,
and
stirs
reebeen prominent in embodying this idea, |
dred murders last year.
Human life was in
great peril. Murder could be committed ollection, and sets one moralizing almost Rev. Dr, Malcom having taken an especial | the following somewhat significant account :
A most interesting discovery in Biblical
After coming out uninterest in that feature.
In this city, union
almost at will.
From riding in a street car, against one's will.
Archeology has just been laid before a
harmed
from
many
battles
and
surviving
services
have
been
held
for
the
last
two
or
to entering a hotel or dwelling in the imagmeeting of the society of Archaology at
ined security of home, no one was safe. half a dozen plots for his assassination, he three years, in which the oneness of true
London,
by- Mr. Smith. The discov ery in
Let us hope that this is the beginning of falld before a foe who is invisible to mor- believers has found empahatic and cheering question
is nothing less than an account of
‘tal
eyes,
whose
footfall
no
human
ear
can
assertion.
This
year,
advance
steps
were
safer days, and that the plea of temporary
the Deluge, probably many years older than
insanity is no longér to cheat the gallows catch, and whose blow is as noiseless as taken. A union communion service was
it is sure. He has wielded rare power held on Sunday afternoon, Jan. 5, in one the one contained in the Bible. The Presiof its due.
and
lived Aa most eventful life. The story of the F. Baptist houses of worship, in dent of the society, Sir H. Rawlinson, well
There is just one lesson set by this man's
career that ought to be heeded. He was is too long &find too familiar to be told here- which the past6¥¥ of five churches partici- known for his researches in Assyria, explained that the document, translated by
brought up in a pleasant home, and sur- and now. Cradled in state and luxury, pated, and an immense cémpany sat down
Mr.
Smith, had been discovered at Nineveh,
spending
hissyouth
amid
political
tempests,
together
at
the
table
in
precious
fellowship.
rounded by most of the refining influences
between
The churches generally united in sustaining among the: ruins of the library of the As-that are usually found there. IHis mother dividing his earlier manhood
imprisonment
and
exile, one interesting union prayer meeting each syrian Kings, if the collection of tablets, in
early taught him the better way, and affec- conspiracies,
rising
in
his
maturer
years
to
be
master
of day during the week,and on Sunday, Jan. baked earth, bearing conic inscriptions and
tionate sisters clung to him during all the
12, a public union service was held in the relating the historic deeds of these ancient
days of his trial. But when he went out France and almost dictator in Europe, and
then
going
down
in
prestige
and
power
ing
Methodist church. It was all pleasant,sug- monarchs, may be called a library. The
from that home he sought, or allowed himspite
of
diplomacy
and
the
sword,
he
is
gestive
and prophetic of brighter days.‘‘Be- inscription itself is not original, but the
self to be sought by, the fast young men of
copy of a Babylonian inscription made at
the street and the club.
The excitement of hurled into disgrace at Sedan, hissed into hold, how good and how pleasant it is for
Erech, next to Babel, one of the greatest and
private
life
by
the
millions
who
had
trembrethren to dwell together in unity.”
their style of life was pleasing to him. He
most ancient cities of the Babylonian Embled
at
the
shrug
of
his
shoulder,
and
dies
|
Rr
yielded
to it. He put his talents and his
How Tourists SEE THINGS. The par- pire. According to several well known
money
to the basest uses. We all know while plotting for a restoration to the high
Chronologists, the date of the composition
places
which
Providence
had
pronounced
tial knowledge and untrustworthy reports
the alliances he formed. They proved his
of the original text is thirty thousand years
him
unworthy
to
fill.
From
his
return
to
of hurried tourists, who run over a new
ruin. When he dies on the gallows, it will
before the Christian era. The inscription,
not be far from the legitimate end of his the French Assembly in 1849 to the close of country at express speed, is well illustrated Just discovered, was
copied under the reign
the
Crimean
war,
his
star
seemed
mounting
by the statements made by Rev. Hugh Stocareer.
3
to the zenith. From the hour that. he hur- well Brown, who bas just gone home to of Assurdanapal,one of the Kings of Assyria,
Will young men heed his course and be
who had relations with the city of Erech.
warned by it ? There are thousands enter- ried to Villafranca to negotiate a peace to England from his visit among us. He tells It
is evident that these inscriptions were,
save
his
reputation,
to
the
final
downfall,
the Britishers that we must be rich and
ing to-day the very path of which he has
.in ancient times, the only documents relahis
policy
was
a
series
of
blunders
that
prosperous,
for
he
did
n’t
see
a
beggar
in
reached almost the end. To-night it iseasy
ing past events, and care was taken to reto turn aside. A year from to-night it conld have but one outcome." His reputed the streets of Boston, New York, or Philaastuteness proved to be mental crudity it- delphia. He praises our sobriety, for, dur- new and multiply them as often as possible,
may
be
too
late
to
attempt
it.
self when pitted against the clear brain of ing his pretty extensive travels, he says he In more than one point, the account differs
Besides indicating a certain improvement
Bismargk
; and the selfish ambition which saw only six men and not one woman who from the one given in the Bible, but there
of New York justice, may not his sentence
he
n
d and displayed turned the mass- could be pronounced intoxicated.—It is is such a striking coincidence in the main
serve as a timely warning’ to such as are
es even of his “own countrymen against gratifying to be praised.
Ticklers of the facts, that they evidently emanate from the
entering these slippery ways?
?
him when his mask fell off and success no national vanity are apt to be called good ‘same source,
Ea
As in the Scriptures, the Deluge is sent to
longer remained to render him terrible.—It fellows. But, alas! among ourselves we
is too soon to put the final estimate upon
punish man for his iniquities and to purge
Santo Domingo Again.
can only open our eyes wide with onder,
him, for the facts have not all been gatherand smile in a very grim way, at being the earth; but the chastisement is the work
It seems that certain Americans are de- ed, the admiration of the few is too intense thus strongly complimented for virtues that of several gods and not that of one alone.
termined not to let this Island alone. Dr. and the hatred of the many too bitter for a are about as conspicuous for their absence The just man chosen to perpetuate the huSamuel G. Howe, who was a member of wise and impartial verdict. He seemed as for anything else. ‘We do have less beg- man race, was named S#sif.
the Commission lately sent to examine in- made up of contradictions. He is still a gars and drunkards in our streets than most
A hero, by the name of Izdubar, believed
to the condition of the Island, has written sphinx, an enigma, a riddle: = But, dealing of the English cities; but Mr. Brown must to be Nimrod, meets Sisit, and asks him
a letterto one of the New York dailies, with him in justice and’ even in charity, we
have been greatly absorbed, or extreme- how it happens that he has become immorexplaining a scheme by which a Gompany -are confident that no man needs to envy him ly near-sighted, or wondzously charitable tal. Sisit informs him that the gods, havof American capitalists propose fo come the reputation he will hereafter bear, any in his verdicts, if he confronted so few hu- ing wished to destroy the world, enjoined
into possession of Samana bay and the more than to covet the experience through man eye-sores of this class. We are sorry him to construct
a vessel and to enter it,
which he has gone. France got rid’ of a to say it, but we have seen mare than that not only with his family and a pair
Dominican side of the Island.
of every
This is not a political scheme at all. terrible burden when he rolled off from her number in a single hour from our office kind of animal, but also with his servants
The parties have no indorsement from shoulders; Europe escaped a great peril window. But it shows that he meant to and the “sons of his army.” Bisit obeys
Washington.
They proceed entirely on _when his palsied hand dropped out of the speak us kindly, as he seems to have done and constructs a vessel, of which the ditheir own responsibility. And if they se- delicate mechanism of her politics ; and the when he told the Boston Baptist
ministers mensions are the same as those of the ark
cure
a lease of the property, all. the prof- world breathes freer now that he.is no lon- that the ecclesiastical life, at home endorsed
given in the Bible, He takes a pilot on
its resulting will flow into their own pock- ger here to infuse a moral miasm into its their close communion.
Compliments are board, and as soon as all are fairly in the
ets, Probably the determined opposition air,
pleasant, but the truth is the truth, after all, vessel, it begins to rain and continues for
to the Administration scheme has destroyseven days, at the end of which time the
ed all hope from that quarter. So a few ~—CREDIT MoBILIER.
These words, used ——A MORMON PROPHET SPEAKs. Orson earth is covered with water. Finally, the
wenlthy
persons,
seeing
still greater
so often during the late political campaign,
Hyde, not quite willing to defy federal vessel regts on Mt. Nizir, which Sir H.
wealth in the Island, have resolved to reap may not carry any very definite meaning
authority, and still intent on keeping all the Reino
lor to be the Ararat of the
such benefits from it as they can.
| to the majority of the people. We can not Mus. Hydes that belong to his harem, thus Scriptures. “Mn
seven more days, Sisit sends .
At present, the parties contemplate a stop to explain them now. But we all re- tries to
frighten the government from at- out birds from the ark, A dove returns to
lease, and nothing more. But they doubt- member that they were hitched to the tempting any interference with the polyghim, then a swallaw, after which, a raven
less contemplate much more in the end. names of a number of leading republican amy in Utah. He
writes to the Washing. goes forth and does not return. Sisit reThey may have in view the wonderful Congressmen by their opponents, and made
ton Star, snd winds up in the following cognizes by this sign that the Deluge is
success attending the English operations to stand for something like the words
characteristic fashion :
terminated. He leaves the vessel with his
in the East, or the founding of the rich swindler, thief, defalcator, gambler with
The numerous devastating fires that ocour family, erects an altar and offers up a sacNetherland colonies among the islands of loaded dice, &c. Some of the most emi- in these days throughout “the Jand, with
rifice to the gods,
The recent death-sentence of Stokes marks
an era in
New York murder-trials. For we

:
—d

|

-

—

This discovery excites much interest
among the learped, who hope that it may

lead to others not less interesting.
Mr. Gladstone, the Dean of Westminster"
pres-

and other persons of distinction were

ZINew Hampton Instituti n
ours in this place. The pgople will. support
on ly those of liberalviews, and it seems to
The effort to increase the 'permanentd
be natural for your ministers to be liberal.” fund of the Institution has. thu
But the people everywhere West want crowned with success. We have now
working, pious ministers. It is not so much raised about $9000.00 in money, notes and

al aud Noss.
DenominationNews
—————

Dedth of Rev. B. B. Smith. _

say, succeed

the people

the proposition

of our

friend

Rev.

bring the sad intelligence of Bro. Smith's

in Boston,

The New Register, which
hand, contains a report of

A full account of his - sickness and death,
from the pen of Rev.d.’ Phillips, will be
published in the Star of next week.

C. 0. Lissy, Cor. Sec.
1873.
10,
Dover, Jan.
in the West.

Mission Work
The

of our brethren in the minis-

labors

try and churches the

as

far

so

year,

past

we have personal knowledge, has been encouraging. The Ill. Y. M. have had an increase of over five hundred members. The

« weak things” have been made stronger,

apd health and Christian activity is visible
everywhere. The ministers generally have

labored under embarrassing circumstances,
owing to the state the churches were in
when they went among them, and the lim-

valuable service to the cause of Christ.
The session at Homer was said to be the

ited pecuniary assistance the churches were
able to give. But the churches generally .best enjoyed for the year. A majority of
have done what they could, the pastors the churches had raised their apportionment,
have been content with it, and worked on in whole or in part, for Foreign Missions,
nobly. A good interest is taken in all the yet a good collection, considering the size
benevolent causes, and contributions have
of the congregation, was given for that
been made to them by the most of the cause.
This Q. M. is situated in the rich
churches, notwithstanding the many spe- corn country of Illinois, and the fields of
cial efforts that were pressed upon them at | corn were an astonishment to a Yankee,
:
home.
They were just harvesting the crop when
Bro. Weage, of Prairie City, is doing a we were there.in December.
A new house of
good work at Palermo.
CHICAGO,
the village, on
in
erected
been
has
worship
One
week
after
the meeting at Homer we
the C. B. and Q. R. R., and he is engaged
were
in
Chicago.
The Sabbath was one of
churchthe
with
s
holding three days meeting
the
cold
8ays
of
this
winter, the thermomea
erect
will
son
Hender
Bro.
M.
Q.
the
in
es
good house at Saybrook in the spring. The ter indicating 16 degs. below, and the wind
new interests in the different parts of the ‘blowing a gale. Yet we had a goodly conQ. M. are growing into strength and useful- gregation in the very pleasant and eminentness, and sevéralof them will be able to Hy" comfortable vestry of the Free Baptist
support good pastors, half or all of the church. It was altogether too cold to warm
the audience room, and so

"time.

Union, work, and self-denial characterize
the ministers of this Association. The_SaMo.

in

Baptists

Association of F.

line Co.

picion of having invited ‘the compliment. The
reporter, we charitably conclude, meant nothing
worse than simply to fill up a niche in the re-

the

sexton

3. That wherever God in his providence

til one well fitted is furnished.

Quarterly
hy

Ylis labors have

been

Q.

M:,

wonderfully

IIL

blessed

SAUK Co., Wis., Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Ironton church, Dec. 6—S8.
Though it
commenced
undef very unfavorable eircumstances, vet at its close, we all felt we had had
a good meeting.
But few brethren were present, owing to the horse disease which was then
prevailing.
Next session with the Prairie du
Sac church,

in gathering the people around him

and

to

his church, and as he has entered

upon

second year's

that God

labor,

we

expect

his

will bless his efforts in bringing into the
fold of Christ a large number of the multitudes who gather ‘how to listen to his
words.

Rev. J. Walsh, who went last

fall

to Kansas to labor as a missionary with the
F. B. churches in Jefferson Co., reports that

he finds many

things to encourage

him.

The brethren scem ready to work and aid
him all they can. ‘He finds several F. B.
ministers at work onitheir farms, who can
give hin much assistance, in various

and especially in holding three

ings.

days

ways,

meet-

The brethren will give him # sup-

port, and one brother says many hopeful
things of the work already begun.
Our new interests have heen greatly assisted by some of our young men from,
Hillsdale and the Theological Sem. of Chicago. Bros. Tibbetts,Cory,and Phillips have
done a good work at important posts of labor.

May the Lord give us a. multitude of such
young men. In Indiana, where the labors
of experienced pastors could not be secured,
Bro. B. F. Furguson, a licentiate, has

sup-

plied three churches with googh acceptance.
This systematic and united effort of ministers and people has resulted in an increase
to the churches of gver eight hundred members, and greatly increased the efficiency,
_ power, and numbers of the Sunday school.
The work has been done mostly by the pas-

tors.

The expense for outside labor in the

most of the Q. Meetings has been very
small. The churches generally have liberally supported their pastors and S. School.
They will do more when old debts are removed and the
completed.

churches

are repaired

and

New and inviting fields are now open to
- us and calling for ministers, in Ill,, Iowa,
Dakota, and California, and provisions can

be made for the support of acceptable men,
But the people will expect in the ministry
who go among them, something of the
spirit of labor and self-denial which is pe-

culiar to the people in a new country.

Bu

there is great demand for laborers in old
settled communities, There is everywhere,
and among all denominations even, a grow-

ing demand for preachers of ‘liberal views.”

The F. Baptists
Wre by faith and practice of
just this school.

usefulness and be a credit

PROSPECT Q. M.—Held its Dec. session with
the Monroe church, By reason of the drifting
snow and almost impassable roads, but three
churches were reported, and but little business
attended to. Enjoyed a good season in public
and social worship.
Three days meeting with
Monroe church,” commencing Jan. 16, at
1
o’clock, P. M.
.
Next session with Belfast and
Swanville
church, Feb. 21—23.
J. N. ROBERTS, Clerk,

SHIAWASSEE Q. M.—Held its last session with
the church of Duplain.
Next session with the church of Brady, Feb.
1 &2.
Those coming by rail will stop at Oakley,
and inquire for G. W. Carson.
IRA ALLEN, Clerk.

to the

Wisconsin

RELIGIOUS

and if any one is caught’ doing this he is
>

The half of two days and the whole “6F
one night butting snow drifts between
New York and Boston, was not quite the
pleasdntest of experience, yet we could
bear this very well having found every
thing so comfortable up to this stage of our

Lack

free

to all.

step in the right direction,

and

promises

good fruit.

ed

On Barter’s Island ‘a revival followed and
gave great strength and hope to the

church there. Nearly every church in the
Q. M. is now supplied with preaching,
;
and is awaking to new life. .
Rev. 8. M. Haggett, long an influentia
and faithful worker in the Springfield Q.
M., has been appointed Missionary for the
churches in that section, and enters upon
his work under favorable auspiees.
We are thoroughly in earnest in this
work

resuscitation, and

of home

couragement as it commends

find en-

the

itself to

favor and benefactions of all our. churches.

of

We ask a careful and fair examination
the real needs of our cause in Maine,
sured that such an ‘examination will

most eloquent
the h
nis

and powerful

asfur-

plea

for the Society's work.

W. H. BOWEN.

Let the churches
sults of the

what to expect ofus.

guarded

week

and

of

It is.a
much

Bishop Potter is very

of his Episcopal

re-

the

good

Prayer

are

carefully

Turn

not

from faithful work, and God will bless,

”

miles

east

of the

latter

Baptist interhave a good

many scattered brethren here whom we wish to
unite in work’ and will be glad to open correspondence with any who may desire it. Now is
a good time to come west. ~ M. 8: HUBBELL.
Cromwell, Towa.

back

AT the session of the Lawrence,
held at Pierepoint, Sept. 20, 1872,

resolution

was

adopted

and

N. Y., Q. M.,
the

following

ordered

to

Cott,

the noted Meth-

odist revivalist, who is at present pursuing her
labors at East Cambridge, has lately received
a very handsome proposal from a wealthy lady
admirer.
Thisjlady, who resides at Evanston,
Ill, offers to take Mrs, Van Cott on a journey
through Europe and the Holy Laud, to occupy
several
years, and afterwards to furnish her
life. Mrs. Van
with a pleasant home through
Cott has declined the offer, with the reply that
¢ she must be about her Master’s business.”
The receipts of the American Board during
the past three months have been but $55,362,—
scarcely one-half of the average cxpenditures,—
$12,289 below. the receipts of the same period

last year, and $27,127 below those of the same
period the year beforé. On the other hand, the
appropriations for 1873 are $30,000 above those
of 1872, the enlargement having been required
by the soundest missionary policy.
"Mr. Talmage, of Brooklyn, whose Tabernacle

was recently burned, has addressed to the

but is very rapThis is a new country,
stream.
idly tilling up. In some sections three fourths
of the land is under cultivation, and then there
are other tracts where not more than one tenth
The soil is rich and productive,
is improved.
and the climate is one of the best of northern
climates. Winters are cold, dry and even; summers not so hot as farther east. It is one of the
is
Our climate
healthiest portions of the West.
probably more nearly like Minnesota, without
the severity or length of the winters there, than
any other portion of the country east or west.
There are thousands of prairie homes here for
Land ranges from $0
families of small means,
to $12 per acre, and much of it can be bought

“partly on time.
We are trying to build up Free
We
ests in this part of the State.

hopeful as to the success

cathedral project in New York.

It is said that Mrs. Van

The singing of the Sunday-

hundred

in the

In connection therewith itis proposed to found
a college for the training of young men wishing
to enter holy orders and a music school, in order
that the services may be carried out in true cathedral style.

I am now located
SOUTH-WESTERN Iowa.
on the high land or water-shed between the
Mississippi and Missouri rivers, in southern

one

;
increase in thix country has been

District of Columbia, with fifteen hundred members, and nine colored Baptist churches, with
six thousand members, which are in a prosperous condition.
St. John’s Lutheran
church,
Philadelphia,
(Rev. Dr. Seiss, pastor) has founded a professorship in the Lutheran Theological Seminary of
Boston. It will be called the St. John’s Professorship.
$22,000 have already been paid over by
the church; and about $8,000 remain te be paid.

[

Towd,

The missionary and tract societies of the UnitStates are said to disburse
annually over

There are six white Baptist churches

Py

see that

improved.

be

;
printed :—
,
Whereas,by the Death of Bro. C. P. Shelden

lic a card in which he

nacle is in ruins.

says: ¢ Our

rath

pub-

Taber-

Free

We do not feel as if our work

We want a place to preach and
is yet done.
hear the old-fashioned gospel of pardon and help
for all men through Jesus. We have during the
past two years built the Tabernacle and sustained
the Lay College; hence we have no financial

strength left to meet this disaster.

I ask the

people, North, South, East, and West, who love
the cause of God, to help usout of this misfortune.. We want large help, and we want it immediately.”
The Society of Friends has begun missionary
work in Matamoras.
Father Dubsoca,the French Dominican preacher, has been delivering a series of sermons to
the workingmen of Paris, with great success.

Several of those who had been Communists have
renounced their errors and returned to the R.
C. church in which they were baptized.
The Archbishop of Canterbury advises the
Japanese embassy that in the re-organization of
Japan there should be an entire separation of

Church and State.
The vicar of Newark, England, has been réproved.by the education department for selecting

Sunday as the time for distributing

the prizes

for secular knowledge to scholars attending the
national day school, the object appafently being

to exclude the children of dissenters.
The
began

Bible Society at Allahabad, India, have
and propose fo continue until they.shall
3

{

1

Mrs M M Felch Wil

wr

O, b;

us

Exp

n

1,00; Mrs 8 Stanford, Mid-

dleville, 1,005 Mission Box, 2719, 2.00; LS Stan-

ford, Middleville, 2.00; Mich (for freedmen)
woit
ol Lake, e, Ind. Ind, per 3 5 Manni
anning,

055

Col by W H Yeoman, Springvale, Me,

4,00

Wheatland, Mich, J
4
i
Tos
Mt Pleasant, Wis, per A H Chase,
2.25
A friend, Portsmouth, N H,
1.00
C Hodgdon, Westport, Me,
1.00
8 C Hodgdon,
*
(for freedmen),
1.00
East Dixfleld, Me. per G W Gould,
4.50
Ch in Lowell, Mass, per L G Howe, .
7.00
Waterville & Sidney ch, per J Blaisdell.
4.45
the Simeon
Smith, Sandwich, N H, 5,00 and for freedmen. 5,0, per D Calley,
.
10.00
:
Honey Greek ch, Wis, per G H Hubbard,
13.50
Rochester ch, Wis,
.
5.00
** A friend who wishes he could
give much more”,
27.00
Holton ( Ms Me, toward con, G W Haskell L M,per
nney,
16.94
Cary Rogers, Lundy’s Lane; Pa, for freedmen,
5.00

erip-

Castoria.—
Children cry for Pitcher’s
A substitute for Castor Oil. It assimilates the food,
natural sleep, It does
cures Wind Colic and causag
not contain morphine, and Roglensant to take, never
gripes and never fails.

Coneord, N. H.

Education

meetone is

one who may wish conveyance to the place of
ing. There is no church in the place, though

is desired.

general attendance

brethren, prefard to labor for God.

R. R, WALTERS,

Clerk.

STRAFFORD, Vt., Q. M. will hold its next sessien
at Kast Randolph, commencing Jan. 31, at 1 o’clock,

M. will

Clerk.

J. MOXLEY,

.

Q.

.

hold

its

next

session

at 1, P.

M.

Future

O.

session

Exeter church, commencing

Dike.

Es-

with the

in
for prayer for the revival of the religion of
A, C. BMITH, Clerk pro tem.
our churches.

WEARE Q. M. will convene with the church at
Conference,

E. SMITH,

{

C. O. LIBBY,

Treas.

22.00
5.00
3.00
14.00
“27
2.30
7.25
1.50
a9
5.00
15.25
06
1.29

:
|

Friday, at 7 o’clock; P.

at 2 o’clock, P. M.

7.70

9.48
2.00
. 6.27
2.72
7.00
12.12
15.00
12.84 +
87.50
8.00
5.52
81.55
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.08
H0
H0

3
REGULAR.
Lincoln, Vt. per J WeBurgimn,
Maineville, O, per J B Lash,
Pleasant Plain, O,
he
Lowell, Mass, per L. G Howe,
Mission Box, § 8, Richmond, Me. as I Emery,
Strafford & Barnstead, N H, per
W Rogers,
New Durham Q M. per C L Pinkham,
S 8 Class, Pittstield, N H, per A Deering,
2d Strafford, N H, per N C Lothrop,
C O Libby, Dover,
Cary Rogers, Lundy's Lane, Pa,
Rockland, Me,
.per E Knowlton,
Isaac Fuller. 8 Montville, Me, **
E Knowlton’s Mission box, So. Montville,

sermon i C. L. Vail, S. 8. Cady,
M., Feb. 7. Ye
ednesday evening, Feb.ubnis got apart
alternate

Contoocookville, Jan, 23—30.

>

258.09

Essay: Negative ReligEssay: Benediction, its

its next

i

Dover, N. H.

tance of Punctuality, —Rev.J. D. Waldron. Thursday
evening, sermon by Rev. D. 8. Frost, Friday evening, Doctrinal Sermon by Rev. dJ.W. Burgin,subject,
Holiness. Lesson in Tasology, VI. Lecture in ButLA. STRVENs, Gerk.
ler.

OTSEGO’ Q. M. will hold

;

2.00
6.81
3.5
8.0
1.00
5.00
1.00
97
4.00
7.75
7.5%
1.52

Ea Rochester;
Rev P Chesley,
Gonic, Walnut Grove,
S R Hanson, Walnut Grove,
Great Falls,
;
.So. Berwick,
Wash. St, Dogger,
Kittery,
New Market,
Candia,
Pine st, Manchester,
C H Noriis, 1st Belmont,
(' A Hackett,
L C Sawyer,
“"
Deerfield, N H,
Mrs Jenkins, Barnstead,
Rev J F Joy, Milton,

What is the Bible Doctrine of Samatification 7—
say:
Bro. M. B Gove. Essay: Pastoral Labor,—Rev.M.
ot Christiansto
C. Henderson. Kssay: Obligations
the Comraunity,—Rev. R. M. Minard. Eesay:ImMinisortance of Correct Manners in the Christian
er,—Bro. R.L. D. Preston. Essay: What is true

Prayer ?—Rev. L. Sargent.
jon,—Rev. T.-A. Stevens,

6 35

Farmington,

as fol-

: Church and Fashions,—Rev. D. S. Frost,

Mission,

Franklin,

Sketch of a sermon : Text, Mark 11 :22,—Rev Z .Elliott.

Essay

Foreign

C Ayer, Northfield,
Loudon Center,
Lower Gilmanton,
Gilmanton Iron Works,
Mrs Ware,
Barnstead Center,
Mrs Lougee,
Bow Lake.
Strafford Ridge,
Crown Point,
Rochester village,
New Durham,

Clerk.

Assignments

Blessedness?—Rev.

!

Collected by Rev. O R Bacheler on special agency.
Canterbury,
4.23
Rev J Clough,
10.00
Canterbury Center,
5.08

~HONTINGTON Q. M. Ministers’ Conference will be
held with the church at N. Fayston commencing

Saints’

$56. 40
Treas.

SILAS CURTIS,

t physic known.

The

CLEVBLAND Q. M. holds its next sess) n, commencing Jan. 31, at 2 o’clock, P. M., at Maple Grove,
in the 8, W. corner of 5% 4 1-2 miles north of Garrettsville. Teams will be in waiting at Garrettsville
station, on Friday and Satnrday mornings, for any
A

Society.

Concord, N. H.

Notices and Appointments.

Come,

CURTIS, Treas.

Mrs M Bennett, Lowell, Mass, per L. G Howe,
10.00
Mrs Stanwood,
*
oe
ha
2.00
Ch in Lowell,
4
"
T 8.00
Ladies’ sewing circle, Lowell, per J 8 Blood,
10.00
.Ch. in St Johnsbury, Vt. $1» of which is to pay Rev
21,1
1
1 Hyatt’s annual installment,
.
10.00
owa,

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

in contemplation.

$123.55

SILAS

CORRECTION.
The $40.20 which was credited in the
Star of week before last, to the ch.in Lowell
for Home
Missions, should have been credited for the ‘Education
Society, and the $7 credited for Ed. Soc. should have
been for Home Missions.

A SILENT DISEASE PUNISHES THE PATIENT ONLY;
but a vociferous cough or a horrible cold punishes a
whole household. There can be no peace, no rest,
until it is cured, and when a single bottle_of Hale's
Honey of Horehound and Tar will banish the nuisance, is“it“worth while to do it?
Crittenton's, 7 6th Avenue. -Sold by all Druggists.

the

cry from all parts

ade previous.

Under the direction of the Maine F. B.

churches where almost entire dearth reigned six months ago.
Rev. L. Given was appointed by the
Seciety its special Missionary for that field.
s been signally favored.
‘ have
His labor

chimes,

missionaries is the

The Catholic

CoM,

glorious.

of

$10,000,000.

four. On the first Sabbath in the New Year
five young men belonging to my Bible class,
which numbers twenty-five or mere, followed
Jesus in the ordinance of buptism.
The scene
at nature’s baptistry was solemn,impressive and

joyfully

Church

Ks,

ae

Ohto.

D Lothrop & Co, ‘Boston,

lows: Essay: What Relation does the Church sustain to the Sabbath school?—Rev. M. L. Bentley
Essay : What is true Conversion and its Evidences?
—Rev.J.F. Buzzell. Kssay: What 18 the Nature of

of Christendom.

committee to draft a constitution.
It excludes
all games of chance, and prohibits the rooms
from being opened on the Sabbath.
Several of
the wealthy men of the city are aiding the movement.
Three adjoining and convenient rooms
have been fitted up for the Association.
The

privileges of the rooms are

Christ

le,

Rev ev 1 ¥ Zoli,
ell, Broad
Broadway,

& CO. 53 Broddway,N.YX.

J.0B.ROSE

43

Thursday, Feb. 20,

have rung out the old year.

school added to the interest of the occasion.
One thing in regard to these young mer I
wish to make mention of. Maine, Massachusetts, Conn., New York and Rhode Island -each
had one in the happy number.
This shows how
journey.
C.01L.
.| Christian labor and influence call together the
young away from home, and unite them in most
sacred ties. Let parents in the country pray
Missionary Work in Maine.
for children in the city, and remember those who
seek their good. Four from other denominations united by letter, making nine, a New
of
number
a
Society,
y
Home Missionar
Year's present to this young interest for which
laborers have been zealously- and efficientAsa we thank our p heavenly Father. J, MARINER.
ly at work in the Edgecomb Q.M.
result, new vigor is apparent in all the
Providence, Jan. 7, 1873.

and trained to not only preach, but practice
Christian liberality. "The
people know
“‘Wo prefer one of your ministers, to one of

most

For 129 years

during

Eo

EXPRESS,

by”!

suffering

H. C. INMAN,

reported,

0.

RufusA Johnson.care P Creech,Clayton,John«

There is no
Centaur Liniment (yellow wrapper).
use talking, we will warrant the Centaur Liniment to
Sold by all Druggists. ;
cure every time,

CBDAR VATLEY

A Baptist church in Louisville is to be disposed

complain at all, it would be that the brakemen kept the cars too warm for our comGREENWICH ST. CHURCH, Prov,
The
dlfort even in the stingingest cold weather. vine favor is being continued to the Greenwich
One oe tt
a am in the management of St. Free Baptist church and Sunday-school.
this line is, that its employees are not allow- The spirit of revival has been manifest for some
time, and a goodly number have found the Saved to be calling at the drinking saloons,
discharged.

MISCELLANY.

of by lottery.
Children have been

ot

Falls,

Nasi

lo.

ark,

with the Mitchell church, commencing Jan. 31.

miles, and found it all it had been recommended to be,and these commendations had
neither been few nor small. If we were to

They have been taught

A good brother said,

of the

recently found

General.

THE many friends of our College at Hillsdale
will be glad to learn that the present term
opens
auspiciously, and in some
respects is
an improvement on any preceding term.
KEspecially is the effort to make the standard of
study higher, proving a success.
We are in-

ars

B kK Clark, West Geneva, Mich.

witheut pain, and the leprous shout for joy.
The strained, lamed and limping horse is
equally brought to health and the harness, by the

P. M.

Y.

M.

picturesque as well as pleasant routes to
the West. . We would here also speak a
grateful word of the Chicago, Burlington
and Quincy Road. We tried it for 263

Their ministers were con-

vertedto this faith.

’

one

Clerk.

ley, it will continue to increase in winfluence and

did

|

ple, the lame, stif-jointed, kmock-kneed and bedridden feel that they could again laugh, walk and be
merry, and all for a few pennies.
But it is even so, the palsied can now-gpeak, the
lame throw away their crutches, the Rheumatic sleep

D. 8. SmitH, Clerk.

will

recipe

Never betore could the poor

Next session at Ellenburgh, Jan. 24—26.
Rev,
R. Parks was appointed to address the Sabbathschool convention at the Jan. session.

rally around this sehool,
we have no doubt that
with its present managers, and under the care
of so experienced an instructor as Prof. Brad-

wonderful

we are not at liberty to do, but we are putting
article within the reach of all at a small price.

ife.

WE learn from our ‘Western correspondent that
Evansville
Seminary commences the present
term with cheering prospects, over - 80 students
having enrolled their names on the register

the better thing, and gave us a warm vestry. Bro. Noyes, their new pastor, is just
entering upon his labors with this church,
If earnest
with good prospects of succes.

Conference in 1871, it is

Meetings.

B. F. MCKENNEY,

!

ought to be published for the good of mankind. This

gion at Parishville.
A very good: season was
shioved,
The Sabbath-achool address, by Rev.
E.
B. Fuller, was decidedly interesting
and
SYerfowing with thoughts pointing to a higher

have sustained the cause nobly, Bro. H.
Green has labored among ghe churches as and untiring effort will bring success, he is
.
missionary the most of the year.
The sure to win.
monthly and Q. Meetings have been kept
THE JOURNEY.
formed that Prof, Fisk, who succeeds Prof.
up, together with the three days meetings,
Winter: seemp an unfavorable time to Collier in the chair of Natural Science, is filling
and they have added to the churches over make a trip to what we in New England the pesition with much credit to himself and the
The S. School | call the West. Yet to us it was much more Institution. If the work of completing the adtwo hundred members.
work has béen very much blessed in efficien- | comfortable and pleasant than any one ditional endowment can be pushed vigorously,
cy and numbers,
Taking a and the Theological Department placed on a
previously made in the summer.
This Association is not connected with Pullman Car on the well managed and substantial basis, such as the wants of the field
require, our Western College will become secany Y. M., but the field in Mo. is very large, pleasantly
conducted Pennsylvania Central |
and with more help in the minisiry
they route, via Philadelphia and Pittsburg, no tions.
would soon become a large body of Chris- one need suffer from cold, in the coldest
tians.
ROCKLAND, Mr.
A Reading Room Associaweather. As some of your readers know,
Rev. H. Woodworth is ding a great who tried this road in going to Gefieral tion has just been formea in this city. Revs. Mr.
Chase, Sweetsir and Knowlton were made a
work at Harvard, in McHenry

services

N.Y., Q. M.—Held its Dec. ses-

| Feb. T—9.

Pa,

us
Oh.
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Professor Naoni, amid the ruins of Italy, is supposed
to be the same accredited to Chiron the Centaur. At
any rate the Centaur Liniment effects cures that have
not been attempted for centuries. Its composition

of our ability, when relieved of the professorship of ¢* begging” for the Institution.
0. E. BAKER,

may

If its friends

Any

The

and sacrifices for the school have béen sufficient-

THE name Joseph Buren in a recent obituary
notice in the Star, should have been Joseph
Brown.

days.

per-

Windham Cen,

rasshopper

Art, and to him was ascribed the miraculous cures
for which the ancients were celebrated. Certainly
mortal man hardly had such power. .

ly complimented, by a place among the instructors, which we shall be happy to fill, to the best

BENJ. T. BERRY, Clerk.

within the first few

Better,

C Perk,

;

Corner, Me,
, Ohlo,
~

one of their number, was made God of the Healing

it is sufficiently vital to live without a head, un-

direct him, he shall have our warmest sympathy,
and from the Charles St. church, there will -follow bim many earnest prayers
from grateful
hearts, for his future prosperity and success in
winning souls to Christ.

ge

of the Institution.

haps, that nothing be said, but we would rather
appear egotistic in correcting, than ambitious
in keeping silence. The report in the main,
i3 just, and the Institution worthy a good president; hence we deglined, intent on obtaining
¢ the right man fe® the right place.” And more,

heartily to express to him our high appreciation
of his labors while among us, which have been
20 signally marked by divine approval.
EB
2. That the spiritual life, and
warm, earnest,
Christian enthusiasm, which have characterized
our social meetings and made them both intensely interesting and attractige, are due, under
God, to ouf beloved brother,
has ever come
to us, in summer’s heat or winter’s cold, filled
with an earnestness and zeal for souls which we
felt was born of the spirit of our Master.

labor they possibly can to the needy churches in the Q. M. In this way they can do

sus-

W

|:

W Poland, Me.

home is on the mountains,
Our life is on the plains,
We're a band of Centaurs,
Come to banish pains.”

and restrained by no power. They conquered the
world—consorted with animals and finally tookup
their abode in the’constellation Centaurus. Chiron,

tions will send the money or give their
O. W. Bryant,and I. 8. Palmer. Bro. Lim- notes immediately. Also those who are
bocker is the only minister in the Q. M. owing interest are requested to remit to
who devotes his whole time to the ministry. the treasurer, We
have recently made
nd before the
He is doing a good work,
quite extensive repairs on the buildings,
ely we think,
close of the session, very
hence we need all our available means.
decided to remain another year, although
.
E. H. PRESCOTT, Treas.
he had planned and greatly desired to visit
New York state during the ensuing year.
Ministers and Churches.
There is an opportunity for doing much
good in this Q. M., and Bro. L. is improvREV. E. A. SToCKMAN has resignel "the ' PasBrethren
ing it to the best advantage.
Bryant and Palmer have large farms which torate of the Charles street church, of this city,
to take effect Jan. 25. “At the last monthly conrequire much of their attention. But they ference of the church the following preamble
supply on the Sabbath for destitute church- and resolutions were passed :—
es, and take pastoral charge where they
Whereas, our beloved pastor, Rev. E. A.
preach. In this way they can do much Stockman, feels it to be his duty to close his
labors with us, therefore,
he
.
for the cause, and it is hoped they will, for
Resolved, 1, That we, as a church, wish most

the year to come, devote all the time and

upon

possible

es Libby,

“WM Jenkins, Bath, Mich,

without a president, may be a suflicient apology
for substituting such an officer, with high titles,

ported faculvy

hi

«" J M Allen. Otselle,

Half horse and half man, the Centaurs of
Mythology were an ugly set of customers—lawless

the

t

“ 9 § Harding, Grant Cit or. ili

ATTENTION is invited to the advertisement of the
Potsdam Sandstone Co., in another column.

has just come to
Wilton €ollegiate

even though it subject himto

BY MAIL,

Rev OC 8S Weeks, Box 545, Milford,

Diseases, has given
:

your humble servant. The singular embarrass
ment of having to report such an Institution

Center, including Revs. H. 8. Limbocker,

Smith proposes to go on with the work
at Balasore for the present.

Books Forwarded,

Seriptures to |

family - tender

Institute, which confers strange honors

at New Hampton ate fairly awake, A little
death. He had been unwell for some
more
than a year ago the Society subscribed
remuch
time, and recently became very
ROCK BIVER Q. M.$500.00
and the School $200.00 for the
We
Nov.
of
22d
duced, He died on the
The last session of this Q. M. was held fund, every dollar of which has been raisSister
mber
reme
to
e
peopl
ng
ask all prayi
at Homer, Ill. On account of some. mis- ed and paid into the treasury.
Smith at the throne of grace, ‘and their | take in the notice of the meeting, but few
We have quite a number of subscripcon also who isin Bates College.
attended from abroad,
Delegates were tions which are yet unpaid. It is very det loss to the Mission,
His death is a.
present from Four Mile Grove and Prairie sirable that all who bave made subscrip-

and the Missionaries feel it very much. Sister

and

“Our

Benevolent Society and the Sabbath-school

Note of a Western Trip.

ANDERSON

Register Titles.

own expense,
a-female boarding house,
support of the when the above mentioned sum shall be
D. G.H.
added to the permanent fund. The Ladies’

and

®

;

E.

This class, more than all who has generously offered to build, at his

have the sympathy
churches,
2

R.

grateful acknowledgments to the members and
friends of thé F. Baptist church in Chester, Ohio,
for their liberal donation on the 18th of Dec.

others, is guch as the times demand, and wil

India

Letters received last evening from

ministers,

These

best with them,

of Coughs, Colds, and Throat
them a favorable notoriety.

Donations,

they seek

eloquence

have furnished a copy of the Holy

:
ornaments, the Q. M. one of its firm pillars, and every inhabitant of India.
the commumity a Christian friend, therefore,
as a Q. M. we tender the be- | A Favorable Notoriety. The good réputaResolved That
reaved family our kind sympathies and most
tion of *“ Brown's Bronchial Troches” for the relief
earnest prayers.
D. 8. SMITH, Clerk. -

brilliant, scholarly, or

oratory and

;

—

of Ellenburgh, his family have lost a kind husband and father, the church one of its brightest

finished pulpit subscriptions. We confidently expect the
in a pas- friends of the school will respond so readtor, as it is good sense, correct theology ily to the call to give, that the ten thouand life full of love to God and man. sand dollars may be speedily raised to meet

the

ent at this reunion of the Archeological
Society.

:

=
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S. FITCH,

sends his “FAMILY
FHYSICIAN,”
9
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 8S. S. FITCH & SON,
Broadway \New

BOSTON

Clerk.

AM.

1v18

MAINE

RAILROAD

ARRANGEMENT,

Trainsleave

AJM.

York.

ANH

SUMMER

Tuesday,

BELXNAP Q. M. will hold its next session at
Lake Village, Jan. 38—30.
'
8. C. KIMBALL, Clerk,

93.37

C. O. LIBBY,

RRR

1872.

Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,

AM.

P.M. P.M,

5.50 8.50 A. M. 12.083 5.14. 8.43; ». M. and on Mondays
days and Fridays at 7.40, £. a,
3

labor with the feeble churches in Aroostook Co.

He

Trains leave Dover for Portlan |,
AM, AM.
PM. PM,
10.10 10.45
253 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 8.10 ,pP. M.

the route of travel, as possible,
couragement and strength.

en-

9.00 10,50 A. M., and 6,10 P. M.

Rev. Levi
Maine F. B.

Appointment, of Agent.
Brackett has beem appointed, by the
Home Missionary Society, an agent to

will proceed thither at once by private team, and
will visit as many of the churches that may lie en
for

purposes of

Trains leave for Alton Bay.

He is hereby cordially recommended to the hogy}.
tality and co-operation of all churches to which he
may go, as a discreet and efficient Christian worker,
W. H. BOowEN, Cor. Sec.

Appointment:
For Rev. O. R. Bacheler on special azency :

CORRECTED.
Jan. 5, A. M., Sandwich
wich; Jan. 6, Tamworth

Center; P. M., North SandIron Worksggan. 7 Mel-

Jan. 9,
vin Village; Jan. 8, Woltboro, Mill Vilkige; Jan.
11,
Leighton’s Corner; Jan. 10, West

Dams Mills; Jan. 12, A. M.,

So.

Newfield;

Parsonsfield; P.M.,

Limerick; Jan. 8, Cornishville; Jan. 14, So..LimingFalls; Jan. 16, White Rock; Jan.
ton; Jan. 15, Steep
17, Little Falls;
Jan. 15, So. Gorhani; Jan. 19, A. M.,
Buxton Center, Spruce Swamp; P. M., West Buxton;
Jan. 21, Lyman;
Hollis;
evening, Bar Mil 8; Jan. 20,

Jan, 22, Springvale; Jan. 23, Mitton Mills; Jan. 24,
No. Lebanon; Jan. 25, West Lebanon; Jan. 23, 1st
No. Berwick,Beech
The pastors are

Ridge; p. M.,Doughty’s Falls.
requested to give notice of the

meetings, and make arrangements.
for week days will be in the evening.

All

meetings
]

C. O. LIBBY.

——

Letters Received.
D Allen—Cath. Aray—D H Adams—A Annis—Mrs L
P Abby—R E_Anderson—W A Braund-D P Ballard—N
W Bixby—F J Benninghoffl—C W Baldwin—W Brown—J F
W Blaisdell —Judith Bagley—D E Dodge—J Boyd—J F
Balcom—A A Briggs—Mrs G E SBryant—0 Bartlett—S
Reede—L Ballard—J F Buzzell-D_Q Bean—J Baker—R
Burns—B Burnley—
Baker—H Belden—W Brown—0 W

R BlackJamié L Barifard—S Bowden—¥rs A Brown—CCassels—
W

5

9

--MARRIED

In this city, Jan.

7, at the

residence of the bride’s

rather, Mr

William L. Terhune, of Portsmouth, and

Mise

E., daughter of

Nellie

Deacon

Daniel

Little-

eld.
In Lowell, Mass., June 5, oy Rev.J. E. Dame, Mr.
Joseph W. Bright and Miss Ruth M. Tucker, both of
L. June 29, Mr. Ora Seavey and Miss Mary A Dunn,
both of L. June 30, Mr
Charles W. Crooker and
Miss Mary H. Hayden, both of L. July
11, Mr.
Thomas Mosher,
of Boston, and
Miss Abbie A,

Clark, of L. July

23, Mr.Joseph Hurd and Miss Ad-

eline Sherwood,
both of L. July 29, Mr. Lorenzo D.
Gilman and Miss Carrie J. Cobb, both of L. August

11, Mr. Albert T. Laton,

Georgianoa

Ebert, of

of Nashua, N.

1.

Aug. 19,

H., and

Mr.

Miss

Alanson A.

Hall and Miss Maria Moulton, both of L, Aug. 21,
Mr. Henry A. Kittridge and Miss M. Ella Tébbetts,

both of I. Aug. 24, Mr. Henry
May Ella Morrison, both of
W. Adams and Miss Emma,
Aug. 31, Mr. Edgar L. Cilley

J. Bascom and Miss
L. Au . 28, Mr. James
F. Geuld, beth of L.
and Miss Amelia M.

Hewes, both of L. Aug. 31,Mr James
Miss

Lottie E.

Edmands,

both of

F.Kimball and

L.

Sept.

5, Mr.

Luther C, Upham and Miss Ella M. Putney, both of
Chelmsford.
Oct. 13, Mr. Charles Stewart and Miss
Margaret

A. Brown, both

of L.

Nov. 8, Mr. Joel Hall and

Mrs.

Marshall

of L.

and Miss

Nov.87,

Eva A.

Elizabeth

Mr.

Frank

Hilton, both

of

L.

H.

Oct. 17,Mr. Ezra A.

Morse, both of L.

Susan

Mitchell, both

C. McKenney
Nov.

22, Mr.

and

Miss

George

F.

Burgess and Miss Mary
A. Bruce, both of L.
Nov.
8).
Mr. John H. Kilduff
and Mrs. Lizzie Bates, both
of L. Dec. 11, Mr. Joseph F. Hayes and Miss Violet a Berry, both of L.. Dee. 19; Mr. Edwin H. Doane
and Mrs. Orphenia Googing, both of L. Dec. 26, Mr.

all—=Mrs J 8 Colby—S M Colburn—Melinda
Clark ~T H Crowell - G W Crandall—L C Chase—Mrs MM
C Cook—J
Curtis—E
Allen F. Grant, of Providence, R. I., and Miss Flora
Cohoon—8
§
Compton—N
Cranston—H
Carroll—-P
Clark—J
Graham, of L.
.Dec. 29, Mr. David W. Stewart and
Crandall—=Mrs ‘H
Miss
Mary H. Sproat, both of L. Jan. 1, Mr. Benja~
Campbell—E Castlelow —Mrs Chamberlin—A P Downs—
I Davis—J 8 Dinsmore (2) —A 8 Davis—A Deering—H 8
min
A.
Joy
and
Miss Helen M. Hinckley, both of L.
L B Doud-J K
Dumas—Mrs
Dixon—-W F Davis—N
In Taunton, Mass. Jan. 1, by Rev. J. Boyd, Mr.
Dame—A Dick—Mrs A W Datton-~A D Drummond —AEa J
Clark
T.
Berry,
of
Easton, Mass. and Miss Marilla M,
G
Ensign—J
Davis—Fanny Emery—ML Earle—~A W
Tuttle. of Dover,
N, H.,
‘
ton—Mrs J W Ellis~A Feieh—G B Flles—E N Fernald
Me.,-Jan. 6, by Rev. O. Bartlett, Frost—
8
Farmingdale,
Files—D
B
In
A S Foss—E Fuller—N H Farr—G
Mr. Ezekiel H. Bessie, of Gardiner, and Miss CharD Fulton—S8 Frost—W Garrlson-=E Guilford -D Glidden
L
j
—Wm Gordon—G W Gould—M M Gould—8 J Gould-C B gotte A. Mitchell, both of Lewiston.
Glidden -M M Gardoer—O R
Grifin-8 W Grifin—J
Lec. 81, in Allegan, Mich. , at the residence 6% Mr.

W
Goodno—R L Howard—8 Hutchins—H B Hayes—A
A HarHendrick—P Hill—E Hanaford—Mrs I Hill-A

rington—C Hurlin-C Hines—J T Hill-C G Hedges—8
Harvey—D John—J F Joy—A D Johnson—L Johnson —J
Knapp--J H Keene—S Kelley—
Jenking—(} Joslen—G W
G W Knapp—E Knowlton (2)—E J M Knowlton—A KP
Knowlton—A Leighton—H P Lamprey—E P Ladd—J F
Locke—J B Lash—Mrs M P Lamprey—Mrs M L Lon, -R
W
Moore~J
Martin—B F McKenney—N Meserve—H
Messer—E Maxfield—L A Meader—N K Moxley -R Mus—HerMcConkey
Morris—S
J
Merrill-C
O
grave—Mrs
man Morse—I Norton—F Noyes—MW Newcomb—Mrs E
Nichols— Mrs M Ostrander—Mrs TO Philbrick—=J H Potter—M: Parks—A 8 Parshley—E L Power -E W-PrescottR
—3 Pa Ndge~d 8 | Potters=.¥ Pinkham —8 Pease—J
Pope—J Phillips—N B_Payne—F J Plummer—C Penue A
end H Partridge=M A Quinby—R 8 Russell-G
chardson—dJ Robinson—8A Rich—N Record—N Rack1ey—G 8S Rogers—8 Rodman=J N Roberstson—N Roble
—0 Rogers—R D Richardson—N D Smith—W H I 8Stowell’
Smith
—Mrs F 1, Stevens—John Smith—d Sweat--Mrs
—H Shaw—G W Shaw—S8 H Small—8 W _ Stiles—L O
Smith—S M Smith—G Sawyer—P Smith—W ( /Slayton—D
8 Seward—E A Stone—T J Sanborn~J L Tuttle—W
Timms)
Thlinghast—W
Tallman—J
Tunpleliff-R
Taylor—A
Tapley—8 Tenne ~Wm
Tucker—Mrs LP
W
Turner—Mrs L Tyler—A M Totman--M Thompson ~L
Weld—W
‘fnoker—H Watson—B Walker—E Welch—8
M
—J
Williams
J
Wall—=W Wheeler—D M Whitcher—
Wood—=W Walker—R Woodworth—R Watts—D E Wells
Fogz.
-B
Yeoman
H
Young—W
N
—J Walllng—=

Stegeman, by M. C. Vandercook,
and Mrs. Albert
Mr. James KE. Spears, of Breedsville, and Miss Lucy
,

0

Folsom, of Allegan.

Organs & Melodeons!
Brother Harmon’s supply of Musical Instruments
all

over

the

States

United

is a steadily incxeasing

business.
Organs and Melodeons of the best quality, and
on the most liberal terms, are supplied at short notice, and he sustains all

losses

of money (if sent

as

directed), or damages by transportation,

do not prove perfectly sab:
If Instruments ordered

isfactory when received, all moneys are readily refunded and all freights pa'd, so you run no risk in
ordering, For circulars address

ON,
‘Rev. L. L. HARM
Portsmouth, N.
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Down mountgin steep and chasm deep,
With merry laugh and dance and leap,
A little brooklet sped ;

-

And is there not some happy spot

‘Where human hearts from stain and blot
May be forever freed?

Where youth’s sweét innocence once more
Awaits us when our course is o'er,
‘When cloudy bands, with angel hands,
Shall gently bear us thro’ the air
To Him who knows our need?

Time.

——

on the leafless tree,

afar and away,
chosen mate;
lightsome day,
flush lasts late.

-

I love the gray in your faded hair, |
The lines on your thoughtful brow.

‘For all that the years resign—
For the timid love, for the spoken vow,
For the home that was yours and mine;
For hopes we shared, and for tears we shed,
For comfort in days o’er cast;

For the trust that we held to-meet our dead
‘When the shades of life are passed.
Griefs that are over left us a gift,
They lit us a lamp of light;
Soon shall God's sun shine clear through the rift,
And there shall be no/more night.
Close to my side, dear wife that I love,
‘With your thin hand fast in mine;
So will we wait for the light above,

Till the morning star shall shine.

"—Chambers’ Journal.

The Family Circle.
— Nettie’s Christmas.
IOLA.

school was

shouts

the pupils

“went bounding away, their long repressed
spirits boiling over in the exuberance of
their joy. ¢‘ Hurrah ! Christmas comes next
week,” shouted a rosy-cheeked

urchin,

his

black eyes brimming over with fun. ¢ Hurrah! hurrah ! Santa Claus forever!” Others
re-echoed the shout until the very welkin
A group of girls stood

laughing

the pranks of the boys, and one
of some nine

years,

went

at

little [airy

dancing

hither

and thither on the hard snow, gleefully
adding her voice to the “chorus, ‘‘ Hurrah
for Santa Claus.”
¢¢ Minnie Warren ! Minvie Warren ! come
here and tell us what you expect for Christmas presents,” called a girl some three
years older. ‘‘ Come, Minnie,do stop your
pranks, and be sober for once.

What

old Santa bring you this year? you
have lots of presents, you know.”
*¢ Well,” answered Minnie,

the

two

were

looking

at

hat

dear; I love you

tablishment, and were a long

as

she
:

Emma;

how

could

you

dearly,

and

I

neck,

guess

old

Santa will bring’ you seme pretty clothes
this year.”
“ No, Minnie,” sobbed the little girl;
¢ mother has to work very hard to get
these plain clothes for me, and pay for
sending me td school, but I

wouldn't

care

for mamma
of me,” and

time finding

a dress pretty ervough, as Minnie said,
‘ for Nettie.’ The clerks were vety polite,

and patiently waited upon the little miss,
although many a roguish glance was exchanged among them as she looked at this
piece of goods and then at another, examining the texture, and wondering how each
would suit her friend. Her brother stood
a little aside, watching her with eyes full
of mirth, but patiently answering her repeated calls with all the gravity he could
summon.
At length the important decision
was made, the dress paid for, and then
Minnie

concluded

’

will
with

to

go home,

show

her

[To be Coutinued:},,

The

Buckwheat.
through

after a thunder-storm,

upon it a scorched

and

a buckwheat
one

will

even

will

always

* let me see;

cheeks crimsoned, ahd the tears started to

field,

often

a burnt

pearance, as if fire had passed over

it,

see

apand

she

continued,

* don’t

decide

*‘Yqs, but I will not bend,” replied the

this matter hastily; the doll costs fifteen buckwheat.
dollars; I had designed getting it for you,
“Shut your blossoms and bend
your
but if you prefer to have the money to leaves !” said the old willow tree. ‘Don’t
spend for your friend, you can have it.”
look toward the lightning when the clouds

young lady drew up her form to its full splendid,” exclaimed the delighted
and tried to look dignified;

“There is'ho need at all of my doing so,”

her eyes. Her brother,seeing her emotion, replied the buckwheat.
whispered to his mother, ‘ Please let her
‘‘Bend your head as we do!” shouted the
have the doll and money also.” But Mrs. grain. ‘“The storm angel is flying; he has
W.
smilingly
shook her head. *‘ No, wings reaching from the cloudsto the earth,
Will,” she said, ‘¢ she must relinquish one and he will cut you down before you have
or the other; let her decide for herself. time to ask for mercy.”
Minnie,”

child,

** then,

burst.

Men themselves dare not do so,

so

inferior,”

scornfully.

“Now

said

the

for

much

in-

buckwheat,

I will just

look

said

Minnie,

“I

like pretty

turned the buckwheat as black as a coal,

so

lessons,

willing

to

who

course he “showed

his son.

ical, and an

it wasn’t

he has

‘‘John’s

that make his book

hasn’t.

John’s

Jasper

got a pony, and

Jasper

father is rich,

and

Jasper

proper

'

time to tell

One

word spoken in passion will make a scar
that a summer of smiles can hardly heal
over,
If you are a wife, never tease your hus-

against

liome,

weary, from

entered

upon

advice,

wrong,

there would

undertaking
seize on the

be less

matters

If you

reader,

the

before

stinging

Bushnell,

says

the

you
for
disthe

apparently

only

pause,

taunt,

or the

Intelligencer,

God cleaves to us.

for

opinion’s sake, has been

scourge of civil and
Even in minor spheres,

Why

motives

were

good,

but

whose

whose

move-

them with the fauna and flora of
with man and bis work in modi-

fying the aspects

and life of the globe.

Itisa

miss vothing that deserves attention; he makes
even the commonest objects glow and flame with

meaning, filling his words with the latest and richest results of scientific inquiry, and making them

beautiful with poetic imagery and magnetic with
enthusiasm, He is one of the most intelligent

and delightful of teachers, as full of tact as of
knowledge, and able to make his silent page
more quickening than most most men can render a luminous face and a voice full of melody.
Mr. Hudson’s History of American Journals

ism, while stirring the géneral enthusiasm of the

literary public, may well make printers and editors clap their hands with gladness and pride.

Its information is large, specific, curious, and
well-classified enough to excite wonder ; the author’s personality and individual opinions and

ments were as crooked and injurious
as their narrow views and blundering perverseness could make them. Let such a

Jjournatistic relationships are most admirably
kept in the background; the evident aim to do

one reach the point at, which, for conscience’

|

dealing with the subject of a re.

wide field which the author invites the reader to
traverse with him in this book, but he sé¢tms to

the

men

readers to the books them-

ments and render his treatise complete.
This
takes up the earth and its history where that left
it, and deals in the same thorough, masterly,
popular and eloquent way with the ocedh, its
tides, currents, shores, islands and dunes; with
the atmosphere, winds, hurricanes clouds, rains,
climates; and
the earth, and

specimens of human obstinacy and intolerby

our

thunder storms, auroras, magnetic currents, and

religious freedom.
some of the worst

ance have been exhibited

New

they were needed to elucidate the author's state-

is

conscience, principle and duty in prosecuting a given course of actien or in withstanding his brethren who oppose him. A
perverted conscience, with the power to
persecute

York.

full justice

sake,he will
call’ good evil and evil good,”
and he becomes at once a dangerous clraracter, Paul prayed to be delivered from
‘ unreasonable and good meh,” ‘but¥‘unreasonable and good men” might as well
be included in the litany.
“Self denial is the most exalted pleasure,

to

all

parties

and

periods

graphist with the accuracy of the practiced w¥iter

on topics which forbid all heedless haste. He
divides the period covered by his narrative into
six eras,~The

Beginning

in Mass., 1690-1704 ;

The Colonial Press, 1704—1743; The Revolutionary Press, 1748—1783; The Political Party

triumph.

e

a

in a Transition .

State, 1832—1885; and the Independent Press,
.
1835-1872,
Nearly
every
paper ‘that has
represented any significant movement or rises to

uny eminent and recognizable power gets a men-'tion,though of course the great maltituite of those

that have lived a brief life or traversed

circle are; left

unnoted.

Nothing

a narrow

but

a careful

reading of the book can adequately exhibit its
many and rare qualities, and there is little danger that any other writer will attempta rival
work for many years to come. This will be the
one authoritative and quétable book represent: .’
ing this department of literature for the whole
country

and for .the

next

two

decades.

The

Publishers issue it in niost becoming style.
There is not much that is new to be caid of

Mr.

Talmage

mons,

as

a preacher,

nor

of his

ser-

We pointed out both his striking exel-

lences and his glaring defects on the appearance
of his previous volume.
They: reappear in this, ,

though it seems to us that the first are somewhat

more prominent and noticeable, and the last less
frequent and reprehensible. That he thinks clearly
and intensely,and uses a most fneisive,direct and
picturesque style, and makes his downright ear-

nestress pervade
his

multiplied

even the

most

doubted.

He is bold, pungent,

and’these

are qualities

master the

extravagant of

‘metaphors, is too

masses.

that

The

obvious

to

be

florid, dramatic, ,

stir

and

sermons

hold

and

have a niche

to fill, and a class of readers to whom they seem
most weighty and kindling utterances; and so we
may welcome them to their legitimate work and
rejoice over all the valuable service which they
render to religion,
MODERN

LEADERS : Being a series of Biograph-

ical Sketckes.
“ Lady

By Justin

Judith,”

McCarthy, author of

ete. New

York:

Co. 1872, ectavo. pp. 243.

Sheldon &

Readers of the Galaxy will recognize most of
these sketches as old
acquaintances, but still
such as are in no danger of wearing out their
welcome by putting in a second appearance.
Twenty-four prominent personages, male and
female, British and eontinental,and represent-

ing varied circles of life from royalty

fo Charles

‘Reade, are here phetographed for us in McCarthy’s peculiarly pleasant style. JHe is very happy in dealing with such characters.
He takes

care to learn all the main

biographical facts be-

fore sitting down to tell the story, and then he
makes the facts and the personal traits throw
light upon each other.
He manages to mix a
large amount of both general and specific information into his sketches, such as bears upon political parties, science,
philosophy, literature,
and religion, and so gives to them a large, im-

mediate and

practical value.

And

though he is

a man having very positive opinions, and strong
likes avigistikes, yet he is at once catholic, discriminafing, apprediative, just and generous.
He keeps alike free from fulsome panegyric and
heated malediction.
And so he has given usa
fine gallery of portraits, worthy of frequent visits and promising to reward critical study.
EVENING

REST;

Great Shepherd.

or,

Under

the Shadow

of

the

By L. L. -Boston: D. Loth-

rop & Co. 16mo. pp. 330.
We have in this volume one of the works
written in competition for the one thousand dollar prize offered for the best manuscript which
should meet certain specified conditions.
And
80 it is given a place among the $1.000 Prize Series. It was a very meritorious though not the
successful competitor. Evening Rest is the pleasant name given to the home of a fine Christian

family that came from

Scotland to find an abid-

ing place in Penn.; and Great Shepherd is the
nume of a majestic mountain that rose in grandeur only a short distance away.
The book is
chiefly occupied in picturing the simple but beéautiful and noble life lived in this home. and exhibiting its Christian influence upon a young rel-

ative who went from college to spend his vacation at bis uncle’s, He carried an intellect most

self-assertingly skeptical, and a heart that strong-

ly repelled positive Christian influences; but he
found the natural, noble, loving piety conquer-

ing bis prejudices and opening his heart to the
living” truth and the redeeming Messiah.
The
volume
1s peculiarly
vivacious,
wholesome,

bigh-toned, vigorous, with here and there passag-

es of real power and pathos: It isa look that
has a definite mission, and it will almost certainly interest and profit its readers.
LUTHER AND THE BIBLE.
By T. Stork, D. D.
Philadelphia : Lutheran Board of Publication.
1873. 16mo. pp. 208. Sold by D. Lothrop &
Co.

HANS

EGEDE, Missionaryto Greenland.

From

the German of Gustav Nieritz. By W. H. Gotwold, A. M. Same Publishers, &c. 1873. 16mo.
¢

pp. 233.

THE

HERALD

PICTURE

BOOKS.

Six vols, in i

:

Messrs. Harper & Brothers, New York, issue,
in octavo form, Charles Reade’s new story, THE

WANDERING

HEIR,—a story full of marked in=>

cident, strange situations, rapid

and unexpected

transitions, striking and subtle analyses of character, and not a little of the intenser workings
of human passion. It very fairly and fully em-

bodies the peculiar qualities, personal and literary, which have made the man and the author
famous.—They also issue
of Books for Girls, edited

another
by Miss

of the series
Mulock. and.

especially written for this series by Madame
Guizot De Witt, It is entitled AN ONLY Sis-

TER, and is a charming

little volume of 251 pag--

es, happily illustrated and beautifully printed.
Messrs.

Osgood & Co., Boston, also issue

a

very convenient 16mo. edition of Reade’s WaNDEERING HEIR, which is a much handier volume:

than

the other, with

ricMér

paper

and

better

:

type.

J. 8. Redfield,New York,publishes a keen, humorous, half banteriug, half serious book, whose:

title is supgestive enough

to enable

pense with formal and descriptive

us

to

dis-

words.

bears this inscription: THE

SRRVANT-GIRL

THE PERIOD THE GREATEST

PLAGUE OF

it
OF

Lire.

It will be read with much recollection and antief=""
es
pation, with bursts of laughter moistened tow
and then by gushes of tears. There are
es of it, and not one of them is dull,

215 pag-

is most

steadily maintained; there is never a provoking
conciseness or. a tedious prolixity in grouping
facts and drawing out a narrative, and the style
happily. mixes the charm of the gossipy para-

and the conquest of evil the most glorious

Journalism

re ——

box. 82mo.
Same Publishers, &c. ~
This House issues only good books.
Every
to a thorough understanding of the questions one has character and value. Most of them
The first of
pertaining to this undertaking,aud of the progress abound in freshness and interest.
and prospects of the work now in the hands of those mentioned above is a very pleasant and
well-prepared account, intended
especially to
the most competent scholarship of England and
show, by means of illustrative and often. touchAmerica.
The works of Trench and Ellicott
have been heretofore republished in this country | ing incidents, what the Bible did for Luther. and
what he did in providing for giving it a wider
in separate volumes, aud they have been highly
prized ; adding to them Dr. Lightfoot’s later pre- field and a freer access to the hearts of the peoIndirectly, it is a foreible exhibition of the
sentation of the subject,and Prof.Schaff’s account ple.
of the effort now so admirably inaugurated and power and adaptation of that Book to meet the
progressing under such cheering auspices, we great and urgent wants of the human soul as
have, so (0 speak, an almost exhaustive library they exist in all lands and times.
The second volume gives
us an account of
on the subject, in a single, solid, beautiful vol| faithful missionary labor in Greenland, and the
ume.
information touching the peculiar life andl the
The previous volumeof ‘Reclus was strongly
sublime phenomena of
that country, that is
commendeg in these columns, This is every way
wrought into the story, can not fail to interest
its equal. That was, in the very broadest sense,
any appreciative reader.
an exhaustive, popular and eloquent presentaThe little volumes are finely adipted to the
tion of Physical Geography, and of the principles
wants of the little
ople.
Storyand picture coand phenomena of kindred sciences so far as
work happily and fot in vain.

domestic un-

as

would

New

vision of the Scriptures is really four valuable
books in one, each by an able and competent author, and together telling us whatever is needful

happiness, less silent sorrow, and less
estrangement of heart! The greatest calamities that overshadow our lives have someslight as this.

to send

The volume

not

moment of its failure to say,
I told
so!” Iu fact,.it is never the right time
those four monosyllables.
Oh! if people only knew enough to
criminate between the right time and

Seminary,

felves fn order to learn wliat exceptionally good
things are in store for him,

any

do

That per-

THE REVISION OF THE ENGLISH VERSION OF
THE NEW TESTAMENT.
By J. B. Lightfoot,
D. D., Canon of St. Paul's, and Hulsean Professor of Divinity, Cambridge
; Richard Chenevix Trench, D. D.. Archbishopof Dublin;
C. J. Ellicott, D. D., Bishop of Gloucester and
Bristol.
With
an
Introduction
by
Philip
Schafl, D. D., Professor of Divinity in the Un-

forced

business. It is not the right
not ask him for expensive outhe has been talking about hard
is most assuredly the wrong

your

at the end.

JOURNALISM IN THE UNITED STATES.
From
1690 to 1872.“ By Frederic
Hudson.
Same
Publishers. 1873. octavo. pp. 789,
SERMONS, by Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, author
of ** Crumbs swept Up,” ete, Delivered in the
Brooklyn Tabernacle,
Phonographically reported and revised.
Second
Series.
Same
Publishers. 1873. 12mo. pp. 416,
It is very seldom that a package of books comes
to our table, whose outward appearance and iuward qualities combine to make them welcome
and significant in such a degree as are these late
issues of this great Publishing House.
They deserve an extended notice as well as a most emphatic approval, and even then we should be

If you happen to feel a little cross,—and

comes

to reach

Publishers. 1873. octavo. pp. 534.

who among us does not at some time or
other ?—do not select fhat season for re-

he

for him

ion Theological

If you are annoyed or vexed at people,
just remember it is not the right time to
speak. Close your mouth, shut your teeth
together firmly, and it will save you many
a useless and unavailng regret, and many
a bitter enemy.

when

or arrangement of

York: Harper & Brothers. 1878.0ctavo.- pp.H86.
THE OCEAN, ATMOSPHERE, AND LIFE. Being
the second series of a Descriptive History of
the life of the globe.
By Elisee Reclus, author
of *“ The Earth,” &e. “Illustrated with two
hundred and fifty maps printed in colors. Same

her lips.

band

Possi-

haps shows Mr. Johnson to be very frank, but it
hardly proves’him to be so much a philosopher
that he is forbidden to be a partisan.—But it is a
most instructive volume which is here brought
out, and one that may afford not a little real help
in the study of an important topic. THe Publishers issue it a style worthy of its contents and of
their own high reputation.

her that the dinner is not hot, or that the
bread is sour. Comfort her,—cheer her up.
Use the tén thousand little stratagems you
were wont to handle so skillfully in the
old days, to bring out the smiles around

his day's
time. Do
lays when
times; it
time."
If he has

who

facts, or to determine his inferences from them;
though we suspect that the book really owes
some of its peculiar qualities and tendencies to
the presence of this preformed and: all-pervading theory.
He brings it forward and asserts it
with great emphasis in his preface,as if he would
tell his reader iv advance how to interpret the
forthcoming facts, and what conclusion it is alone

and his

proving your noisy household flock.

to those

the charitable heart.

lowed to, control his selection

2
: it —
Timeliness is as important as fitness. The
right thing may become wrong unless it is
in the right time. Look well to the time
of doing anything; there is a time for all
things. Choose the right time for saying
things. If your wife looks wearied and worn
right

out results

tion that Christianity is a partial, local and tem-

A Kime:
for all Things.
;
2

be sure it is not the

He is,

porary religion, like every other prominent and
influential system, having indeed, as they have,
the elements of the universal scheme, but haying so many other and baser elements mixed
with these that it can never become in its present form the religion for the world. We do not
charge that this view has been consciously #1-

family are not very well off; and as long
as that is the stateof the case, Jasper never’ll see anything good in John,”
Such was indeed the truth. - Jasper was
envious, and envy can never judge right_eous judgment.— Child's World.

out,

re col-

sibly the tendency now isto go to the other extreme, and exalt them at the expense of the gospel of Christ.
That seems to us Mr. Johnson's
error. He begins his inquiry with the assump-

his broth-

and

brought

very valuable

inquiring mind and

Jasper talk so,” ask-

why,” said Mark,

is not a

want information and have enough of intelligent
independence to form their own conclusions,
whether agreeing with or differing from bis.
‘We huve doubtless been wont to make too little
of these old religious systems, seeing far. less
meaning in them than they really carry, and
condemning them and thelr devotees flippantly
and at wholesale when we should have kept the

:

got a watch,

He

words nora

with care and patience, and

said Jasper, *“ I've got a cousin

“I'll tell you

purpose.

studied the leading religious systems of the East

ed Andrew, ‘‘ whenever any. one says a
word about John ? John always treats him
well.”
er.

to some

lector of the fruit of other men’s. labors.

much of a piecé any-

make

worked

in some sense, an original explorer and an independent logician and
theory-maker.
He
has

can row ten timgs better than he can. His
rowing ain't mudh,” and he turned away.
* What does

where the old

which some of the finest

.| mere echo of other men’s

‘It seems as if John could do anything
he put his hand to,” remarked
another
boy. ‘How well he can row a boat!”
‘Pooh !”

in the field

minds of to-day are dealing, it must be said that

I guess we

*

explorer

Theology, 1s one with

*‘ No, it ign’t, I saw him write it.”
how.”

but

pagan faiths lie in magnificent wrecks like the
temples at Baalbek and Phile. And though
this department of study, known as Comparative

could all speak as well, if we only had as
good a chance.”
** Well, his father didn't write his pie
for him, any way.”
** That's more than you know.” ,
“Well,

other,

systems that had their home on the opposite side

this after-

noon,” said Andrew Lyon one day.
** Pooh,” said Jasper, ‘‘ every one knows
what a fine speaker lawyer Elliott is. Of

J. Lane& Co.
succeed euch

of the globe, and that have. really been outgrown,
by the semi-barbarous nations that once contided
in them. Mr. Johnson is such a man. He isa
scholar, a thinker, a rhetorician, a religious rad-

dom, Jasper was glad. #f he distinguished
himself, Jasper was unhappy. He never
heard him praised without putting in some
sneering remark, or going into an argument to show that John deserved no particular credit.
.

spoke

to

Johnson,

iconoclasts, sit down as patient, interested and
eficient students over thé records of religious

which happened but sel-

*“ How very well John

theil relation

Samuel

An example appears in the interest often shown
by men nygtured in Christian schools,who, while
dealing with the claims of Christianity almost as

All his schoolmates liked him, with one
exception. In Jasper Gray's eyes, John
Elliott coulddo nothing right. If he ever

missedin ‘¢lass,

By

often meet in unexpected and unique fellowship,

take the places in the games that no one
else liked to fill,
willing to lend his skates,

his books, or his knife to any one
cared to borrow.

Religion.

pp. 802, Sold by E.
Extremes not only

wrong, and who believes that he is obeying

it was ouly a dead, useless herb upon the
field.
:
;
The old willow tree moved its branches

Minnie stood almost breathless as she gaz- |.

his as they. passed along the. streets, and

their

Universal

Press, 1783—1832;

Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. 1873. octavo,

credited with the saying that,in his opinion,
“the wickedest man in the world is a good
was in a blaze.
Afterward, when the storm man when he
gets mad.” There is a deep
had passed, the flowers and grain stood philosophy.
in this. No one is apt’ to be
upright in the pure, quiet air, looking so more unreasonab
le, positive and oppressive
refreshed by the rain ; but the lightning had than one who thinks
he is right when he is

:
Then the willow tree told about the
mine look really 4ld-fashioned, and 'old- ed,
** Well, little sister,” said, Will, ** will buckwheat’s pride and punishment. This
always follows. The writer heard this
fashioned things 1 do despise.”
.|.you have the doll or the money ?”
“ Well,” said another little girl, “I
** Oh, wait, please, brother,just one min-_ from the sparrow one night, when he asked
it to tell him a story.—From the Danish of
‘wanted new furs this winter, but father uteflonger. O you beauty, I wish I coul
ndersen.
lost so much by the Boston fire that mother have you, but poor Nettie won't have any
8ay8 we must economize.”
Christmas presents, if’ I do; come, Will,” + The husks of emptiness
rustle in every
** Economize,” sneered Emma, *¢ thank and she drew a long breath, as though rewind ; the full corn in the cai holds up its
fortune there is no need of my cconomizing ; lieved that the decision was at length
fruit noiselessly
to the Lord v. the harvest.
my father has money enough, and 1 can made ; good-bye, Dod can’t have you.”
+
;
always get what I want by teasing for it.” Will felt his:little sistéy’s' hand tremble ‘in
While we ‘cleave to that which is good,
© “Well,”

with

1873.

ORIENTAL RELIGIONS, and

ened so that it seemed as if the whole world

thinks my old furs do well enough ; but I've fairy-like in its texture, so beautifully fitted odor the flowers and foliage have!
worn'them one winter already, and you to the perfect little form. No wonder do you weep, old willow tree P"
that

boys

Dr.

Now, it light-

gazing with flushed cheeks and dilated eyes
as for books, I see enough of them at on the object of her admiration. The doll in the wind, and large drops of water fell
school ; and I can’t skate and never mean was indeed well calculated to fill with rap- from the green leaves, as if the tree were
to learn; to be sure candy is good, of ture a child's mind. It was nearly as large weeping, and the sparrow asked :
course I shall have my share of that; but as Minuie, with long flowing ringlets, and
**Why do you weep when all around is
- what I want most is, a splendid new dress, eyes that would open and shut at the pleas- full of blessing? See how the sun shines!
anew hat, and a set of furs, Mother ure of its owner ; and then its dress was so See how the clouds go, and what a delicious
- know the style has changed so much,

Academy” there was not a

pleasanter boy than John Elliott. He was
ready at work, and;at play, willing to Lelp
slow

ro —

Literary Review,

c

:

time and the wrong.— The Christian.

into

God's heaven.”

And to it did in its pride.

In all Barker

ry

biting sneer, or the unkind scoft passes
your lips, pause just long enoughto ask
yourself, “Is it the right time for me to
speak?” you would shut the door against
many a heart-ache.
The world hinges on little things, and
there are many more trivial than the right

ferior, should we venture upon it?
“Far

—

times their germ in

by the lightning one may see into God's
heaven; and such a sight will make even
men blind. What, then, may not happen
to us plants of the earth, and

Charity Envieth Not.

John's

Sfp

In passing

15,

LL

don’t own one. John's fatheg: lives in a
large house, and Jasper’s in a little one.

the farmer will say that the lightning has
done this. But how can this be? [ will
“ Well, little Sis,” said Minnie's brother, tell
you what a gray sparrow told me, and
who
sat reading, *‘ that was rather a
the gray sparrow heard it from an old wilnaughty speech of Miss Emma's. I should
low tree that still stands where it has long
think; if Nettie’s father is a drunkard,
stood, by a buckwheat field. It is a big,
please ask the young lady who made him
honorable
tree, but shriveled and old; it
one?”
has been torn through the center, and there,
“ Yes, Will,” said Minnie, jumping into in the cleft, grass and whortlebushes grow.
her brother’s lap. ‘¢ Nettie told me that The tree bends forward, and the branches,
her father was a nice man once, and lived looking like long green hair, droop towaid
in a pretty house, till Mr. Haskell coaxed the ground.
him to go to his saloon and drink, and now
Grain grew upon all the fields around,
itis so dreadful at home, she says. O both rye and oats; yes, the beautiful oats,
mamma, how I wish I could get Minnie that look, when ripe, like a great flock of
some Christmas presents; she says Santa tiny yellow canary birds sitting upon a
Claus don’t go to their house now; and it stem. The grain looked so blessed, and
must be so hard for a little girl not to have the heavier it was the lower it bowed in
anything at Christmas.”
pious humility.
‘“ And how much money is my little
But there was also a field of buckwheat,
daughter willing to spend to maké' her and it was close by the willow tree. The
friend happy?” said Mrs. Warren. The buckwheat didn’t bend like other grain,
child’s countenance fell. ‘ O mamma,” but strutted so proudly and stiffly. *‘I -am
she faltered, ‘“ I am so sorry; I have spent richer than other grain,” it said. *‘Besides,
almost all my money ; you know I always -I am much handsomer; my blossoms are as
get presents for you and papa and brother beautiful as those of the apple-tree; it is
|Will ; and Nancy and Hannah im the kitch- delightful to look at me und mine, Do you
‘en would feel badly if I did not give them know any more beautiful than we, old
something; but , mamma, couldn’t you just willow tree?” not get mie so many things, and let me
And the old willow tree nodded, as if to
spend part of the money for Nettie?”
say, “Yes, of course I do.”
But the buckMrs. Warren smiled, as she fondly wheat strutted in real vanity, and said :
stroked the sunny curls of the excited
“The foolish tree; it is so old that grass
child. ‘ And how much is my little girl grows in its stomach I”
willing to give up for her friend who has
There came up a dreadful storm and all
no kind father or brother to buy pretty the flowers of the meadow folded their
gifts for her? Is she willing to go without leaves or bent their tender héads while the
that splendid doll that she has been talking storm passed over them ; but the buckwheat
about so long ?” The child. hesitated, for to strutted on in its pride,
possess the doll had, for a long time, been
“Bead your head like the rest of us,”
the cherished object of her heart. Her suid the flowers.

first there's a splendid doll, almost as large + *¢ Fifteen dollars !” mused Minnie; * fifas I am, in one of the shop windows. Oh, teen dollars! what a lot of pretty things I
I do want it so much ; and mamma looks so conld buy for fifteen dollars.’ Oh, me! I
wise every time I speak of it, that I should- never had so much money in my life; but
n’t wonder if dear old Santa brought it, then, that splendid doll. Will,”’ she ex‘up, ‘ won't
though it will cost, oh, lots of money j then, claimed, suddenly jumping
Iam sure to have some beautiful books, you please go down town with me this
with the most lovely stories, and I guess a evening so I can see that beautiful doll once
Lo
new pair of skates will come this year, for more ?”
papa thinks skating is nice exercise for
Her brother assented, and soon the litwild little girls like me. Then of course tle girl was happily - walking beside him,
there'll be hé@ps of candy, nuts and such ever and anon joyously exélaiming, as they
things ; Santa Claus always fills my stock- passed some brilliantly illuminated shop,
ing brim full.” «
the windows of which were filled with toys
‘‘ Poh!” said Emma, the first speaker, of every variety. At length they reached
‘“ I don’t care a fig for such things. I am the store where the coveted doll was disquite too old to play with dolls;” and the played. “ O Will, look! look! isn’t it
hight,

Soon

and poor Nettie feels so bad.”

My own true wife, who is dearer now

The-afternoon session of the

‘ won't

crying, * Don’t mind what she says, Nettie

shame,

eyes,

called Nettie Ingalls a drunkard’s daughter,

The past grows a book to understand,
The future has gifts to bring,
As I sit by the fire and hold your hand,
And finger the worn gold ring.

rang.

ty.”

mother sat busily sewing, ‘“ do you know
what a wicked girl Emma Haskell is? She

"Soft cheeks, that are sunken now,

over, and with merry

but

_ “0 mamma, mamma,” exclaimed Minnie, bursting into the room where her

4

O comely face! that I knew so fair;

BY

said,

you go into a milliner's shop with me, and
help me get a hat for Nettie? you know
you can always tell when my hats are pret-

a kiss the little girls sepagated.

You could erst so lightly tread;
» Changed is our thought of the grave old earth

i¥
pi

dear,” she

after hat, trying .to suit the child's fastidious taste. ** You know, Will,” she said,
I want it to be prettier than any of the
girls’ hats.” At last the difficult choice
was made; and a jaunty little velvet hat
with its cunning feather was selected by
the gleeful child,and safely stowed in its little box. Next they entered a dry goods es-

to her

night ; I must run home,
wonder what has become

’Tis a trembling step comes down the path

$

aside,

Willie

mother her purchases, and ask her advice
man once, and mamma says your mother concerning what other things to get. In
high glee she went dancing along,and when
is a real lady.”
‘“ Yes, when I was a little bit of a girl, she passed the coveted doll, gayly bowed
we lived in a pretty house and were so to her, saying, ** Never mind, Dolly, somehappy ; but Emma’s father got him to go body else will be happy with you; I have
| to his saloon, till now he seems not to love got something better than dolls.” With
mother and me any more, but spends all the saine joyous hilarity the purchases
.
his money for drink.”
were displayed to her mother, who praised
en
*« Well, Nettie, I shouldn’t wonder if he them to her entire satisfaction, and probai did better, by and by; I'll ask my" papa to bly in all the town there was no happier
talk with him ; perhaps he can coax him to child than Minnie Warren as she laid her
stay away from that bad place. But good- head on her pillow that night. .

Left last in the empty nest.

{

Emma,

her

days. I heard papa say he used to be a nice

"The red sun sets in the west;
I think that like two brown birds are we,"

i
wy

“Now,

so much for that ; but to be called a drunkard’s daughter! it is dreadful. Oh, if my
father would stay away from that dreadful
place, how happy we should be,” and a
fresh burst of sobs convulsed the child's
frame.
¢ Don’t, Nettie, don’t,” said Minnie;
¢¢ perhaps he will do better one of these

But knew not then that soon again
The clouds would bear it thro’ the air,
To whence its waters came,

:
i
kH

exclaimed

was

own merry self again,

standing -somewhat

been

Emma, threw her arms about Nettie's

Of that sweet time when life began,

That is keeping in trust our dead.

nice

{speak so? exclaimed the girls, while
Minnie, darting an indignant glance at

"How changed from that bright mountain stream,
This dark and silent tide did seem!
Aud yet it was the same;
And oft it thought, as on it ran,

~All the young ones are
Each sings with his
Twilight is closing our
Though the crimson

the

apart from the-group, eagerly listening.
much she knows about pretty
“Poh!
dresses or pretty ‘books, the drunkard’s

“For

The hearts upon its shore,

a

bravely dashed away, and Minnie

to

and. the tears started
hastily turned away.

But ill-content it onward went,
Till with tke river it was blent,
A brooklet now no more.
And rarely now it danced or laughed,
But turned the wheel, upbore the craft;
And, as it toiled, was sadly soiled,
And sullen grew as if it knew

/

a plainly-dressed- little

but I like pretty

loud enough to be heard; for a deep flush
rose to the pale cheeks of the little girl,

It rippled on
With sobered flow,
And oft did seem to pause and dream,
And catch the tone of willows lone,
That sighed above its bed.

The old nest swings

don't you, Neitie,” she

running

daughter !”

Along the slgpe that lay below

At Evening

stories so much;
said,

girl, who ‘had

Palingenesis.

STAR, JANUARY

glancing stealthily in her face, he saw the
tears which she was vainly trying to suppress; but after a few monrents they were

dresses and pretty hats,

books better, foi I do love to read

—

MORNING

No. 9, University

Series, comes

to us

from C.

C. Chatfield & Co., New Haven, in the form of a
well-printed pamphlet containing

Prof. Mayer's

Lecture before the Yale Scientific Club. It is entitled, THE

most

EARTH

admirable

A GREAT

presentation

magnetism, at once profound

equally full of science

and

MAGNET,

of the
and

isa

popular, and

poetry.

pamphlets, so far published, have

valua“le,

and

subject of °
All these

proved

}

very

Pd

,

ad

digi
{iy
‘

TT
3

di

erg

i

ees
v

=

Tae

"THE

.

v,

a

cataracts.

the

beneath

has

Knock, therefore, at the door before

entePupon your neighbors privacy

prdducts

The

STAR.

from the far south

——

Because several of those phenomena in
nature which betoken great power are ac-

conipanied -with violent sounds, we are apt

by

this

public

and the

Ptolemies

come

and

go, and

Holland

YNDON

<

as It Is.

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT,

ural Science.
Miss IDA E. MORRILL,

NEW-HAMPTON

x
Mathematics

ten weeks

‘
and Rhetoric,

b
CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, haging August 27, 1872,
Winter Term of 13 weeks,
begins Yecemh or 3, 1872.
\Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 187..

For fuither particulars, apply
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of color.

upon

The dust and

it; twigs

and

dirt

of trees

fall

bits of moss and bark

spot the fair expanse.
The farmer loves the snow because it
protects his winter grain, mulches his grass,

and, absorbing chemicals from
phere, enriches the soil,

Boys

love

the

sow

atmos-

the

for the infinite joys

of the sled, for snow-balling,
for snowhouses, ramparts, and fierce Pattle.
Girls
love it because it is a perpetual invitation to
liberal-minded beaux to take numberless
slejgh
rides.

I'he poor city workman loves to see
£uow coming.
He makes wages at cleaning off the sidewalks—let it come!
It
_ hides the barren, dingy ground, it covers
deep the roots of new trees, and particularly the tendef¥ shrubs in the garden.

But

Books, too, are expensive.
But beef must be bad; no

iveness and
curiosity of thie mind, and
orders the passions of the body, and exter-

BATES

nal actions, and is directly opposed to curiosity, to boldness, to indecency. . . .
Every man has his own life sins enough,
in his own mind trouble enough, in his own
fortune evils enough,and in performance of
his offices failings more than enough, to
entertain his own inquiry ; so that curiosity
after the affairs of others can not be without envy and an evil mind. What is it to
me il my neighbor's grandfather was a
Syrian, or his grandmother illegitimate, or
that another is indebted five thousand
hounds, or whether his wife is expensive ?
But

commonly

curious

persons, or (as the

Apostle’s phrase is) busy-bodies, are not
solicitous or inquisitive into the beauty and
order of a well-governed family, or after
the virtues of an

excellent

locks, and

and

there

be

anything
bars,

for

person;

which,

porters,

but

if

men “keep

things

that

let it come as it did in our boyhood, all
night, all day, all night again, covering
mony feet deep all the region round, imprisoning people in their
houses,wghutting

blush

off town [rom town,

inquiry, the courses of the Fayed moon,
the spots in their faces, the-firmament of

hiding fences, obliter-

ating woods, blown by great winds into
mighty drifts," taking possession of the
land, and

reducing

all things to its domin-

ion !
:
_ Feeble snows be far frora us,whose hearts
fail then, which melt to rain, leaving us on

the mdddy line.
Come,

bountiful winter, with

snows that

last, deep, pure, solid, that will not depart
till April servesits warmth, and blue-birds
warble softly in the cherry trees,and bounc-

to

see

the

light,

and

either

shameful in manners, or private in

these things are their ¢are and
ness. But if great things will

are

nature,

their busisatisfy our

heaven and the supposed orbs, the ‘ebbing
and flowing of the sea, are work enough
for

us; or, if thishe not,

let

him

tell

we have wholesome

food for the
which

to

be

by

of

be

life.

The

be one,

popular,

one

does

not

approaches,

and

clubs,

and

when

people

are cal-

as

excellence on

cheaper

terms

than

almost

anything else.
A circle of

friends, or

a

neighborhood,

or a parish, can agree upon getting one
up; each paying two, ‘or three, or four,
or more dollars a year, to furnish the

fund,
good

which, if wisely

returns.

spent,

will make

Appoint a competent com-

mittee to select and

purchase books, which

may generally be had at a notable discount.
At the close of a year or two, an auction may ,be. held to sell the books to
members

me

or

to

others,

thus:

increas-

ing the fund for future outlays; or they

can be kept to lay the foundation of a
library. It is a
good and easy way to
secure a parish
library. I know a fine
parish library of four hundred volumes,
begun and growing so.

have seen,
lower,

Ss club’ must make some rules for
and tell me why this turf this year brings
ing robins make the morning and evening forth a daisy, and the next year a plantain ; the distribution of its books and stick to
welodious.— Beecher.
i 8
the apple bears his seed in his heart, the rules, otherwise the circulation will
| wh
Instead
and wheat ik it in his head; let him tell get into disheartening confusion.
why
a graft taking nourishment from a of one volume at a time, giving the readThe River Nile.
crab-stock shall have a fruit more noble er a chance of healthy digestion, half
—
Pn
than its nurse and parent; let him say why a dozen enter the door to be skipped and
hurriedly
over,
followed
by
The bed of the Nile, like: that of the the best of oil is at the top, the hest of gkimmed
Mississippi,
is higher than
the valley wine in the middle, and the best of honey blank spaces for weeks to come. This]
through which it passes. Warburton said: at the bottom, otherwise than it is in some forfeits one of the chief merits of a club,
“The Niles bed is a sort of a savings-bank, liquors that are thinner, and in some that which is to secure a constant supply of
hy means of which the deposits of four are thicker. But thése things are not such good reading, with abundant leisure to
thousand years have enabled him to rise as please busy-bodies; they must feed up- enjoy it.
not only agreed upon, but ruthin the world and run along a causway of on tragedies, and stories of misfortunes and lesslyines,enforced,
have a good regulating
his own.” ‘It'is the only river in the world crimes. . . . .
effect.
Everybody,
but the lazy and inTherefore
Plutarch
rarely
well
compares
which runs upwand of . twelve hundred
miles, in undiminished yolume, without a curious and inquisitive ears to the execrable different, hated then sufficiently to make

tributary stream,

It. moves

on

its long

course without the helpof even'a’ creek,
tappedby innumerable canals -and
- thirsty
gardens with which it is fringed, absorbed

by

hot

sand

hanks

and

hotter

sun,

and

some effort not to

gates of cities, out of whieh, only malefao-

tors and hangmen ‘and tragedies pass,
nothing that is chasteor holy. . . .
:
Curiosity

is the’

direct

incontinency

deserve them.

There

is nothing which keeps a club in good runfing order like
precision’; a rare quality,
I am inclined to
think, as one having had
experience in clubs.—Mrs. H. C. Knight.

of

the Spirit, . . .

!

REV. DANIEL M.GRAHAM, D. D., President, and
Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature.
REV. RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Burr Prof. Systematic
and Pastoral Telly
REV. SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof, Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy.

GEORGE

MCMILLAN,

5

A. M.,

and Latin Languages.

of book

SPRING AND SUMMER
April 7, 1873.

COLLEGE.

FACULTY:

cir-

and

culating their in-door resources for en-|
tertainment and interest,
especially in
quiet towns and remote neighborhoods,
a book club can furnish both variety and

so; since

search

to

the formation

winter

if they had been where they are now fixed.

If these be too troublesome,

part

if there

digestible

which we now suppose are desired
sought for,
This want ean be, in a measure,

some ages have discovered new stars which

the former knew not, but might

wishes

easily

always contain them. For it is the more
thoughtful, scholarly, and veracious books

whether the number of the stars be even or

odd, and when they began

better

culating library,

and

HILLSDALE

Prof. of the Greek
J

ANIEL M. FISK,
B. P,, Prof. Nat, Science.
. WAYLAND DUNN; A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and
Belles

Lettres.

Miss H. LAURA ROWE, A. M,, Prin. of the Ladies’
Department

”

ALEXANDER

7. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.

WARREN A. DRAKE,
Penmanship,

GEO,

B.

Ass’t Prin. and

GARDNER,

Instruetor

~ Drawing.
MELVI LIE W. CHASE,
and Vocal Music.

REV. JOHN
‘partment.

Instructor in

in Painting

Two Courses

CALENDAR, 1873,

LAPHAM
The SPRING

TERM

will

commence

on

Monday,

=

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
7
x, H. RICKER, Prin.
“Nprth Scituate, R. IL., Jan. 1, 1873.

BOWDOIN

COLLEGE.

Medical Department.
THE

annual

School

course

of Maine,

of Lectures
will

at the

commence

6t50

LO

Commences

its Fall Teryh

Now Ready.
The Commentary onthe Gospels by
Rev. John J.

$2.00

Higher English,
Classical,
-

.
+

-

.

«

as well

rates.
oprAurther

our hands.

RIDGEVILLE
’

New

“

:

id

“

Use of Instrument

ers.

Itisadapted

to classes that have

just completed “The ‘Story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered
not long" since by the Printing Establishment, and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and teachers as

being in every way
patronage.

worthy

of their

Orders may be sent at any

time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents;
4 cents.

Postage (extra),

More New

Books

For the Sabbath School.
Short-Comings
Lute Falconer

and Long-Goings,

NEW BOOKS, CHR{STMAS, 1870. -

The Judge’s Son,
Hester's Happy Summer,

.

$150
125

:

One Year of my Life,

125

Juilding Stones,
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Benson’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour.
Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
i Blue-eyed Jimmy
; or, The Good Boy,

125
2 00
0
50
100
100
100
100

100
N. HK

Prices of Fre ewill Baptist Books.
Single and by

do
do
do
do

do

Emboss’d
do
82mo.

Butler’s
wo

on

History,

do
Christian

do
do

also

Postage

do

at

do

$10.00

16

11.52
1.26
12.52
93

Baptism,

1.00

dozen,

8.18

1.60
15.36

28
8.26

£3
18.62

dozen, 11.52
Bound, single,
25

2.40
04

13.92
29

28
20
240
08
60
OF

1.72
1.20
12.00
38
3.48
29

04

20

single,

do
do
dozen,
do Paper Cov.single,

do

1.20

1.44

doVol. 1 TheGospels,
single,
Vol.2 The Acts, Romans,

Minutes of General Conence,

gi There

dozen.

Ridgeville, Ind., July 10, 1872.

is no

|

.

1.40

48
02

2.83
a7

Hb
20

04

J9

28

Od
28

2.00

24

do

do

do

in
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,

.18
2.00
.08
77
.75

04
4
Ki
20
J2

19
1.72
2.24
"is

do do
.

dozen,

7.20

gingle,

.75.

discount

Jd

20

2.40
.15

dozen,

do

x

A course of Lactures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Catalogue apply to
WM.
REED, Sec. & Treas.

96

dozen, 1.44
single,1.00
dozen, 9.60
.single,
.30,
dozen, 2.88
25
single,
dozen, 2.40
single,
.25

‘Lessons for every Sunday
the Year, (Ques. Book)
do
do
do
Communionist,
do
Choralist,

rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term

16

“single,
dozen,

Theology,
do

& Corinthians,

1.50

same
Tosal,

192
16
1.96
08

WonderfulWorks
of Jesus,single,
.15
do
do
dozen,’ 1.44
Butler's Commentary,

8.00

2.00

the

1.00

dozen, 2.10
single, 1.00
TheBook of Worship,
( 0
dozen, 9.60
StoryofJesus,(
Ques. Book) single, .15

$7.00
4.00

on

Price. Postage.

do
dozen,
9.60
Morocco,single, ‘1.10
do
dozen, 10.56
single,
.85

do
do
do
Life of Marks,
do
do
Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do
Treatise,
do
Thoughts upon Thought,
do
do
do

close Nov.

for practice,

dozen;

Psalmody,18mo.in Sheep, single,

as gentle-

to

the

De-

*
“0
Ladies,
1.00
Penmanship, fifteen lessons
1.50
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable

at the regular rates.

Question Book,

MARY LATHAM CLARK,

and

except

Vocal Music for Gentlemen,

©

Or

Depart-

clubs,

EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,

5 50
600

Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.
i
For further particulars address the Principal, or
" THOWAS TUTTLE, M. D,, President.
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

if

or more.

Is now complete and ready for custom-

EXPENSES.

Board, per week, in private families,

Postage,

‘BY

COLLEGE.

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00

$2,00.

Special terms given

to.agents avho sell 100
ders are solicited.

C. A. FARWELL, §::retary.

8 Tlie Far, TERM will begin Aug. 20 and

Price

extra, 24 cents.

Medical
9th,

now

sale this whole Edition will soon be on

10

particulars, address the Secretary,

eld, Maine.

D.,is

others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At thisrate of

men’s are formed.
Rooms and hoard in private families at reasonable

$400
mS 00
-

.

clubs

D.

nouncement is sufficient to show that

SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint-

per week. r Ladies’

Butler,

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple an-

account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
The price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to

A: B., Principal,"

te

Normal

No deduction for less than half a term,

Do.

cation.

ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
MRS. J. F. STEERE. Teacher of Music.
Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
Augusta), Teaclpr of Penmanship and BookKeeping.
3

ILS

JANUARY

-

Principal

R. BurLINGAME,

Johuny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
LR. BURLINAMGE,Dover,

AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French

Miss ADDIE

FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence

+

GERRISH,

L.

postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The volume begins with the first number in
April. Orders are solicited.
/
No percentage is allowed on money sen
us for the Myrile.
Samplé copies will be sent free on appli-

Academ-

Mathematics.
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal
partment.

SEMINARY.

H. COTTON,

A. L.
ment,

remittances for the paper

number between one and 10, when sent to
ne address, than on a single one.
The

school

study. , Terms,

TLE.

PosTaGE.—The postage on a single cop¥
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and no more on 10 copies or any

GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.

on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.
WILLIAM

Normal,

of

2, 1872.

cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.

weeks.
Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872,

the Secretary.

The tuition will be as follows :
Primary Branches, Common English,
wiioml

Full course

September

TerMs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20

a
J

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
WiLroy, Iowa.

All orders and

PITTSFIELD, ME.
ical and Ladies’

em-

WILTON

should be sent to
ver, N. H.

INSTITUTE.

Furnishes College, Preparatory,

, C.F.BRACKETT, M. D., Secretary.

NORTHWOOD

The

CENTRAL

one

Dover, N. H.

and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A. M. JONES, Sec.
MAINE

prescribed;

will Baptist Printing Establishment, for the
use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publica-tion should be addressed to ¢* THE MYRTLE,”

13 and

The

are

This semi-monthly, published by the Free-

scanning, &c.
The location of the school so near
the CoHege and Theological School, affords advantages of association with
students of a higher rank

and continue Twenty ‘Weeks,
Circulars containing full information may be obtained on Applieation o the Registrar, D. F, ELLIS,
M. D., or to

sexes.

study

———

y

Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry. Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,

MRS.

INSTITUTE.

both

ot

THE |

ness m doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many Kinds of work are done. The
students are faithtully drilled in Latin and Greek,

REV.

For College Cazalogue MPL to
.
L. P.
REYNOLDS, Sec. ¢ Treas. ,

Jan.

SCHOOL,

~@atalogués sent to inqyirers.

being composed of only one department, a thorough-

De-

March 19—-Spring Term begins.
June 19—Commencement,
September 3—Fall Term begins.
December 3—Winter Term
begins.

Jan. 27, 1873.

College, and it is open for

and

MRS. ALMA H. FISK, Ins. in French and German,
Miss MARY A. STRATTON, Asst. Prin. in Ladies’
Department.
.
Ll)

begin
ot

,

bracing and the other omitting the ancient languages,
i
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec,
Lewiston,” Me., July 16, 1872.
nn

L.G. JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist
ants.
:
The special work of this school is to fit students for

Instructor in Instrumental

8. COPP, Instructor in Theological
:

TERMS

THEOLO fICAL

or

iw)

Sec, Trustees.

The next Term of this school will commence Aung.
2, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
as follows :
Rev. 0. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
* History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics
Rev, B. ¥. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral
Philosophy.
Rev,J, A. Howe, A, M., Protessor of Systematic
TheoloRy
Thomas 8. Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
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New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1873.
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recitative, which we have heard from artists

each.

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
+ Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term sloses January 24, 1878.
Spring Term begins
February 4, 1873.
Spring Term closes
®pril 11, 1873.
Bummer Term boting April 38, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
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